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John Eger, Chai-ftnan's office (FCC), said they don't know yet what

the dissent will be. Their first reaction was to have a strong one,

but they are inclined to reconsider and feel they should be tactful and

not knock the majority. His feeling is that it will be a milder dissent.

However, they are still toying with the idea of what to say. They don't

like "forced restructuring of the communications industry" and he thinks

that will be the theme -- however, it doesn't write well.

They are concerned how their statement would look against (DTP's

statement. At one time, they thought they might not make a statement.

The Chairman has had several alternatives given to him and Eger expects

to hear from him today. Should have something or nothing. 7•
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MULTIPLE ENTRY DOMESTIC SATELLITE POLICY ADOPTED BY FCC

A domestic satellite policy which would permit all qualified applicants
to provide communication satellite service has been adopted by the FCC (Docket
16495).

The Commission said it would be "unwise to attempt to select or prescribe
one system . . . or choose one or more systems through comparative hearings."
Accordingly, it did not adopt the Common Carrier Bureau staff proposal that
would have required applicants with similar technology to combine their efforts.

The Commission emphasized that "multiple entry" does not mean "unlimited
or unrestricted open entry." It said that applicants would have to demonstrate
that they are financially and technically qualified to provide domestic satellite
service and that a finding would have to be made that the service would be in
the public interest.

Common carriers now providing "essential communications services" will be
required to demonstrate that the revenue requirements for the satellite service
will not be a "burden or detriment" to customers for their other services.

There are presently eight applications before the Commission for authority
to provide domestic satellite service and five applications for earth stations.

Specific conditions were set by the Commission for participation by the
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. (AT&T) and the Communications Satellite
Corporation (Comsat) in domestic satellite service. Within the contiguous 48
States, it limited AT&T's initial use of satellites to its regular and wide area
telephone services (MTT and WATS), and to AUTOVON, a private line service pro-
vided for the Department of Defense, as well as restoration of all services in
case of facility outages. It said it would consider AT&T's requests for addi-
tional services when others had had the opportunity to establish reasonable use
and fill of satellites for specialized services, but in any event not later than
three years after AT&T began satellite operations.

A joint AT&T/Comsat proposal under which Comsat would provide service
solely for AT&T was rejected by the Commission. It said AT&T could apply for
its own satellite or lease facilities from Comsat or any other carrier which
chooses to provide service exclusively for other carriers.

(over)
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If Comsat chooses to provide service for AT&T, it will be required to
operate as a carrier's carrier only, the Commission said. It will have to lease
facilities to AT&T on the same terms applying to other carriers, and permit access
to the leased facilities through the leasees' own earth stations. Comsat would also
have to comply with a formula to be specified in a later order by the Commission
setting a maximum percentage of the satellite system capacity that may be leased
to any one carrier.

In the event that Comsat chooses to serve groups other than AT&T, it may deal
directly with the users providing a wide range of services, the Commission said.

Whether it operates as a multi-purpose system or as a wholesale supplier of
satellite facilities, Comsat will be required to form a separate corporate sub-
sidiary to provide domestic satellite services, the Commission said. If it does
not operate as a carrier's carrier, it will be prohibited from owning or operat-
ing domestic satellite facilities at any overseas points served by INTELSAT
(international satellite) facilities.

Discussing the Hughes Aircraft Co./GTE Service Corp. proposal, for interstate
telephone service via satellite facilities, the Commission said it had the advantage
of introducing another voice, on a limited scale, into the planning and operation
of the interstate telephone network. It pointed out that the GTE service could
"provide a basis for regulatory comparison of the relative efficiencies and cost
advantages of somewhat different technologies." The Commission noted that the
GTE service "could also tend to lessen AT&T's dominance and economic influence in
the domestic communications field."

Before it could authorize the GTE portion of the proposed Hughes/GTE service
however, the Commission said that GTE would have to demonstrate potential benefits
that would result from the service, provide economic justification, and report on
other economic and technical aspects involved in rate making, emergency service
and contractual arrangements with AT&T.

GTE would be required, as in the case of Comsat, to form a special company
to provide domestic satellite service and it would be limited to message
telephone operations initially.

All carriers offering wholesale and retail services will be required to keep
separate accounts for each service to insure, the Commisison said, that "other
carriers leasing transponder or satellite system facilities are not burdened with
any portion of the revenue requirements applicable to the supplying carrier's
retail offerings.

Any satellite equipment supplier will be required to form a separate corpora-
tion to engage in satellite operations. Any authorization to Hughes, the Com-
mission said, will require the company to permit its cable TV customers to
own receive-only earth stations. (Hughes is a major manufacturer of communications
satellites. Its domestic satellite application proposes extensive CATV program
distribution service.) Arrangements will also be required to permit access to the
earth stations by other cable TV program distributors "on an equitable and non-
discriminatory basis . . .," the Commission said.
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While its "broad policy objective" was a "flexible ground environment
which would permit a variety of earth station ownership patterns," tl-e
Commission said it was "premature" at this time to set "definitive standards"
in this area. It said it would be in a better position to make specific
judgments when it knows what satellite systems are going to be operating
and when it has applications for specific ground stations.

The establishment of domestic satellite service would require sub-
mission of proposals for the integration of Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico
into the "established rate scheme for communications applicable to the main-
land," the Commission said. It pointed out that "one of the principle
virtues of the satellite technology applied to domestic communications is
its characteristic of deemphasizing distance as a cost factor in rate making,
and stated it would condition authorizations for satellite service to Hawaii,
Alaska, and Puerto Rico to require carriers to submit revised rates reflect-
ing this no later than six months after the authorization date. It selected
AT&T as the applicant to provide telephone service to Alaska, and Puerto Rico,
and left open the question of whether AT&T or GTE would provide this service
to Hawaii.

The satellite operators will also be expected to provide facilities for
services to Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico by the international record carriers,
the Commission said. They will be required to submit proposals for integra-
tion of the charges for the various specialized record services to these
points into the domestic rate pattern within six months of the date of authori-
zation of satellite service.

Taking into consideration the special needs of Alaska for intrastate
service, the Commission set requirements for Alaskan earth station applicants
to submit plans for such service, and provided for reserved capacity in
satellites serving Alaska for intrastate facilities.

The Commission began the domestic satellite proceeding with a Notice of
Inquiry, released March 2, 1966 (31 F.R. 3507). Following studies by two
special White House Committees in 1967 and 1969, the Commission invited appli-
cations for domestic satellite service in a First Report and Order (22FCC 2d 86,
35 F.R. 5356), released March 24, 1970. A Recommended Decision by the Common
Carrier Bureau was released March 15, 1972. Oral argument in the proceeding
was held by the Commission May 1 and 2, 1972.

Action by the Commission June 16, 1972, by Second Report and Order.
Commissioners Bartley, Robert E. Lee and H. Rex Lee, with Commissioner Johnson

concurring and issuing a statement, and Chairman Burch dissenting and issuing

Et statement in which Commissioners Reid and Wiley joined.

- FCC -
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Washington, D.C. 20554

In the Matter of

Establishment of Domestic

Communications-Satellite

Facilities by Non-govern-

mental Entities.

Docket No. 16495

SECOND REPORT AND ORDER 

Adopted: June 16, 1972 • Released: June 16, 1972

By the Commission: Chairman Burch dissenting and issuing a statement

in which Commissioners Reid and Wiley join;

Commissioner Johnson concurring and issuing a statement.

I. PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE COMMISSION

1. This proceeding was instituted by the Commission on March

2, 1966 (Notice of Inquiry, 31 F.R. 3507; Supplemental Notice of Inquiry,

October 20, 1966, 31 F.R. 13763) to explore various legal, technical and

policy questions associated with the possible authorization of domestic

communications satellite facilities to nongovernmental entities. On

March 24, 1970, the Commission issued a first Report and Order (1970

Report) inviting the submission of applications to assist our determina-

tions (22 FCC 2d 86, 35 F.R. 5356), and consolidated a concurrently

issued Notice of Proposed Rule Making (22 FCC 2d 810). In response to

the 1970 Report, system applications were filed by the following:

The Western Union Telegraph Company (Western Union)

Hughes Aircraft Company and various telephone

operating companies of GTE Service Corporation

(Hughes/GTE)
Western Tele-Communications, Inc. (WTCI)

RCA Global Communications Inc. and RCA Alaska

Communications, Inc. (RCA Globcom/RCA Alascom or

"the RCA applicants")

Communications Satellite Corporation and American

Telephone and Telegraph Company (Comsat/AT&T)

Comsat
MCI Lockheed Satellite Corporation (MCI Lockheed)

Fairchild Industries, Inc. (Fairchild)
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In addition, applications for earth stations only were filed by:

Hawaiian Telephone Company
Twin County Trans-Video, Inc.

TelePrompTer Corporation

LVO Cable, Inc., and United Video, Inc.

Phoenix Satellite Corporation

2. Comments and reply comments on the applications and rule

making issues were received from the applicants and other interested

parties. By a Memorandum Opinion and Order issued on March 17, 1972

(34 FCC 2d 1), the Commission afforded the parties an opportunity to

file written comments and to be heard orally on a proposed Second Report

and Order (34 FCC 2d 9) recommended by the Chief of the Common Carrier

Bureau (staff recommendation). Written comments were received and oral

argument before the Commission en banc was held on May 1-2, 1972. 1/

3. Upon consideration of the entire record, we are of the view

that the staff recommendation adequately describes the background of this

proceeding, the general nature of the pending applications, and the

previously filed comments and reply comments of the parties on the

applications and rule making issues. Accordingly, we will adopt the

descriptive portions of the staff recommendation without reiterating such

material here. However, as stated in the Memorandum Opinion and Order

of March 17, 1972, our action in designating the staff recommendation for

written and oral comment was taken "before reaching any determinations in

this matter" and "therefore does not reflect any predisposition by the

Commission with respect to the resolution of the issues involved"

(34 FCC 2d at 2). The Commission's determinations, which are set forth

below, incorporate the staff's reasoning and conclusions on the issues

only as expressly indicated herein or to the extent that they are clearly

consistent with our statements of policy and conclusions.

1/ Two entities who had not previously participated in this proceeding

were granted leave to be heard orally: the Department of Defense

and the Network Project (FCC 72-314). The motions of various parties

to correct the transcript of oral argument are hereby granted. Some

applicants have submitted statements, without leave from the Commission,

purportedly in further response to questions from individual

Commissioners at the oral argument. While such statements have been

placed in the record, we do not rely on them;
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II. INTRODUCTORY POLICY STATEMENT

4. As the Commission recognized in the 1970 Report (22 FCC

2d at 88, 95-96), and as confirmed by the applications and responses

filed pursuant to that Report, the satellite technology has the

potential of making significant contributions to the nation's domestic

communications structure by providing a better means of serving certain

of the existing markets and developing new markets not now being served.

There are concrete proposals before us for the use of communications

satellites to augment the long-haul terrestrial facilities of existing

carriers for point-to-point switched transmissions services, and to

connect off-shore distant domestic points (i.e., Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto

Rico) to the contiguous states. There are also proposals for the use

of satellites as a means of providing point-to-multipoint services,

such as program transmission, although plans for such use are now most

tentative and uncertain. Other proposals reflect the view that the most

important value of domestic satellites at the present time lies in

their potential for developing new markets and for expanding existing

markets for specialized communications services.

5. Notwithstanding the specific proposals that have been

submitted, the trueextent and nature of the public benefit that satellites

may produce in the domestic field remains to be demonstrated. The United

States has a well-developed and rapidly expanding complex of terrestrial

facilities, and advances in terrestrial technology and operations can

be expected to continue the present trend toward reduced transmission

costs and more efficient services. Although pointing to some increased

operational flexibility in the routing of its traffic, the predominant

terrestrial carrier, AT&T, disclaims that the satellite technology

presently offers any cost savings or other marked advantages over

terrestrial facilities in the provision of the switched services that

constitute the bulk of its traffic, message toll telephone (MTT) and

wide area telephone service (WATS). At the same time, there is an

uncertainty, that can only be resolved by actual operating experience,

as to whether the time delay inherent in voice communications via

synchronous satellites will provide an acceptable quality of service

to the general public when domestic telephone traffic is routed

indiscriminately and on a large scale basis via satellite and terres-

trial facilities.
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6. Although the satellite technology appears to have

great promise of immediate public benefit in the specialized communica-

tions market, here too there are uncertainties as to how effectively

and readily satellite services can develop or penetrate that market.

Thus, in the area of point-to-multipoint transmission, the commercial

broadcast networks are as yet undecided as to whether to use this

technology in whole or in part. We do have a concrete proposal for a

CATV network from Hughes, expressions of interest by public broad-

casting and other educational entities, and the possibility of interest

by independent suppliers of program material to CATV and broadcast

outlets. Moreover, several system applicants, in addition to seeking

to attract program transmission business, have premised their proposals

on the sale of other specialized services--in part as a complement to

existing or proposed terrestrial offerings, but in the main with the

expectation of expanding existing special service markets and developing

new markets. To be sure, the applications generally do not identify

specific services that are new or innovative. However, in our judgment,

the uncertainties as to the nature and scope of the special markets and

innovative services that might be stimulated will only be resolved by

experience with operational facilities.

7. Under the circnmstances, we will be guided by the following

objectives in formulating the policies to govern our licensing and

regulation of the construction and use of satellite systems for domestic

communications purposes, namely:

(a) to maximize the opportunities for the early

acquisition of technical, operational, and

marketing data and experience in the use of

this technology as a new communications

resource for all types of services;

(b) to afford a reasonable opportunity for multiple

entities to demonstrate how any operational

and economic characteristics peculiar to the

satellite technology can be used to provide

existing and new specialized services more

economically and efficiently than can be done by

terrestrial facilities;

(c) to facilitate the efficient development of this new

resource by removing or neutralizing existing

institutional restraints or inhibitions; and
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(d) to retain leeway and flexibility in our policy making
with respect to the use of satellite technology for
domestic communications so as to make such adjustments
therein as future experience and circumstances may
dictate.

8. We are further of the view that multiple entry is most
likely to produce a fruitful demonstration of the extent to which the
satellite technology may be used to provide existing and new special-
ized services more economically and efficiently than can be done by
terrestrial facilities. Though specialized services constitute a
relatively small percentage of AT&T's total traffic, it is presently
the predominant terrestrial supplier of specialized services. There
is some existing and potential competition from Western Union and any
new specialized carriers authorized pursuant to the Commission's
decision in Specialized Common Carrier Services (29 FCC 2d 870).
But the capacity of their terrestrial facilities is small compared to
those of AT&T or the high capacity facilities proposed by the satellite
system applicants. 2/ The presence of competitive sources of supply of
specialized services, both among satellite system licensees and between
satellite and terrestrial systems, should encourage service and
technical innovation and provide an impetus for efforts to minimize
costs and charges to the public.

9. Of course, the incentive for competitive entry by
financially responsible satellite system entrepreneurs to develop
specialized markets must be meaningful and not just token. This
requires that we take appropriate measures toward the end that a
reasonable opportunity for effective entry is not defeated or weakened
by AT&T, either directly or through its existing or future relation-
ships with Comsat. In this regard, we cannot ignore the effects upon
achievement of our objectives that might result from AT&T's existing
economic strength and dominance stemming from its multi-billion dollar
terrestrial investments and operations and its permeating presence and

influence in all domestic communications markets. Nor can we ignore
the ability of AT&T--an ability not possessedlby other applicants--to

load a high capacity satellite system with MTT and WATS traffic and
thereby control the cost of specialized services furnished via that
system. Other applicants, lacking a similar initial traffic nucleus,

would be operating--at least initially--with lightly loaded, costly
facilities until such time as they might succeed in reducing their
unit costs by a substantial specialized traffic fill.

2/ The Commission has also authorized terrestrial facilities to

various miscellaneous carriers providing program transmission

service to CATV systems and broadcasters. '
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10. In addition, where AT&T combines its monopoly and

competitive services on the same facilities, it is difficult to

identify AT&T's relevant costs associated with specialized services

to insure that revenues from the monopoly services are not being used

to subsidize any part of its competitive services. Thus, if AT&T

were permitted unrestricted use of satellites for both monopoly and

specialized services, this might obscure any meaningful comparison of

operating costs between satellite and terrestrial facilities for the

provision of specialized services as well as curtail any realistic
opportunity for entry by others to serve the specialized markets via

satellite.

11. We recognize that the problem of cross-subsidy now

exists with respect to the establishment of rates and identification

of relevant costs for specialized services furnished by AT&T terres-

trially. However, this longstanding problem would be exacerbated by
permitting the troublesome monopoly and competitive service combina-

tions to be carried over into this new arena. Moreover, the cross-

subsidy aspect is only part of the deterrent to a reasonable oppor-

tunity for competitive satellite entry in the specialized field and,

even if resolved, would not overcome AT&T's unique advantage of being

able to control satellite circuit costs by the extent to which it

chooses to load the high capacity satellite facilities with telephone

traffic while the specialized field is being developed. 2a/

12. All of the foregoing factors and concerns with respect

to AT&T, in our judgment, might well result in discouraging or

deterring others from attempting to penetrate the markets for

specialized services. As a further consequence, AT&T's dominance in

the communications field would be extended rather than lessened in the

domestic area. This would derogate from our policy of seeking to

promote an environment in which new suppliers of communications services

would have a bona fide opportunity for competitive entry. This policy

was the basis for our decision in the Specialized Common Carrier 

Services proceeding (29 FCC 2d 870). While this policy explicitly

accommodates an opportunity for AT&T and other existing carriers to

compete "fully and fairly" with new entrants, it does not preclude

the Commission from taking reasonable measures to assure that competitive

entry would be a meaningful reality in the high capacity satellite

field. Paragraph 104 of the Specialized Carrier decision states:

2a/ We recognize that AT&T, in its offerings of specialized services, may

not, for rate purposes, distinguish between specialized services pro-

vided via satellite on the one hand, and terrestrial facilities on

the other hand, and thus somewhat alleviate the competitive problem.

However, we believe that it will from a regulatory standpoint compli-

cate a definitive comparison between the relative cost and other

advantages of satellite and terrestrial facilities in serving the

competitive market for specialized services.
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"We further stress that our policy determination as to new specialized
carrier entry terrestrially, does not afford any measure of protection
against domestic communications satellite entry or otherwise prejudge our.
determination in Docket No. 16495 as to what course would best serve the
public interest in the domestic satellite field" (29 FCC 2d at 920).

13. The same considerations lead us to conclude that the
achievement of our objectives would be prejudiced by authorizing the
Comsat/AT&T proposal based on their contractual arrangement. First, since
AT&T is a principal source of the domestic service revenue that Comsat
would seek to obtain, it is not realistic to expect Comsat to compete
vigorously in the provision of specialized services on an end-to-end or
"retail" basis and thereby challenge AT&T's terrestrial domination in
this field. Secondly, if Comsat should proceed in the dual capacities
proposed in its two pending system applications, the revenues that would
be guaranteed to Comsat from the AT&T contractual arrangement would give
it an extraordinary advantage and head start over all other potential
domestic satellite entrants seeking to develop specialized services in
competition with Comsat as well as with AT&T's terrestrial services. If
Comsat were given the option of serving AT&T solely and accepted it, such
a course would unnecessarily deprive others of the benefit of Comsat's
expertise in the communications satellite field. If Comsat were to elect
to serve only entities other than AT&T, its expertise and facilities would
be available to the public and carriers other than AT&T. But if Com-
sat is to be authorized to provide satellite services to AT&T, it should
operate exclusively as a carrier's carrier--not engaged in retailing
communications services to the public-- and provide such service under
a tariff offering which would afford an opportunity for other carriers to
have non-discriminatory access to the same system.

14. Finally, our consideration of the conditions under which
AT&T and Comsat should be permitted to enter the domestic satellite field
is necessarily affected by AT&T's ownership of 29 percent of Comsat's
stock and its ability to elect three of the 15 Comsat directors. Such
ownership was contemplated and encouraged by the Congress in enacting
the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 (see Section 394 (b)(2)). Thus,
this is not a matter over which Comsat has any control. However, that
Act, which was formulated to meet the nation's policies and objectives
with respect to the earliest possible establishment of a global
communications satellite system, does not preclude authorized carriers
from voluntarily disposing of their shares of Comsat stock. 3/ All of

3/ Indeed, in 1969 Congress amended the 1962 Act to provide for fewer
common carrier elected directors in proportion to their decrease in
stock ownership in Comsat (47 U.S.C. 733). This schedule contemplates
that the percentage of common carrier stock ownership may fall below
eight percent, in which event there would be no directors elected by
common carriers.
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the major carriers who originally owned Comsat stock, except AT&T, have
since divested their interests. While the participation of experienced
carriers had a useful function when Comsat was newly organized and
gaining communications experience, this relationship warrants
reassessment in light of current conditions.

15. Aside from the foregoing basic considerations of fair-
ness and equity we reaffirm the staff recommendation in favor of
multiple entry. In this connection it is important also to take cogni-
zance of the fact that the initial implementation of domestic
satellites does not confront us with a normal or routine situation.
Some departures from conventional standards may be required if the
public is to realize the potential benefits of this high capacity tech-
nology and we are to pursue our objective of competitive entry. This is
true not only in the case of AT&T, but also for other applicants because
of different factors. For example, as the staff points out, the capacity
proposed by most system applicants substantially exceeds the traffic
under their control or firm customer commitments. They are relying
primarily on speculative business which they hope will materialize
after the facilities become operational. We must, of course, make the
requisite statutory findings as to an applicant's financial qualifica-
tion and ability to implement its proposal, and we can require a
reasonable showing that there will be no adverse impact on rates or
services to customers of carrier applicants now engaged in providing
essential communications services to the public. But if we adhere too
strictly to conventional standards in this unconventional situation,
such as requiring a persuasive showing by new entrants that competition
is reasonably feasible and that the anticipated market can economically
support its proposed facilities, most such new applicants may in effect
be denied any opportunity to demonstrate the merits of their proposals
at their own risk and without potential dangers to existing services--
thereby depriving the public of the potential benefits to be derived
from diverse approaches by multiple entrants. It is our judgment that
the potential benefits to the public warrant the application of rules
and policies which will afford a reasonable opportunity for domestic
satellite facilities to be established initially on a competitive
basis. It is also necessary to retain flexibility to alter our initial
determinations in the light of evolving circumstances.
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III. DETERMINATIONS ON THE ISSUES

A. Number of systems to be authorized initially 

16. In light of the foregoing policy objectives, We have

concluded that the public interest would be best served at thi
s initial

stage by affording a reasonable opportunity for entry by qualifi
ed

applicants, both pending and new, subject to the showings and

conditions described below which we believe to be necessary 
to

implement our objectives and to protect the public. We have reached

this decision after consideration of the various alternatives 
discussed

in the staff recommendation (paragraphs 45-78) and the vi
ews expressed

by the parties.

17. Like the staff and most parties, we think it unwise to

attempt to select or prescribe one system (either a con
sortium of all

the applicants or selection of one applicant) or to
 choose one or more

systems through comparative hearings. In addition to the reasons

given by the staff (staff recommendation, paragraphs 50
-61), which we

adopt, such a course would not promote our policy obj
ectives discussed

above. However, we are not accepting the alternative recomme
nded by

the staff (paragraphs 71-78) of requiring or encouraging 
consolidations

of applicants along guidelines prescribed by the Commission
. While we

recognize that there may well be advantages to and need for 
voluntary

consolidations or sharing arrangements (such as "launch 
risk pools")

undertaken at the applicants' initiative as a matter of
 prudent

business judgment, we do not deem it advisable to struc
ture the

architecture of any joint space segment operations. Rather, we will

permit and encourage such arrangements so long as t
hey are consistent

with the policy conditions set forth herein. Accordingly, we will

accord the system applicants a 30-day period within 
which to apprise

the Commission as to whether they intend to pursue 
their pending

applications, as modified to achieve compliance with 
this Second Report 

and Order, or whether they desire further time to refra
me their

proposals.

18. Our decision in favor of multiple entry does not me
an

that we have opted for a policy of "unlimited or un
restricted open

entry." Our aim, as outlined above, is to afford qualified 
applicants

a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate the public ad
vantages in use

of the satellite technology as a means of communica
tions. But such

entry cannot be "open" in the sense that it is with
out any restric-

tions or limitations. Pursuant to statute we must require showings

of financial, technical and other qualification and mak
e the requisite

finding that a grant of the particular proposal wil
l serve the public

interest, convenience and necessity. Although, as discussed in
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paragraph 15 above, it is our intention to make such determinations with

due regard for the unique circumstances involved here, each applicant

must make a sufficient showing of potential public benefit to justify

the assignment of orbital locations and frequencies. Moreover, we

believe it necessary to impose certain conditions to protect the public

from possible detriment and to further the implementation of our policy

objectives. In addition to the conditions discussed below, we will

require a reasonable showing by any common carrier applicant now engaged

in providing essential communications services that revenue requirements

related to the proposed domestic satellite venture will not be a burden

or detriment to customers for such essential services.

B. Conditions on system applicants on kolicy grounds 

19. Insofar as the staff recommends that none of the pending

applicants should be disqualified on the basis of the information now

before us, we are generally in agreement with the staff's position and

much of its reasoning (staff recommendation, paragraphs 82-119). 4/

However, we will address the question of what policy conditions and/or

further showings will be required in the case of particular applicants.

20. As indicated above, realization of our policy objectives

herein requires that we take appropriate measures toward the end that

those objectives are not frustrated by any applicant, particularly in

the critical threshold stage when others are attempting to become

established. Because of the complexities and uncertainties associated

with this matter, the question of what kind of measures to adopt

confronts us with some difficult decisions. We have examined a number

of alternatives and permutations. While none appears completely

satisfactory in all respects to the entire Commission and there are

conflicting considerations, it is our best collective judgment that

the following course of action constitutes the most reasonable and

appropriate accommodation we can achieve in the present circumstances.

1. AT&T and Comsat 

21. In essence, we have concluded that AT&T should be

afforded access to the satellite technology to determine its feasibility

as an efficient and economic means of providing AT&T's basic switched

telephone services, as well as to explore potential use of the 18 and

30 GHz frequencies. Because of the concerns expressed in our policy

4/ We will defer resolution of what domestic satellite service
s

Western Union may provide in Hawaii under Section 
222 of the

Act pending a determination on the pending 
"Application for Review"

of the staff's action in rejecting 
Western Union's application for

authority to lease facilities to provide 
Mailgram service between

Hawaii and the mainland. A Commission decision on that 
application

for review will be forthcoming 
shortly.
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statement (paragraphs 9-13 above), we will limit AT&T's initial use of
domestic satellites to MTT, WATS, AUTOVON, emergency restoration in the
event of terrestrial outage (pursuant to a restoral plan proposed
to and approved by the Commission, and regardless of the services
involved), and--if found necessary in light of the considerations
discussed in paragraphs 35-41 below--any other services in the case of
Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico-Virgin Islands. However, the Commission
will entertain a petition by AT&T for authority to provide additional
services within the contiguous states at the earliest of the following
occurences: (a) when domestic satellite licensees authorized to offer
specialized common carrier services have achieved substantial utiliza-
tion of their satellite capacity; or (b) in any event, three years
after the commencement of domestic satellite operations by AT&T.
Upon such petition, we will re-examine this initial limitation to
determine whether it is still warranted or should be modified or deleted
in light of the circumstances then pertaining, including such relevant
factors as the impact on the current competitive situation and any
resolution of the cross-subsidy problem.

22. We have further concluded that it would be contrary to
the public interest and the realization of our policy objectives to
authorize the Comsat/AT&T proposals based on their contractual arrange-
ment, in light of the considerations set forth in our policy statement
(paragraphs 13-14 above). 'For those services it is authorized to
provide via domestic satellite (see paragraph 21 above), AT&T will have
the option of applying for authority to own and operate satellite
facilities or of leasing transponders under tariff from Comsat or any
other carrier who elects to proceed solely as a carrier's carrier under
the same conditions specified below as to Comsat. 5/

23. If Comsat elects to serve AT&T, then it will be required:
(a) to operate solely as a carrier's carrier; (b) to lease transponders
to AT&T under the same tariff terms applicable to other carriers
leasing transponders; (c) to permit AT&T and other carriers to have
access to their leased transponders through their own earth stations,
where desired and authorized by the Commission; and (d) to comply with
a formula, to be prescribed by further order of the Commission,
concerning the maximum percentage of system capacity that can be leased

5/ Since we decline to authorize facilities to implement the
Comsat/AT&T contractual arrangement, we will not require AT&T
to show that the costs of leasing satellite capacity from
Comsat under tariff are no greater than obtaining equivalent
facilities by other available means, such as ownership or
leasing under tariff from another satellite carrier
(see staff recommendation, paragraph 79).
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to any one carrier (see paragraph 25 below). Such operation as a

carrier's carrier may include the provision of earth station

facilities by Comsat where desired by carriers leasing 
transponders

and warranted by the existing or potential volume of their tr
affic.

If, on the other hand, Comsat elects to serve only entities o
ther

than AT&T, then Comsat may, pursuant tariffs, offer end-to-end

service, lease transponders to carriers other than AT&T, and 
offer

other services as proposed in its application for a multi-purp
ose

system (staff recommendation, paragraph 22).

24. We see no compelling reason of public policy for

precluding AT&T from leasing satellite transponders under tari
ff from

a carrier's carrier for its authorized domestic satellite ser
vices so

long as the wholesale carrier retains adequate capacity to meet 
the

requirements of other carriers desiring to lease transponde
rs. Since

the wholesale carrier would not be engaged in retailing speci
alized

communications services to the public, the lease of transponde
rs to

AT&T would not deter competitive entry by others to serve the

specialized markets. Moreover, such an arrangement would afford an

opportunity for access to the satellite technology by retai
l carriers

who lack sufficient existing or potential traffic to warrant the

investment required for ownership of space segment facilities.

Further, a wholesale carrier commencing operations under the 
incentive

of AT&T's available business would have an opportunity to 
develop

business from other carriers, and to that extent would be 
less

affected if AT&T should elect in the future to apply for 
authority to

own and operate space segment facilities.

25. While we believe it necessary to limit the percentag
e

of the space segment capacity of the wholesale carrier tha
t could be

pre-empted by AT&T under tariff in order to reserve adequ
ate capacity

for use by other carriers, we are not now in a position
 to devise a

formula. On the one hand, there is the consideration that AT&T

initially has the ability to occupy a large number o
f transponders

and thereby could pre-empt much of the capacity of any 
system,

whereas the capacity available for other carriers may 
be utilized in

gradually increasing amounts. On the other hand, in view of the

relatively short life of the satellites, the wholesale 
carrier should

not be saddled with substantial idle capacity whic
h AT&T might other-

wise lease, particularly after other carriers have
 had a reasonable

time to take advantage of the wholesale tariff 
offering. Accordingly,

if AT&T elects to lease transponders under tariff fr
om Comsat (of any

other wholesale carrier) and the latter elects to 
proceed solely as a

carrier's carrier by serving AT&T's requirements, we 
will require that

such wholesale carrier submit, for Commission revi
ew, an appropriate
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formula by which it will allocate its space segment capacity for AT&T's-

use and the use of other carriers. Upon consideration of such

allocation, the Commission will approve or prescribe a formula prior

to the authorization of facilities. 6/

26. Comsat will be required to form a separate corporate

subsidiary to engage in any domestic satellite venture, whether it

elects to pursue its multi-purpose system proposal or to operate solely

as a wholesale supplier of satellite facilities to AT&T and other

carriers. While Comsat's comments filed on April 19, 1972 do not

object to paragraph 116 of the staff recommendation, we will not impose

any prior constraints as to how such domestic subsidiary is to be

structured or financed. This is an appropriate area for the exercise

of Comsat's own judgment in the first instance, subject to ultimate

Commission approval of its proposal. In the event that Comsat elects

to proceed other than as a carrier's carrier, it will be prohibited

from owning or operating domestic satellite facilities at any overseas

point served by INTELSAT facilities (staff recommendation, paragraph

114).

2. GTE

27. The staff has expressed various concerns about GTE's proposal

to provide interstate MTT service via satellite facilities for which it

seeks authorization (staff recommendation, paragraphs 97-99). In

encouraging multiple entry and the development of competition in the

supply of domestic communications, we have maintained a distinction

between the so-called monopoly switched telephone services now being

furnished by AT&T and all other classes of existing and potential

specialized services. We have made this distinction not for the purpose

of protecting any established position that AT&T occupies in the MTT

field. Rather, it has been our purpose and concern to protect the

public in the availability of efficient and economic switched MTT

services--an interest that might well be adversely affected by

unnecessarily fragmenting responsiblity for the planning and provision

of the facilities required for this integrated service. On the other

hand, we should not reject any proposal that might prove feasible and

beneficial to the public simply because it represents some departure

from the established scheme. This is particularly true when the

proposal comes from an entity, such as GTE, which already is a signifi-

cant participant in the furnishing of MTT facilities and services,

although essentially as a carrier which originates, terminates, grid

switches large volumes of MTT traffic rather than in the provision of

long lines transmission facilities.

6/ Of course, as AT&T from time to time proposes to take up addit
ional

capacity pursuant to that approved formula, AT&T will be required

to obtain appropriate authorization therefor pursuant to Section

214 of the Communications Act.



28. At least potentially, GTE's proposal offers several

advantages. It would introduce more directly, although on a limited

scale, the perspective and experience of another responsible entity

into the planning and operation of the interstate MTT network, which

heretofore has been the sole responsibility of AT&T. It could provide

a basis for regulatory comparison of the relative efficiencies and

cost advantages of somewhat different technologies represented by

AT&T's proposal and GTE's proposal. It could also tend to lessen

AT&T's dominance and economic influence in the domestic communications

field.

29. Notwithstanding these potential public benefits, there

are a number of uncertainties, not dispelled by the information

contained in the record before us, that must be resolved before we can

make the required statutory finding that GTE's proposal will serve the

public interest. Accordingly, before determining whether this portion

of the Hughes/GTE applications should be authorized, we will require a

showing of the nature described by the staff (paragraphs 98-99)

concerning: what potential benefits might be achieved by affording

GTE access to the satellite technology for this purpose; whether its

proposal is economically justified from the standpoint of the public

in terms of costs and prospective fill; the effect on GTE's present

contracts for settlement with AT&T; GTE's plans for handling traffic

in case of temporary outages or catastrophic failure of its satellite

system facilities; how the costs of such facilities would be treated

for rate-making and accounting purposes; and the kinds of data it will

gather and report to the Commission to assist our evaluation of the

efficiency and economy of any authorized operations compared to

continued exclusive reliance on the interstate switched telephone

facilities of AT&T.

30. In the event that we determine after consideration of

such showings that the proposal, on balance, would serve the public

interest, any authorization to GTE would be limited initially, as in

the case of AT&T, to the provision of MTT service (plus other services,

if found necessary, in the case of Hawaii only in the event that GTE

is authorized to serve that State (see paragraphs 39-40 below)). GTE

would also be required to form a separate corporate subsidiary to

engage in such operations.

14.

I
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3. Other system applicants 

31. We will further require that any other terrestrial common
carrier, who is authorized a domestic satellite system, shall offer its
services in accordance with tariff schedules filed pursuant to Section
203 of the Communications Act and the Commission's applicable rules and
regulations. Where the terrestrial carrier seeks to provide services
and facilities to other carriers (i.e., as a carrier's carrier), the
offering of such wholesale services--whether for transponder access
alone or for satellite system service including earth station
access--shall be pursuant to a tariff setting forth all terms and
conditions relating to each class of offering. 7/ If, in addition, the
carrier intends to provide end-to-end services, the retail offering
shall be covered by appropriate tariffs. In order to assure the minimum
intermingling of costs and revenues between the wholesale and retail
operations, we will require the carrier to maintain its accounts in
such a fashion as to identify clearly the costs and revenues related
to each. The prescription of specific accounting rules by the
Commission will be given consideration when we have a clearer picture
of the structure of this industry and its operation. We consider
these measures to be essential, as a minimum, to insure that other
carriers leasing transponder or satellite system facilities are not
burdened with any portion of the revenue requirements applicable to
the supplying carrier's retail offerings.

32. Finally, we adopt the staff's proposal that any
authorization to a satellite equipment supplier shall be conditioned
upon a requirement for the existence or creation of a separate corporate
entity to engage in the satellite communications operation (staff
recommendation, paragraph 86). Any authorization to Hughes will be
upon the further condition that it afford its CATV customers the option
of owning receive-only earth stations to obtain the Hughes program
offering and that of any other CATV program distributor offered by
means of the Hughes system facilities. Hughes will also be required
to submit, for Commission approval prior to the issuance of any
authorization to it, a plan whereby other CATV program distributors
will be afforded reasonable access to receive-only earth stations
associated with its system on an equitable and non-discriminatory
basis, including--if necessary therefor--by means of access to the
Hughes transmit-receive earth stations and space segment facilities.

7/ As in the case of any domestic satellite carrier operating
exclusively as a wholesale carrier, we will require any
domestic satellite system licensee operating in part as a
wholesale carrier to permit carrier customers to have access
to transponders through their own earth Stations, where
desired and authorized by the Commission.
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C. Earth station ownership, access, and interconnection 

33. Our broad policy objective is to aim toward a flexible

ground environment which would permit a variety of earth station owner-

ship patterns and afford diversified access to space segments except where

this is impractical. Thus, in general, we are in favor of according
special purpose users (such as commercial and non-commercial local broad-

casters, other educational users, cable systems, or local carriers) the

option of owning receive-only earth stations. Moreover, we do not fore-

close the possibility that transmit-receive earth stations could be owned

by users or independent carriers in appropriate circumstances. However,

we think it premature to attempt to specify definitive standards here as

to the particular circumstances and terms and conditions under which such

user or independent carrier ownership of earth stations might be author-

ized, except to the extent indicated in Section B above. We cannot now

foresee all possible situations that might arise or all relevant public

interest factors. We will be in a better position to make such
determinations after we know what domestic satellite systems will

actually be established and in the context of considering concrete appli-
cations for particular earth stations. Thus, while we agree with the

over-all thrust of the staff discussion on earth station ownership

(staff recommendation, paragraphs 120-132), we do not bind ourselves to

the specific conditions proposed by the staff (particularly paragraphs

125 and 131). 8/

34. To the extent consistent with our policy determinations

and conclusions herein, we are also in accord with the goals set forth in

the staff discussion of access to earth stations and interconnection
(staff recommendation, paragraphs 133-142). Here again, however, we think

it advisable to retain greater flexibility. While we will require existing
terrestrial carriers seeking domestic satellite authorizations to submit

for Commission approval, prior to action on their applications, a descrip-

tion of the kinds of interconnection arrangements they will make available

to other satellite systems and/or earth station licensees, we do not expect
such descriptions to anticipate all conceivable situations. Moreover, we

will not restrict AT&T to proposing the specific bases for interconnection

charges set forth in paragraph 141 of the staff recommendation. If the

standard there suggested poses difficulties, AT&T may propose some other

standard with similar specificity, which would accomplish our objective of

assuring that all carriers providing retail interstate satellite services
(whether or not affiliated with Bell System companies) have access at non-
discriminatory terms and conditions to local loop and interexchange
facilities as necessary for the purpose of originating and terminating such

interstate services to their customers. The governing standards will be ,

established, so far as practicable, prior to the authorization of domestic

satellite facilities rather than left primarily to subsequent negotiations
between the entities involved.

8/ As in the case of space segments, we decline to structure any arrange-
ments for sharing ownership of earth stations, but will encourage and
consider voluntary propc,als of the applicants' own devising.
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D. Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico 

35. We endorse fully the staff recommendation that the advent
of service via domestic satellite facilities should be accompanied by
an integration of services, and more particularly the charges for such
services, between Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico and the contiguous 48
states into the domestic rate pattern. Heretofore considerations of
distance, cost and traffic volumes have all combined to indicate that
foreign rather than domestic rate and service patterns should be
applicable. The relatively high level of charges resulting from these
physical factors and cost considerations has inhibited the free flow of
communications between the contiguous states and these points to the
disadvantage of all of our citizens. It is our considered view that
the public interest requires that the distinctions, particularly with
respect to level of charges and rate patterns, should be eliminated.
As set forth below, the advent of domestic satellite communications
with their distance insensitive features provides a sound economic
basis for such conclusion.

36. One of the principal virtues of the satellite technology
applied to domestic communications is its characteristic of deemphasiz-
ing distance as a cost factor in rate-making. With the availability of
domestic satellites for communications between the mainland and Alaska,
Hawaii and Puerto Rico, distance should dramatically diminish as an
excuse or justification for the historic high-rate treatment that has
been accorded to these services. We are now able to look forward to
minimizing any distinctions in communications to such points compared
to communications among the contiguous states. Thus, with the inaugura-
tion of satellite systems to serve the domestic communications require-
ments of all of the United States, there will be justification for
integrating Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico into the established rate
scheme for communications services applicable to the mainland.

37. Accordingly, it will be our policy to condition any
domestic satellite authorization to carriers serving these points
upon a requirement that, no later than six months from the issuance
of the authorization, such carriers shall submit a specific proposal
for revised rates for review and approval of the Commission prior to
authorization for the commencement of service. In case of message

telephone service (MTT), any such proposal shall give maximum effect
to the elimination of overall distance as a major cost factor and
should be designed, in specified time phases if necessary, to integrate
these three United States points into the uniform mileage rate pattern
that now obtains for the contiguous states, with all that such
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approach implies in terms of nationwide cost averaging and equaliza-
tions for interstate rate-making purposes. 9/ We recognize that there
may be extraordinary technical or economic factors, e.g., earth
station costs and traffic loadings, that may warrant some deviation
from this approach or justify a phased implementation of the integrated
pattern. However, the carriers involved will be expected to demonstrate
and document fully the need for such deviation or phasing in terms of
conditions that are singularly relevant to the points involved compared
to the contiguous states, and to present the full program with the
timing of final implementation.

38. We recognize that in the case of record services, the
problems are more complex in that different carriers provide "overseas"
and "domestic services." We do not intend, at this point, to disturb
this service pattern. However, we do require that the carriers now
providing services submit within the timetable set forth above
proposals for the integration of their charges for TELEX, private
line and other specialized services into the domestic pattern within
the same framework as set forth above, i.e., detailed explanations in
economic and technical bases for any proposed deviation or phasing.
Should the record carriers fail to do so, we will be required to
reconsider our current policy regarding record services between the
contiguous states and these three points so as to assure that the
policies enunciated here will be implemented. To make implementation
possible, we will expect space segment and earth station licensees
authorized to serve these overseas points to afford appropriate access
to such facilities to the relevant international record carriers for
the provision of domestic services.

39. In light of the foregoing policy determinations, we are
further of the view that AT&T should provide MTT services via domestic
satellite to these three points, in conjunction with the appropriate
local carrier (e.g., Hawaiian Telephone Company, RCA Alascom). If GTE's
domestic satellite proposal is authorized and it is shown that the
cost of using its facilities would be less than or approximately -
equivalent to the cost of utilizing AT&T facilities to provide such
service between Hawaii and the contiguous states, then we do not fore-
close the possibility that GTE might be the designated entity in the
case of Hawaii. However, the nationwide cost averaging structure and
uniform mileage rate pattern should not be burdened with costs that
are greater than necessary in order to integrate these three points,
or required to absorb the costs of domestic satellite system facilities
proposed by an applicant which lacks the ability to achieve a substan-
tial initial loading.

9/ For example, among other things, such carriers might explore the
possibility of expanding the last mileage step (presently
1911-3000 miles) to include these points, or of adding an
additional mileage step with an appropriate increment in rates.
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40. Moreover, since our most important objective in this
area is to minimize the distinctions that have heretofore existed in

rates and services to these points as compared to communications among

the contiguous states, we think that Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico

should have an opportunity to obtain other services via the same earth

station antennas and satellites that are used for the provision of MTT

services to these points. Thus, whether AT&T proceeds via its own

domestic satellite facilities or through a wholesale carrier, we will

require that the relevant licensees reserve adequate transponder and

earth station capacity for lease to other carriers authorized to

provide specialized services to these points in such manner as will

not necessitate another earth station antenna in addition to those

used for MTT service. The same requirement will pertain to GTE in

the event that it is authorized to provide MTT service to Hawaii by

means of domestic satellite facilities. If found necessary to achieve

our objective of integrating these three points into domestic rate

patterns for all services, we will permit AT&T and/or GTE to provide

services other than MTT to one or more of these points. We do not

preclude the offering of specialized services to such points by means

of independent domestic satellite facilities authorized to other

licensees, so long as the public in Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico has

the opportunity to take advantage of the potential cost savings in

obtaining specialized services on the same satellite system facilities

used for MTT.

41. Finally, we recognize that implementation of the fore-

going policies, while of benefit to Alaska, would not satisfy that
State's pressing need for improved intrastate communications. Though

accommodation of that need is important and the satellite technology

appears to offer special promise toward that end, it may prove

impracticable for the Commission or the pending carrier applicants to

do much to alleviate this problem, at least in the initial generation

of satellites. We will require RCA Alascom and any other applicant

proposing earth stations in Alaska to submit a detailed plan for intra-

state service. We will also require AT&T, or any wholesale carrier

serving AT&T, to afford access to its transponder capacity for the

purpose of intra-Alaska service, if desired. We will further direct

our staff to consult with representatives of the State of Alaska

concerning any additional measures we may consider, and reasonably

require of the applicants or any domestic satellite licensee, to

assist in meeting its intrastate requirements.
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42. With respect to the State of Alaska's request for a

6° separation at 4/6 GHz in that limited and valuable portion of the

orbital arc where satellites capable of serving the 50 states can be

located, in order to facilitate the use of small, inexpensive earth

stations, we note that advances in earth station technology may

shortly make it possible to meet the performance specifications

needed for 3° separations with earth station antennas of smaller

diameter than 30 feet. Moreover, we note the availability of 2 GHz

frequencies specifically allocated by the 1971 WARC for educational

and instructional television and for demand assigned telephone services

in remote areas of the State. Finally, orbital locations for wider

spaced 4/6 GHz satellites are available farther west of those than can

view the 50 states, where there is less demand for such satellite

locations. Thus, it is unnecessary to decide this matter definitively

at this time. We stress, however, that we do not rule out the possi-

bility of permitting a 6° separation, if later found necessary for the

use of small, inexpensive earth stations in Alaska and in the public

interest, all circumstances considered. Paragraph 152a of the staff

recommendation concerning orbital arc location assignments is otherwise

adopted.

E. Terms of access by public broadcast-

ing_ and other educational interests 

43. On this issue, we adopt the staff analysis and conclu-

sions (staff recommendation, paragraphs 153-162). In other words, we

recognize that there is a well-established national policy, incorporated

in legislation, which encourages and makes it lawful for common carriers

to provide free or reduced rate interconnection services to public broad-

casting and other educational interests. These statutes make it

possible for the Commission to prescribe preferential rates for educa-

tional entities covered by such legislation, as well as for carriers to

file tariffs offering free or reduced rates to such entities on their

own initiative. While we will entertain specific proposals by carriers

or users for the prescription of preferential rate classifications, we

presently lack sufficient information to initiate any requirement as to

common carriers or to enunciate any general statement of policy.

However, we will expect non-carrier applicants, who have offered free

access to public broadcasting, to implement the proposals made in their

applciations.

F. Procurement 

44. Finally, we adopt the staff position on the question of

procurement (staff recommendation, paragraphs 163-167). Thus, assuming

our authority to prescribe procurement rules requiring competitive

bidding for domestic satellite facilities, we nevertheless conclude that

it is not necessary or desirable to exercise such authority in the

present circumstances under our multiple entry policy. 10/

10/ We further decline, at present, to make an exception 
in the case

of AT&T in view of our decision not to authorize the 
Comsat/AT&T

applications based on their contractual a
rrangement.
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IV. ORDER 

44. Authority for the policies and conditions adopted herein

is contained in Sections 1, 2, 3, 4 (i) and (j), 201, 202, 203, 212,

213, 214, 218, 219, 220, 301, 303, 307-309, 310 (b), 319, 396, 403 and

605 of the Communications Act of 1934 and Sections 102 and 201 (c)(8)

of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962.

45. Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED, That:

a. The policies and conditions set forth herein,
and such portions of the staff recommendation
(34 FCC 2d 9) as are expressly approved or
clearly consistent with the policies and
conditions herein, ARE ADOPTED, effective
July 25, 1972.

b. Each of the applicants for domestic communications
satellite systems named in paragraph 1 above SHALL
APPRISE THE COMMISSION on or before July 25, 1972,
as to whether it intends to pursue its pending
system applications, in whole or in part, with such
modifications as are required to achieve compliance
with the policies and conditions specified in this
Second Report and Order; or whether it desires
additional time for the purpose of reframing its
proposal consistently with such policies and
conditions. 11/

c. The Commission retains full jurisdiction over all
aspects of this proceeding.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Ben F. Waple
Secretary

11/ Upon consideration of such responses, the Commission will issue

a public notice concerning the procedures we will follow in

processing applications.

*See attached statement of Commissioner Johnson.

Statement of Chairman Burch in which Commissioners Reid and Wiley join
to be released at a later date.



Up With Domsat

[In the Matter of Establishment of

Domestic Communications Satellite. . . Dkt. 16495]

Concurring Opinion of Commissioner Nicholas Johnson

The Commission now arrives at the denouement of this seven

year old proceeding. An examination of the plot of this story, and its

several acts, gives a revealing insight to the policymaking process at

the FCC.

Domestic satellites became a policy question at the FCC, not

because of Commission action, but with the filing of a proposal for

domestic satellite television network interconnection by ABC in September

1965. To examine the important policy questions before taking definitive

action, the Commission returned the ABC application and instituted an

inquiry. 31 F. R. 3507 (March 2, 1966).

In response to the inquiry, the Ford Foundation filed a proposal

in August 1966 linking the financing of public broadcasting to the institution

of domestic satellite service. Under the Ford plan, the savings in inter-

connection costs would be used to finance public broadcasting as a "people's

dividend" from the $40 billion of public expenditures to develop

the space technology that made the satellite system possible. This was

a proposed alternative use of the savings--rather than flowing than through

to networks' profits, or lower costs to users and their customers. J.

Dirlan and A. Kahn, "The Merits of Reserving the Cost-Savings from



Domestic Communications Communications Satellites for Support of Educational Television,"

77 Yale L. J. 494(1968).

The FCC responded with a further notice of inquiry. 31 F. R.

13763 (October 20, 1966). In February 1967 President Lyndon Johnson

proposed the legislation that later became the Public Broadcasting Act

of 1967. And in April 1967 Comsat proposed a pilot domestic satellite

system to demonstrate the potentialities and benefits of satellites,

including their use for public broadcasting.

On August 14, 1967, President Johnson announced the formation

of a Task Force to review a variety of telecommunications policy questions,

including domestic satellites. This began what was to become a three

year review by the Executive Branch of important policy questions before

the FCC in this area. By late 1968 the Johnson Task Force had completed

its work with a recommendation that a Comsat-directed pilot program be

authorized. In early 1969 the FCC was prepared to authorize such a pilot

program. A report and order had been drafted, and tentative expressions

of the position of each Commissioner had been made.

Before issuing it, however, then-Chairman Hyde took the document

to the White House to inform the White House staff of the action the Com-

mission was to take. In the interim there had been a change in Administration,

and the information-providing trip resulted in a request that the Com-

mission hold any action while the White House once again examined the

policy questions.
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The White House recommendations, for an 'bpen-entry" policy,

came in a January 1970 memorandum from Peter Flanigan to Chairman

Dean Burch. In March 1970 an FCC Report and Order, 22 F. C. C. 2d

86, concluded that no decision could be made on the appropriate policy

for domestic satellite entry and specific proposals from potential entrants

were requested. The next Commission order, and the staff's recommended

decision came in March 1972.

Today's action seems to signal the end. Open entry is adopted

with certain modifications. The benefits to be realized by public broad-

casting are, at this point, speculative.

There are several interesting conclusions to be drawn about the

Commission's role in policymaking at least for domestic satellites.

(1) The Commission has relied heavily on the parties appearing

before it for the analyses and proposals it has considered. Although

there is no readily available way to make an exact calculation, I suspect

that most of the important parties appearing before the Commission have

invested significantly more resources, each,on these policy questions than

has the Commission in total. This seems particularly true for the

Executive Branch. The Commission has been a "captive," responding

to and arbitrating between the variety of forces which have attempted

to move it.
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(2) The relative congruence between Commission action and

White House recommendation, occurring over periods of significant

shifts in policy, is striking. The ability of the Commission to move

in variance with White House positions on important policy questions

(regardless of who is President) is very questionable.

(3) The effects, benefits and costs, of both regulation and delay

would be worthy of a detailed analysis. Suppose any entrant, including

ABC, had been able to launch a satellite system in 1965 by merely

"purchasing" the needed resources, including spectrum. Suppose the

Commission had gone ahead with a pilot program authorization in early

1969. What would have been the results of these--or other alternatives--

on services, technology development, and so forth? Are we better off,

or worse off today? Should the domestic satellite question have been

handled differently, and if so, what can we learn about handling other

policy questions before this and other governmental agencies that engage

in an economic planning function?

(4) Over and over again the Commission meets the question of

melding competitive and monopoly portions of the telecommunications

common carrier industry. The issues were joined in the Telpak and

other bulk offering and private line proceedings, and are still unresolved.

They are met again in the relationships between monopoly landline telephone

companies and miscellaneous carriers who offer a variety of land mobile
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services in competition. They are met in the Carterfone-type issues

of competition and monopoly in communications equipment and inter-

connection. They are met in the pricing questions surrounding the

entry of specialized competitive carriers. And they are met here in

the treatment, particularly of ATT and Comsat, of certain entrants for

domestic satellite services. The issues remain unresolved.

Given these limitations, I believe the staff work and ultimate

Commission position put forward today is much better than anyone had

a right to expect. Accordingly, .as a realist, I concur.

Because of the significance of the policy, however, perhaps

a few more words regarding my own preferred approach to decision

would be appropriate.

We are entering into a new area of communications. The next

few years will be years of experimentation and gathering of experience.

It's not that we don't know how to launch and operate a satellite. Comsat,

NASA, the military, and numerous American companies have a great

deal of expertise in this field.

But we have no experience with the non-technical aspects of this

operation. Will the public tolerate the short delay, or echo effect, in

voice communications by satellite? What new institutional (and possibly

personal) uses of communications will evolve to use the peculiar qualities

of satellite distribution systems (cheaper long-haul costs, possibility of

multiple distribution points, and so forth)? What problems will arise in
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joint operations of satellites, or of earth stations? What new rate-

making or regulatory concepts and procedures will be needed?

(1) Accordingly, I still believe there is some merit to the

idea of a pilot project at this stage. Rather than have it operated by a

chosen company (Comsat, ATT, some other present company, or a

new entity), however, I would have it operated by NASA or some other

entity of government. This is not such a radical idea. It is the way

every other nation in the world has dealt with the problem. And most

have resolved the issue long before us. It is the way, in fact, that we

run our space program. It is the way we evolve new technology in many

areas of the economy. And, even as to space communications satellites,

the military and NASA have already operated such systems.

All I would propose is that for the first generation of experience

(three to seven years) a public entity undertake the operation of America's

first domestic communications satellite system for the benefit of all

potential users and operators. Every effort would be made to test, at

cost, any reasonable proposal from any American company, institution,

or individual. The results of all tests would be made fully open to any

interested party. Training opportunities would be made available to as

many interested persons as possible. This would save a tremendous

amount of money for American business, as well as the public, and open

up the possibility of a great deal more use (and competition--if that's what

we're really interested in) when the system or systems are finally

established on a.commercial basis.
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I have made this proposal throughout my six year term at

the Commission. It has never received the support of the White House

or a majority of the Commissioners. There is little doubt in my mind

that we would be much further down the road today if it had been adopted

in 1966.

(2) If there is not to be an experimental system, there is much

to be said for a chosen instrument. A single system operator can insure

economies of scale, fair and open access to all corners, the lowest

possible rates, and the most geographically disbursed system (including,

for example, the best service to Alaska, Hawaii and so forth).

My preference would be to create a new entity--a Domsat--for

domestic satellite services only, that would have every incentive to

compete fully with ATT. No carrier would be permitted to hold stock

in the company or sit on the board (although, of course, individual

shareholders could hold stock in ATT and Domsat).

Another alternative would be to give ATT a monopoly over

domestic satellite service. ATT is now having some growing pains

even keeping up with expanding service on earth. But ATT exclusive

operation in space would have the advantage that all users--including

the homeowner—would get some benefit from the new technology, 
which

will now flow almost exclusively to large corporate users of satellites.

If this were done, ATT should probably be required to provid
e such
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service through a separate corporate entity for purposes of 
bookkeeping

(as its current corporate practices would indicate it would probab
ly want

to do anyway).

Comsat could also be the chosen instrument. It does have the

expertise. But it would not have the advantage just described that ATT

would have--virtually monopoly control of all U. S. communicat
ions on

the ground for purposes of rate averaging. Moreover, Comsat has

additional problems as an international operative. At one time I urged

that Intelsat be encouraged to become a truly international co
mmunications

carrier, supplying domestic communications services for t
he world as

well as internationally. It seemed to me an appropriate,. and symbolic,

peaceful venture for nations in need of one. But that idea never caught

on either. So now, it seems, we are doomed to a world in which every

nation must have not only its own airline, merchant marine, an
d steel

mill, but its own domestic satellite system as well. Given such a world,

however, it seems to me inappropriate for Comsat--alre
ady carrying

the burdens of Big Brotherism into its international meet
ings--to have to

confront its world partners with the potential conflicts of
 interest (and

division of•managerial energies) involved in operating the
 world's most

lucrative domestic satellite system.

(3) If we are not to have an experimental system or 
a chosen

instrument, because of a deistic reverence for competi
tion, then we
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ought to really have competition. I'm reminded of the children's

riddle: "Where does an 800-poind gorilla sleep?" And the answer:

"Any place he chooses. " True competition is one of the most highly

regulated states of economic operation possible. That's what the

antitrust laws are all about--when they're enforced. You either keep

the 800-pound gorilla (in this case the $18 billion Bell) out of the

canary cage entirely, or you tell him where to sleep.

If we're really serious about experimenting with the radical

notion of free private enterprise, .I'm all for it. But then there have

to be some very meaningful restraints on ATT and Comsat--at the

very least in the initial stages. Otherwise, we're just kidding ourselves--

though very likely nobody else.

If we want a competitive arena I would keep out ATT and Comsat

entirely. (ATT has never been consistently enthusiastic about using

space anyway. ) Let anyone else in who wants in. Let them experiment

with equipment and the search for services and markets. Try to maintain

some conditions of fair competition. If after a few years the Commission

wants to reassess this decision, and let ATT into the business in ways

consistent with maintaining this newly burgeoning industry, fine. But

not until then.

(4) Finally, I cannot but bemoan our failure to provide expressly

for--at least--free interconnection for the Public Broadcasting Corporation

and other educational users. I always felt that the Ford Foundation had
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made a fairly persuasive case that more was called for. The American

people, having invested more than $40 billion in the soaring growth

stock called civilian space, are entitled, someday, to a little bit of

a dividend. One has yet to be declared. Ford proposed that a proportion

of the savings to the commercial networks from the use of space be

passed on to the public in terms of a funding source for public broadcasting.

It seemed to me a fair idea.

But all this is history. We're now in countdown. It's no

time to dissent. I'm on board.
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Aay 1, 1)72

Mr. Syd Cassyd
West Coast editor
6425 bollywood 13oulevard
box 226
;follywood, California 90028

Dear 4r. Cassyd:

Thank you for your letter of April 1 commenting Oil
possible domestic applications of satellite
technology.

I appreciate your pointing out to me the results of
your examination of research materials. I have taken
note of the information you have 4Lighlighted, and
want to assure you that it will ;le taken into account
in our further caculations.

Please let me know if you have any further thoughts
on this, and again, my thanks for taking the time to
make the fruits of your research available to me.

LKSmith:jem
Cc:
DO Records
DO Chron
Ar. Whitehead__
Mr. Hinchman
Eva
LKS Subject
LKS Chron

Siacerely,

Linda &. SMith
Special Assistant

to the Director
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Linda K.Smith
speoial Assistant to the Director

Office of Te1ecommunica4ons Policy

Executive Office of the 'resident

washington,D.C. 20504

Dear Ms.Smith:

Published by ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
825 Van Brunt Boulevard,
Kansas City, Mo. 64124
Telephone: 816-241-7777

1 April 1972

Your letter of February 28,written at the request of Mr.Whitehead,

regarding potential domestic applications of satellite technology

prompted me to examine some of my research material on costs of

direct reception,hone or schooltreceive systems. One of these,in

a paper presented to the United Nations Conference on the Exploration
and Peaceful Use of Outer Space,14-27 August 1968,was delivered by

Dr.Harold A.Rosen,Hughes Aircraft,titled "Satellite System for

Educational Television.!

The way I read the Rosen article and others prepared by experts,
the figures projected and the "complicated "spectrum management

activities you detailed are covered ; it needs clarification.

I believe this problem which will be presented in written papers,
and oral arguments,before the FCC,on April 19 and May lstirespectively,
will have a great beatring on the future of a viable domewtio
satellite system. To handle the public interest properly, I think
you might ask Dr.Rosen for a copy of his article.

One other article is that of Daniel R.Wells,presented at the Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers Technical Conference in

Montreal,October 6,1971,and carried in the Jouunal of the Society,
March 1972.

Just a matter of terms:terrestial segments under a direct to each
home or school does not require any other earth—receile terminals,
other than their 10 foot ground dish. ( have heard this is now out to
5 feetland the technology is pulling it down even smaller.)

Please keep me informad,if you will,as I am vitally interested as you
CAD see from the attahoed cepy of the Record.

Cordially,

Syd Cassyd,Nest Coast Editor

eno.
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House of Representatives

SALUTE TO SYD CASSYD

HON. THOMAS M. REES
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, March 8, 1972

Mr. RhES. Mr. Speaker, a quarter of a
century ago, Syd Cassyd, a journalist
who had produced his first television
show in New York on May 7, 1945, saw
the need for a group which would act as
a central source of information on the
arts and sciences of television, soon to
become the world's most vital communi-
cations tool.
Becoming the fountainhead of this

new group dedicated to the advancement
of television, he called together a few
men in borrowed quarters and spear-
headed the formation of the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences. His peers
at the meeting made him chairman pro
tempore until the first president could be
elected. He later became the president,
after having declined the honor at the
first few meetings.
In November 1949 the group changed

Its charter and Mr. Cassyd became pres-
ident of the first National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences with its

base in Hollywood and with two
branches, one in Washington, D.C., and
the other in San Francisco. In 1955, when
the charter was again revised, the orga-
nization added seven more chapters
throughout the Nation.
Over the past 25 years, this profes-

sional society has functioned in many
areas of education, government, and the
television industry. It has set standards
of performance and achievement which
are recognized each year by the awarding
of the famous Emmy Award. Many of
the national prominent names in the
television industry had their first con-
tacts with leaders of the arts and the
industry in the halls of the academy
meetings.
Because of Mr. Ca,ssyd's accomplish-

ment and vision in foreseeing the neces-

sity for a group which would embody the
high ideals on which he based the struc-
ture of the Academy of Television Arts

and Sciences, some time ago he was pre-
sented with an Honorary Emmy Award.

At this time, as the presentation of the
1972 Emmy Awards approaches, I would
like to offer by salute to the founder and
first national president of the Academy

of Television Arts and Sciences, Mr. Syd
Cassyd.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

April 21, 1972

Honorable Dean Burch
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Submitted herewith are the comments of the Office of
Telecommunications Policy in the Commission's domestic
satellite proceeding (Docket No. 16495). Filing of
these comments was regrettably delayed; request for
late filing was made orally to the Chief of the Common
Carrier Bureau on April 19, 1972, and approved by him
on that date.

cc: Mr. Bernard Strassburg

Respectfully submitted,

Antonin alia
General Counsel

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR



Before The

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington, D. C. 20554

In the Matter of Establishment )

of Domestic Communications )
DOCKET NO. 16495

Satellite Facilities by Non-

Governmental Entities

COMMENTS OF THE

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

The Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP), and before

its establishment the White House, previously advised the

Commission of the Administration views on desirable arrangements

for domestic satellite communications. Those views are contained

in a memorandum and a letter to the Chairman dated, respectively,

January 23, 1970, and October 28, 1971, with additional supporting

data transmitted on February 11, 1972. The views contained in those

earlier submissions remain unchanged, and the purpose of this filing

is to comment upon the Second Report and Order (Attachment to

Memorandum Opinion and Order in Docket No. 16495 (FCC 72-229),

March 17, 1972) proposed by the Commission's staff insofar as it

relates to those earlier recommendations.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The present proceeding is of unusual importance to our national

communications, not only because it deals with the establishment of

an important new domestic communications medium, but also because,

like the Specialized Carrier proceeding concluded by the Commission in

Docket No. 18920, it raises the question of the fundamental regulatory

approach which the Commission will choose to deal with the innovations

and diversities that now appear with increasing frequency in the

communications field. For this reason, and also because this Office

can contribute to the Commission's deliberations the results of a

number of studies relevant to this inquiry, we think it appropriate to

add to the filings of the Justice Department (dealing with the competitive

aspects of this proceeding) and the Department of Defense (dealing with

its effect upon major Government procurement of communication

services) a statement of the Administration's views from the standpoint

of overall communications policy.

It should be stressed at the outset that OTP is in substantial

agreement with the policy objectives and many of the factual conclusions

expressed by the Commission staff in this Docket. We differ substan-

tially, however, on the range of policy alternatives available to the

Commission, and on the efficacy of various options in achieving the

stated objectives. Principally, our disagreement pertains to the
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nature and extent of the restrictions on competition necessary to

protect the public interest.

The staff's principal reasons for proposing substantial limitations

upon entry are the fear of excess capacity and the possibility of a

fragmented market, with the resultant danger that some common

carrier applicants might over-extend themselves to the detriment of

their existing public services. The staff rightly concludes that these

concerns would not justify a delay in the implementation of service in

order to conduct extensive evidentiary proceedings. However, these

concerns have led not only to the rejection of Option I (i.e., complete

laissez-faire) but to the recommendation of Option II, an approach that

would place severe restrictions on entry to and subsequent competitive

operations in a domestic satellite industry. It is our view, however,

that the objectives which we mutually desire and the concerns which

we share argue rather for selection of an option that lies between the

two extremes of totally unsupervised entry and severely restricted

entry. The illusion of excess capacity results from the nature of the

application process. It does not reflect genuine commercial intent

and therefore does not call for enforced consolidation of potentially

competitive entities into a space segment consortium. The restrictive
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consortium approach is also not the most appropriate means of

dealing with the concerns of market fragmentation and over-extension

of carrier investment. We urge adoption of an approach that would

allocate more of the burdens of market prediction and other economic

decision-making to the private sector. Regulatory supervision would

be exercised, but only where necessary to protect vital public interests.

This would achieve the objectives not only of carrier stability but also

of technological innovation and responsiveness to user needs.

By way of summary, OTP recommends the following specific

modifications in the proposed Second Report and Order:

1. That no consolidation of proposed systems or earth station

operations be required as a condition to the granting of

Commission authorization, since any such consolidation should

be left to the business judgment of the applicants themselves,

subject to normal anti-trust restrictions and common carrier

regulations.

2. That the Commission require as the sole economic criterion

for authorization only that the applicant demonstrate its

financial ability to proceed with the proposed system in a

manner that does not jeopardize its ability to continue any

monopoly services it may now be providing.
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3. That common carriers be allowed as a matter of policy to

use satellite technology for any monopoly services they are

authorized to offer, and for any competitive services where

they can establish the absence of cross-subsidization from their

monopoly offerings.

4. That the Commission undertake as a separate proceeding of

high priority an inquiry to determine the information carriers

must provide to prove the absence of cross-subsidization for

competitive services; and that until the completion of this inquiry

carriers be permitted to provide private line voice bandwidth

services via satellite even without the required showing of

non-cross-subsidization.

5. That no additional limitations be imposed at this time on GT&E

-with respect to its proposed carriage of long-lines traffic or

on COMSAT with respect to its provision of dedicated space

segment services to other carriers in addition to any competitive

services it may offer.

6. That arrangements be devised to assure that basic communication

services between Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the contiguous

48 states be in line with comparable services within the contiguous

states, as to both rates and availability.
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I. LIMITATIONS UPON THE NUMBER AND NATURE 

OF SYSTEMS TO BE AUTHORIZED

Three Basic Policy Options 

The staff has concluded that policy options entailing further

proceedings would not serve the public interest; that options involving

the selection of a chosen instrument, limitation to two or three applicants,

or the establishment of a commonly owned space segment would not be

desirable; and that the best course would be "a policy of permitting

any applicant a reasonable opportunity to employ the technology of his

choice. " (para. 61) We endorse each of these fundamental conclusions.

It is not the case, however, that only two realistic options are

available to implement these conclusions. The Open Entry Options I

and II described in the proposed Report and Order represent the two

extremes, rather than a reasonable range of available alternatives.

The former is a complete laissez-faire approach, rightly rejected as

inappropriate for this regulated and highly complex industry. The

latter, on the other hand, goes so far in the other direction that it

compromises the fundamental objectives stated in the proposed Report.

Succinctly stated, this "limited open entry" contains much more

limitation than openness. Between these two extremes there is another

course -- an Option III -- which avoids both the potential chaos of

laissez-faire and the highly structured rigidity which is the practical

effect of Option II.



Deficiencies of Option II 

Before proceeding to a description of this third alternative,

it might be well to set forth the reasons that Option II is an extreme

compromise of open entry and competition. That it is extreme should

be self-evident, since it will produce a division of the market largely

determined by the Commission itself. This is contrary to the basic

purpose of open entry, which is to enable the forces of the marketplace

to determine insofar as possible the most efficient configuration.

The choice of this Option is justified essentially on the grounds

that open entry will result in the launching of more.satellites than can

be supported by the available orbital locations with reasonable room to.

accommodate new technology or new applicants; and would result in

a circuit capacity substantially in excess of present and foreseeable

market demands (para. 63). The first part of this argument ignores

the fact that the use of additional spectrum allocations currently

available, greater sharing of allocations currently denied to commercial

satellite use, and anticipated technological developments will accom-

modate in the future many times the number of satellites presently

1/ *

proposed. More fundamentally, the entire argument is based upon

1/ "A General Analysis of Domestic Satellite Orbit/Spectrum

Utilization," Policy Support Division, Office of Telecommunications,

U. S. Department of Commerce, Boulder, Colorado.
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the illusion that the applications now before the Commission give

some rough indication of the satellite transponder capacity which

open entry in reality would produce. In fact, however, none of the

applications now before the Commission, and none of the business

judgments upon which those applications are based, was formulated

with the knowledge that the proposed system would be expected to

compete in the marketplace with all corners. It is abundantly clear

that several applicants have in fact designed the capacity of their

proposed systems in the expectation of an exclusive or near-exclusive

authorization to serve the entire domestic market. • The Commission

did not solicit firm proposals for open market competition -- and it

is unrealistic to regard the present applications as such for purposes

of determining the regulatory approach which the Commission should

now take. The proposed Report and Order does allude to the fact that

some of the applicants "might decide to merge with others or drop out"

(para. 63); but the _continuing concern for inadequacy of orbital space

(para. 50 and 63), for the necessity to "minimize the capacity of the

initially authorized facilities" (para. 52) and for the danger of

"fragmenting the market" (para. 69) can only spring from a failure to

weigh adequately the fact that the numbers of satellites, the numbers
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of transponders, and the numbers of earth stations which are the

sum of the applications in this proceeding bear no necessary or

predictable relationship to the reality which open entry would produce..

There may indeed be some reason to prevent carriers from undertaking

competitive risks of such magnitude as to endanger the integrity of

their essential public services -- but, as will be suggested below, this

may be achieved by requiring specific showings on the part of the

carriers themselves. The raising of generalized barriers to entry
,

however, and the requirement of rigid system consolidation can onl
y

be justified by a fear of mass commercial irrationality that canno
t be

supported by the applications before the Commission and is not s
upport.ed

by the experience of free enterprise in other fields.

Finally, it is necessary to allude to the harmful effects of th
is

unnecessary compromise of the open entry principle. There is little

to indicate that an attempt to postulate in advance the most desira
ble

structure for this new industry can be successful. The futility of the

effort is suggested by the very choice of factors upon which Optio
n II

would 'rely as determinants of industry structure -- to wit, the o
nly

possible factors available at this embryonic stage: proposed t
echnology

and proposed type of service. But both of these factors will surely

change over time, and to tic the industry structure to them is t
o chain
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tomorrow's capabilities to today's constraints. There immediately

comes to mind the example of the international industry structure,

which was similarly based upon the once sharp difference between

voice and record technology, and today finds itself organized about a

distinction that no longer exists.'

Even if it were possible, without the benefit of operating experience,

for the Commission to create a priori a more efficient structure than

the marketplace itself can initially produce, it would not remain more

efficient for long. Governmental establishment of industry structure

inevitably -- and quite properly -- implies governmental protection of

the substantial reliance interests that are thereby created. It also

burdens the Commission with the substantial task of detailed oversight

2/
Even if technological distinctions were a suitable basis for

structuring the industry, the technological distinctions suggested

in the proposed Report and Order are inappropriate. The major

distinction betweLl the current generation satellites which have

been proposed is one of size, not technology. Both 12 and 24

channel satellites are built by the same firm (Hughes); both

employ similar spin-stabilized, despun antenna designs; both

utilize the same 4 and 6 GHz spectrum bands; and both share many

common electronic devices and techniques. But because of its

larger size, one can accommodate more transponders and re-use

the available spectrum allocations to produce a larger number of

channels. Even the MCl/Lockheed and Fairchild satellites,

although employing some technological advances, rely largely on

increased size for their increased capacity.
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of the technical and economic decisions of the system operators,

and continua/ adjustment of the relationships among them. In short,

Option II implies a system which is not only more rigid at the outset

but also more burdensome and less capable of natural evolution in the

future.

Option III - "Phased Open Entry"

A middle course between laissez-faire (Option I) and "limited

Option entry" (Option II) might be termed "phased open entry," since

it would occur in two steps. It would meet the deficiencies of both

Option I and Option II, by providing a framework of private decision-

making augmented by regulatory intervention where necessary to protect

essential public interests. Its operation would be as follows: In the

first phase, the Commission would announce its intention to approve,

without comparative hearings, all proposed systems which demonstrate

basic financial responsibility and technical compatibility. Financial

responsibility would be shown by either (a) presenting signed orders

or contracts for some reasonable portion of the system's proposed

capacity; or .(b) showing sufficient financial resources or other

arrangements (e. g., insurance) to insulate existing and prospective

customers of any monopoly services offered by the applicant from

service deterioration or appreciable cost increase resulting from
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failure of the satellite venture. The Commission would also clearly

enunciate in this first phase the conditions which it will impose upon

the entry or operation of common carriers, users, and equipment

suppliers.

The purpose and effect of this initial phase would be to enable

applicants to reframe their proposals in accordance with the actual

market and regulatory conditions which they can expect to exist. They

will be constrained either to pin down a part of their initial market, or

to augment and verify their financial resources, or to reduce or con-

solidate their systems so as to meet realistic user needs on the now

certain assumption that they will be facing open competition. The

artificial over-capacity which exists under the original applications

would disappear. But this procedure would not deny any applicant

the right or opportunity to proceed with any technology and under any

legal partnership arrangements (including consortia) he may choose --

provided he has sufficient resources to prevent harm to any customer

of any monopoly services he may provide.

The secpnd phase would consist of a more or less routine

application of the announced criteria to the resulting proposals,

authorizing or denying proposed systems as appropriate. No other

criteria or comparative hearings would be employed, although the
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Commission would obviously continue to regulate common carrier-

type operations and spectrum usage as necessary to serve the public

interest.

The approach described above would enable the Commission to

perform fully its important responsibility of assuring continuation of

existing common carrier services on a sound basis; and it would at

the same time give appropriate scope and weight to marketplace

determinations regarding satellite technology and service offerings.

RESTRICTIONS UPON  COMMON CARRIERS

The proposed Report and Order properly suggests that some

limitations must be placed on common carriers to ensure that fair

competition is possible and that important public interest considerations

are not jeopardized. In several instances, however, the degree and

extent of the proposed limitations are excessive.

In General

A.s a matter of policy, all common carriers should be allowed

to use satellite technology for any service they are otherwise authorized

to offer, provided they_can establish  that no cross-subsidization will

occur between monopoly and  competitive service  offerings. The problem

of determining the existence of such cross-subsidization is not

an easy one, particularly with respect to services which are ancillary
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to (i. e. , operationally intertwined with) message toll telephone

service. This problem is of sufficient long-term importance to

require a Commission proceeding for the establishment of reasonable

guidelines. It would not serve the public interest, however, to

await the outcome of that proceeding before permitting carriers to

provide private line voice services via satellite. Prohibition of such

carriage may impose significant additional costs on the provision of

both private line and MTT services, as a result of the special network

controls and routing arrangements that would be necessary. These

common private line services, therefore, should be permitted to be

offered by all authorized common carriers even absent a showing of

non cross-subsidization, pending completion of the required proceeding.

§2LRestrictionS. on COMSAT

As with other carriers of monopoly services, COMSAT should

be required to establish in advance that no cross-subsidization will

occur between its monopoly services (including space segment services

provided to monopoly carriers) and any competitive services for Which

it seeks authorization. It should not, however, be excluded as a matter

of policy from the provision of any satellite services, including dedicated

space segment services for AT&T and other entities.
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Special Restrictions on  GT&E:

With respect to the GT&E application, the staff's primary

concerns are (1) to protect its monopoly services from the potential

adverse impact of a failure of its satellite venture, and (2) to protect the

economic and operational integrity of the AT&T nationwide long-lines

network from "cream-skimming."

Neither of these concerns is warranted. While the GT&E satellite

undertaking represents a considerably larger percentage of its total

investments than does the Bell proposal, it remains very small in corn-

parison with GT&E's overall operations. The estimated annual costs

for satellite operation are only $17,000,000, against $2,800,000,000

total annual operating costs, and $604,000,000 total annual cash flow.

It is difficult to see how failure of this venture would pose any significant

threat to existing GT&E services. Similar arguments are applicable

regarding the potential impact of the GT&E operation on the AT&T

nationwide network. The value of traffic diverted will be miniscule

when compared with the aggregate revenues of the AT&T long-lines

network. Some additional network controls may be required to ensure

proper routing and alternate-routing decisions, but this seems a small

price for having the benefits of a significant and singular yardstick
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against which to measure the performance and economics of AT&T's

long lines network. Moreover, it is significant that AT&T itself has

heretofore not seriously pressed this concern regarding potential

"cream-skimminguby GT&E.

III. RESTRICTIONS UPON OWNERSHIP AND 

USE OF EARTH STATIONS

Non-Carrier Earth Stations

The staff recommendations concerning ownership of transmit-

receive stations (para. 127) are based on too limited and static a concept

of the technology and services that will be offered. They would require

Hughes to make the earth stations it uses for CATV program distribution

available to any common carrier sharing the same space segment for

the carriage of competing CATV program services, and would require

GT&E to carry these services via the Hughes facilities in the event no

other carrier shares a common space segment with Hughes. The intent

of these conditions is apparently to ensure that Hughes, through its

control of transmission facilities, does not exercise monopoly control of

the CA.TV programming service. This is a valid concern, but the

conditions go beyond what is require to meet it.

The CA.TV programming venture contemplated by Hughes is an

innovative commercial undertaking, more so even than the domestic

satellite transmission business. If it is successful, the public will
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benefit through increased CATV programming. There is no policy

justification for burdening this venture with economic or operational

constraints intended to prevent hypothetical future abuses, or for

subjecting Hughes to the threat of competition from facilities for

which Hughes itself has borne the initial high investment risk. There

is reason to believe that others may soon enter the CATV interconnection

and programming business, using various transmission technologies

including satellites; thus, any de facto  monopoly position is likely to

be short-lived.

In lieu of the approach taken by the proposed Report and Order,

the Commission could enunciate the principle that any entity which

becomes in fact a monopoly supplier of transmission services of a

particular nature in a given area will be subjected to appropriate

common carrier obligations.

Common Carrier Earth Stations 

The most important earth station issue by far is the staff

recommendation that common carrier earth stations in a given area

be required to function as a joint, cost-shared operation under cooperative

•

management. If adopted, this approach would be a potential repetition,

on even a larger scale, of an operating arrangement which has not
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worked well in the case of jointly-owned earth stations for international

satellite communications. Furthermore, the shared approach was

suggested in order to avoid problems of excess capacity which, as

we have noted, do not exist in market reality. If a true system of open

entry is adopted, several of the duplicate earth station plans can be

expected to be merged or dropped. In short, the same factors which

should lead to rejection of a consortium approach for the space segment

(see section I above) call for rejection of this approach for the ground

segment.

IV. SERVICES TO  NON-CONTIGUOUS ST.A.TES 

AND POSSESSIONS 

Basic communication services between Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto 'Rico,

and the contiguous 48 states should be brought into line with comparable

services within the contiguous states, with respect to both rates and

availability. At this time, domestic satellites appear to offer the best

prospect of accomplishing this goal without unduly compromising the

objective of keeping rates reasonably commensurate with costs. To do

this, the delivery of basic  interstate communications services (e.g.,

MTT, W.ATS,. and related telephone-based services) should be treated

on the same basis for Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. This is difficult

to accomplish in the case of Alaska due to the unusual status of RCA

(i. e., the absence of other interstate MTT traffic with which to average
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costs and rates), but denial of equal treatment for Alaska is hardly

the appropriate remedy. In order to resolve this problem, it may

be necessary to permit one or another of the major interstate carrier

systems (e.g., AT&T or GT&E) to carry Alaska interstate traffic

through appropriate arrangements with RCA Alascom and/or the State

of Alaska.

CONCLUSION

The central issue in this proceeding is the extent to which

competition will be permitted to control entry to and operations within

the domestic satellite industry. There is no reasonable basis for the

enforced merger of potentially competitive entities into a space

segment consortium, under any circumstances. It is a poor way to

avoid excess capacity or investment; it blunts the edge of competition;

it does not fit with technological or operational distinctions, nor with

likely user needs. More importantly, it threatens to force some of

the more innovative and economically attractive proposals into an
•

artificial environment in which they may not survive.

In an industry in such an embryonic stage as satellite

communications, stimulation of innovation, both in technology and in

the satisfaction of user needs, must be a primary goal of public
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policy. We urge adoption of a phased open-entry approach that

achieves this goal by allocating the substantial burdens of market

prediction and other economic decision-making to the private sector,

while retaining the degree of regulatory supervision necessary to

protect vital public interests.

Respectfully submitted,

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

By  Antonin Scalia

Antonin Scalia

April 21, 1972 General Counsel
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Introduction

The Commission's Memorandum Opinion and Oder

of March 17, 1972 invited comments on the recommendations

of the Chief of the Common Carrier Bureau for disposition

of this proceeding.

In our earlier filings in this docket we took

the position that the economies of scale inherent in

communications satellite technology coupled with the

• t Aft411
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relatively small market demand for satellite communica-

tions in the foreseeable future argue for the initial
1/

authorization of a single multi-purpose system. We

also contended that Comsat should be the entity autho-

rized to operate such an initial system. We pointed out

that Comsat is unique in being thoroughly experienced in

and solely dedicated to providing satellite service, and

that Comsat alone is unencumbered by conflicting inter-

ests in satellite equipment suppliers, satellite commu-
2/

nications users and terrestrial common carriers.

While we believe there is considerable merit

to the position Comsat has previously advanced, the Com-

mission has admonished parties not to repeat earlier

arguments, but rather to focus specifically, if not

exclusively, on the concrete and comprehensive proposal
3/

recommended by the Staff. In these Comments, we

express our views with respect to the issues set forth

in Paragraph 18 of the Commission's Order, including

particularly the form of "open entry" which would best

1/ Comments of Communications Satellite Corpora-
tion in Docket No. 16495, dated May 12, 1971 (hereafter
referred to as "Comments"), pp. 7-14.

2/ Comments, pp. 19-66.

3/ Memorandum Opinion and Order, FCC 72-229
TMarch 17, 1972), 11 19. The Staff's recommendation is
presented in the form of a Proposed Second Report and
Order, attached to the Commission's Order (hereafter
referred to as "Staff proposal" or "proposal").
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serve the public interest and the appropriateness of the

Staff-proposed restrictions on the operations of various
4/

applicants

If open entry is to be the policy, we submit

that it should be genuine open entry, not the limited

entry, hedged with restrictions, that the Staff proposes.

The Staff proposal, whatever its appeal in

theory, would not in practice facilitate the orderly

implementation of economically viable systems. It would

so limit the options available to applicants that compe-

tition -- the cornerstone of an open entry policy --

would be severely inhibited. If a principal objective

is to encourage applicants to enter a competitive race

to build and launch systems and to attract business for

such systems, the race ought to be one in which quality,

price and service will determine the winners. It ought

not be a handicap in which some entrants are forced into

arranged marriages while others are free to compete on

their own, or in which special burdens and restrictions

are placed on some of the contestants.

4/ With respect to issue (d), we have already
expressed our view that the Commission should not at
this time adopt definitive proposals as to preferential
treatment for educational entities. See Letter to Ben
F. Waple from Communications Satellite Corporation in
Docket No. 16495, dated March 30, 1971. Since our view
is consistent with the Staff's, no additional comment
is required by Comsat at this time.
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Accordingly, applicants should not be forced

into or out of particular consortiums. Comsat should

not be required to elect between pursuing its lease

agreement with AT&T and offering service to the general

public. And Comsat should not be restricted in its

domestic satellite operations to the continental United

States. Instead, Comsat, like all other applicants,

should be free of constraints to proceed in the develop-

ment of competing technologies, service offerings and

rates, subject only to those conditions essential to

ensure prompt and orderly development of reliable and

efficient satellite communications service.

In our view there is but one such condition.

In order to provide reasonable assurance that initial

systems will be economically viable and that techno-

logical advances can be accommodated, licensing policy

should assure that initial satellite capacity will be

reasonably related to probable traffic. To these ends,

the Commission could grant applications now, condition-

ing actual construction and launch of a system upon a

showing that the initial proposed capacity is justified

by traffic that is either committed or can reasonably

be expected. Under such a system, some applicants may

proceed with their initial proposals. Others may merge.

Still others may prefer to wait on the sidelines and
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observe market developments. If applicants are permitted

the utmost flexibility in choosing the timing and the form

of their entry, the options available to the public

would be maximized and the risk of creating excessive

capacity would be minimized.

I. To the Extent the Staff's Fears of Unlimited
Entry May Be Valid, There Is a More Effective

and Less Discriminatory Way To Safeguard the
Public Interest Than That Proposed. 

The Staff bases its rejection of a policy of

unlimited open entry on two apparently inconsistent

assumptions. In one part of its proposal, the Staff

assumes that if all applications were granted today

each applicant would build and launch all or most of
5/

the satellite capacity for which it has applied.

This, the Staff believes, would adversely affect the

public interest because all available satellite loca-

tions would be filled with 1971 technology of a capacity

far in excess of any reasonable expectation of demand

for the foreseeable future. The Staff argues that the

development of new and improved satellite technology

would be stifled, at least during the lifetimes of the

initially constructed systems, and there would be a

danger of fragmenting the market to the extent that

5/ Proposal II 63.
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no system would come remotely close to covering its
6/

costs.

In other parts of its proposal the Staff takes

a more pessimistic view of applicant enthusiasm. It

suggests that, faced with the prospect of excess capacity

and fragmentation of the market, some, if not many, of

the applicants would be deterred from entering the mar-

ket for reasons unrelated to the potential competitive
7/

advantages of their proposed systems. Under these

circumstances, the Staff argues, there would be too few

competing systems to yield the full benefits of diverse
8/

satellite technologies and service offerings.

The Staff's proposal, however, offers no

promise of solving the problems that arise under either

assumption. All qualified applicants would be permitted

to construct and launch all of the approved initial

capacity without any showing whatsoever that such

capacity is justified by reasonable traffic expecta-
9/

tions.— Three applicants -- WTCI, MCI Lockheed and

Fairchild -- would be permitted to proceed with their

current proposals for two

69.

10/
in-orbit satellites each.

6/ Proposal 11

7/ Proposal If 69.

8/ Proposal t 69.

9/ Proposal ¶11 75, 76.

10/ Proposal 11 75.
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Three in-orbit satellites would be authorized for "Space

Segment A" and two or three satellites for "Space Segment
11/

B." In addition, RCA could either join "Space Segment

A" or, if it opted for a different technology, proceed
12/

independently with a three satellite system. That

amounts to a total of fourteen or fifteen satellites with
13/

capacities ranging from twelve to 120 transponders each.

Such a large number of in-orbit satellites is

justified by the Staff as warranted for experimental or
14/

demonstration purposes. The label of "experimental"

or "demonstration" does ry.t destroy economic realities.

Satellites launched for experimental and demonstration

purposes may well be wholly unjustified in terms of the

traffic that may be reasonably anticipated.

In sum, the Staff would approve an initial

capacity not appreciably less than that originally pro-
15/

posed by all of the applicants taken together. It

11/ Proposal IF 77.

12/ Proposal t 77.

13/ The only reductions in initial cap,,city are

the elimination of two of the five satellites requested
by Western Union and Hughes/GTE and three of the six

requested by Comsat and AT&T. The latter reduction is

particularly unrealistic since the Staff recognizes that

AT&T is able to utilize all of the capacity of three

satellites of 24 transponders. Proposal t 51.

14/ Proposal t 77.

15/ The applicants taken together had originally

proposed 20 in-orbit satellites. The system applications

are summarized at proposal tt 8-28.
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would not eliminate potential excessive capacity. It

would not prevent market fragmentation. It would not

encourage initial entry by applicants who would be

deterred by the prospect of such risks. Thus, the

Staff's proposal fails to remove the hazards that the

Staff finds fearsome in a genuine open-skies regime.

Comsat believes the Staff's fears to be exag-

gerated, and that any foreseeable lack of stability

could be eliminated more easily and directly. All

existing qualified applicants should be authorized to

proceed with plans to develop and market their systems,

but actual construction of a system should be conditioned

upon a showing after receipt of the construction permit

that the proposed capacity is justified by the traffic

that can reasonably be anticipated or has already been

committed to the system applicant. Such a showing need

only indicate the reasonableness of the business judgment

to launch and operate the contemplated capacity, with

due regard to the fact that any system must have capacity

for gruwth of traffic during the lifetime of its design.

If such reasonable regulation is applied to

initial satellite capacity, new technology could be

accommodated as additional capacity becomes warranted

by increasing market demand. And by requiring that ini-

tial capacity be reasonably related to initial traffic
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expectations, the Commission would be reasonably assured

that initial systems would not be exposed to substantial

and sustained losses that might jeopardize viability of

domestic satellite service for years to come. In other

words, the approach we suggest would solve the problems

of unrestricted open entry perceived by the Staff and

would encourage prompt inauguration of domestic satel-

lite service. Yet it would avoid the complicated and

burdensome network of restrictions suggested in the

Staff's proposal. As we show below, such restrictions

would in practice preclude effective competition.

II. While the Staff Extols the Benefits of Compe-
tition, It Would Impose Conditions that Limit
the Ability of Applicants To Compete with One
Another.

The Staff proposal is neither in the best

interest of the public nor in the best interests of the

applicants. The Staff rejected the concept of a single

multi-purpose satellite system, claiming that such an

arrangement would deprive the public of certain advan-
16/

tages which could only be obtained through competition.

Nonetheless, it rejected the concept of unlimited open

entry -- a truly competitive market -- suggesting instead

a confining labyrinth of restrictions on some or all of

16/ See, e.g., proposal VII 52, 53, 57-61.
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the potential competitors. The basic fallacy of the

Staff's proposal is that, while extolling the great bene-

fits of competition, it in actuality places no faith in a

free market to determine the number, nature, and size of

domestic satellite systems on their respective competi-

tive merits.

A. Forcin9 Some Applicants Into, and Others 
Out Of, Arbitrarily Arranged Consortiums 
Would Impede Competition and DiscouraTeL
Innovation.

The applicants opposed, almost unanimously, the

principle of a consortium to own and operate a single

common space segment. The Staff in turn recognized that

a consortium would be inconsistent in principle with the

benefits of diversity of service and technology that could
17/

be provided by competition. Nevertheless, the Staff's

proposal as a practical matter requires certain applicants,

if they are to enter the field at all, to join into con-
18/

sortiums.

It should be readily apparent that the serious

limitations of consortiums in general apply with equal

17/ Proposal 1111 58, 59.

18/ Proposal V 77. While not foreclosing independent
entry by those applicants directed into the prearranged
marriages, the Staff's proposal places such obstacles in
the path of those applicants if they opt for independent
systems as to inhibit significantly serious consideration
of that option. See proposal t 78.



force to the particular consortiums required by the

Staff. For applicants forced into consortiums, the com-

mon technical constraints, common costs and necessity

for compromise would limit their ability to compete

effectively with other members of the same consortium and
19/

with other independent systems. Moreover, the Staff

proposal in this regard is highly inequitable because,

while forcing some applicants into consortiums, it per-

mits other applicants some opportunity to share or pro-
20/

ceed independently at their option.

We believe there is no sound reason for a

requirement of wholesale system sharing for some but not

for others, particularly where the standard is as capri-

cious as the pure happenstance of the particular "tech-

nology" proposed in a 1971 application. The inappro-

priateness of this standard is accentuated when it is

realized that there is no rational basis fof distinguishing

19/ See proposal 11 59.

20/ Hughes, GT&E and Western Union have been

directed to "Space Segment A" and Comsat and AT&T to

"Space Segment B." The remaining applicants have bec,n

permitted some control over their destiny, but even for

them the choice is limited. MCI Lockheed and Fairchild

would be allowed to share ownership with other entities

but presumably not with applicants grouped in A or B or

with each other. Proposal V 75. The limitations placed

upon WTCI and RCA are even more capricious. Whether

those applicants would be required to share in "Space

Segment A" would depend on, and thus might well inappro-

priately bias, their choices as to technology. Proposal

¶11 75, 77.
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between "Space Segment A" and "Space Segment B." The

only difference between the two is that the former would

consist of satellites of 12 transponders while the latter

would consist of satellites of 24 transponders, a dif-

ference predicated on the applicants' cost and traffic pro-
21/

jections and irrelevant to technological compatibility.

The difficulties created by grouping applicants

according to technology are perhaps best exposed by ask-

ing what would happen if a particular applicant, subse-

quent to adoption of the Staff proposal, desired to amend

its application to reflect a new and improved technology

-- a very real possibility given the dynamic nature of
22/

satellite technclogy. Would the amending applicant

have to make a new public interest showing because it

would be departing from the Staff's preferred plan? If

so, the Staff proposal has the obvious disadvantage of

creating a presumption in favor of what may become obso-

lete technology. But if not, the proposal has the equally

21/ It may well be that use of 12 transponder satel-
lites, while justified in the case of the individual
applicants proceeding independently, is wholly inappro-
priate for the total capacity needs of a consortium, and
that some greater capacity satellite would be more effi-
cient for "Space Segment A." This observation is illus-
trative of the artificiality of the consortiums required
by the Staff proposal.

22/ In another context the Staff specifically relied
upon the dynamic nature of satellite technology and the
desirability of permitting applicants "to make changes up
to the latest practicable time." Proposal 11 56.
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obvious disadvantage of providing little or no stability

to the involuntary alliances arranged by the Staff.

The Staff attempts to justify its limited con-

sortiums in terms of the cost savings available from

sharing spare satellites, TT&C facilities, and transmit-
23/

receive earth stations.-- But such savings may well be

more than offset by higher costs of administering a sys-

tem that must coordinate and accommodate the conflicting

interests of joint owners who are also in competition

with one another. Moreover, there is no reason why cost

savings from sharing some system functions could not be

achieved by the applicants on their own without requir-

ing wholesale sharing of systems.

Rather than requiring some applicants to share

systems, why not simply permit all to do so? Allowing

maximum flexibility here, as elsewhere, would avoid

forcing applicants into joint systems that may turn out

to be economically and competitively less advantageous

than some other alternative, and at the same time would

permit applicants greater freedom to devise novel methods

for reducing costs by sharing some system functions.

23/ Proposal II 71.
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B. Requiring Comsat To Elect Between Leasing 

Satellites to AT&T and Offering Service 

to the General Public Is Unfair and Anti-

Competitive.

Of those applicants whose options are limited

by the Staff's proposal, Comsat seems to have been singled

out, most unfairly, as the target for special constraints.

Principal among these is that Comsat be required to elect

between leasing satellites to AT&T and offering other
24/

types of specialized service to the general public.

The Staff apparently is concerned that Comsat's corporate

and commercial relationships with AT&T would somehow

restrain Comsat from competing vigorously and innovatively

with AT&T's terrestrial specialized services.

As we discussed in some detail in our Reply

Comments, the history of Comsat's opposition to AT&T in

the international communications field on issues in which

Comsat's own corporate interests were at stake demon-

strates beyond any doubt that Comsat is fully capable of,
25/

and consistently takes, an independent stance.-- Striking

24/ Proposal 11 79. This restriction appears par-

ticularly unfair in light of the Staff's observation that

only Comsat and Fairchild among all the applicants have

no tern,strial traffic of their own to transfer to a

satellite system. Proposal 11 51.

25/ Reply Comments of Communications Satellite Cor-

poration in Docket No. 16495, dated July 12, 1971 (here-

after referred to as "Reply Comments"), pp. 17-25.
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26/

examples include the earth station ownership issue

and the question of policies regarding new overseas

27/
cable facilities.-- With reference to competition for

traffic, Comsat's record is eloquent. Comsat made every

effort to obtain authority to compete for Governmental

traffic, only to be curbed by the Commission's rulings
28/ 29/

in the Authorized User-- and related proceedings.

And more recently Comsat has pressed for the right to

provide television service through INTELSAT directly to

the networks and other program distributors, but the
30/

Commission has thus far not afforded us that right.

In the present proceeding the Staff has suggested that,

if Comsat elects to operate its own system, it should

be liberated from its carrier's carrier role and allowed

31/

to serve users directly. With the authorized user

26/ See Reply Comments, pp. 18-19.

27/ See Reply Comments, pp. 21-23.

28/ Memorandum Opinion and Statement of Policy in

Docket No. 16058, adopted July 20, 1966, 4 F.C.C.2d 421;

Memorandum Opinion and Order on reconsideration, adopted

February 1, 1967, 6 F.C.C.2d 593.

29/ Memorandum Opinion, Order and Certificate in

File No. T-C-2032, adopted February 1, 1967, 6 F.C.C.2d

511.

30/ See Comments of Communications Satellite Cor-

poration in Docket No. 18875, dated September 14, 1970,

pp. 1-6 - 1-7.

31/ Proposal ¶ 113.
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restraint removed Comsat will for the first time have the

ability to compete vigorously with other carriers.

The Staff-proposed restraint may also reflect a

baseless concern that Comsat's incentive to compete woul0

be inhibited by the proposed lease arrangement with AT&T

compared to the joint ownership arrangement proposed by

the Staff under which Comsat would manage the system for
32/

a fee. The Staff appears to recognize that there would

be no anti-competitive effects resulting from a jointly

owned AT&T-Comsat satellite system with AT&T restricted to

message and wide-area services and Comsat providing other
33/

service offerings to the general public. In other

words, the Staff recognizes that there would be, in such a

case, no sensitivity upon Comsat's part toward AT&T that

would prevent Comsat from seeking traffic for its domestic

satellite even if that resulted in taking terrestrial

traffic away from AT&T, the co-owner of the satellite

system.

32/ In this connection, it should be noted that the
lease would be consistent with the Staff's emphasis on
system sharing since the lease would provide most of the
potential economic benefits of joint ownership: volume
procurement, common TT&C facilities and joint development
costs. Comsat Application To Construct a System of
Domestic Satellite Facilities for Use by AT&T, Revised
March 3, 1971, Annex I.

33/ The Staff proposes that Comsat may become "a
supplier of satellite services to domestic entities other
than AT&T pursuant to tariffs" and could in such circum-
stances "share ownership in one or more satellites with
AT&T and act as the m nager for the jointly owned system."
Proposal 11 79.
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There is no reason to believe that Comsat would

be any less likely to compete with AT&T's terrestrial

offerings to specialized service customers were it to be

a lessor of satellites to AT&T instead of a joint owner.

Comsat's revenues under the lease would be a fixed obli-

gation of AT&T and would remain constant. While the

lease would initially run only for seven years, any joint

ownership arrangement would similarly terminate upon the

expiration of the life of the particular satellite sys-

tem (presumably a comparable period). As the owner of

competitive communications facilities, Comsat would have

full incentive to compete with AT&T for domestic special-

ized services traffic under either arrangement, in order

to obtain as much business for itself as possible and

to maximize its revenu

Even if the proposed restriction on AT&T satel-

lite traffic should in fact not be imposed, the competi-

tive situation as between AT&T and Comsat would be inten-

sified, not limited. Comsat would be in competition with

AT&T's specialized service offerings, whether terrestrial

or satellite. As lessor, Comsat's rental revenues would

be unaffected by the volume of traffic in the AT&T satel-

lite system. On the other hand, as the owner of competi-

tive satellite facilities, Comsat would have every incen-

tive to compete not only with AT&T's satellite services

but with those of the rival domestic system or systems
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the open entry policy is designed to encourage. To sug-

gest that Comsat would be a timid or reluctant competitor

under such circumstances requires a belief that Comsat

would act entirely contrary to its self-interest.

The forced election by Comsat between a lease

arrangement with AT&T and the opportunity to provide

satellite services to the public would in fact dissipate,

rather than increase, the advantages of competition hoped

for under a policy of open entry. The need to elect

would exclude Comsat from competing for a substantial

portion of the domestic market. Should Comsat elect to

continue with its contractual arrangement with AT&T under

the lease agreement, competition would be lessened

through exclusion of a major potential supplier of satel-

lite service to the public. If Comsat makes the opposite

election, competition would be substantially reduced in

the market for supplying leased satellite capability to

AT&T.

It ma)ris no sense to deprive either public

satellite service customers or AT&T of the benefits of

competitive participation by the entity recognized even

by the Staff as the most experienced among the applicants

in the area of design, operation and maintenance of corn-
34/

mercial communications satellites.-- There is no reason

to rig or restrict any market by denying to that market

34/ Proposal 1111 79, 108-110.
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the significant competitive choice that the eligibility

of Comsat would make available.

C. Limiting Comsat Geographically in Its
Domestic Operations Prematurely Restricts 
Competition in the Domestic Market.

The Staff would also limit Comsat in its domes-
35/

tic satellite operations to the continental United States.

It should be obvious that such a limitation would impede

Comsat's ability to offer fully integrated services to

customers whose communications requirements extend not only

throughout the continental United States but to Alaska,

Hawaii and Puerto Rico as well. It is even more obvious

that denying Comsat the opportunity to serve those markets

would reduce competition among those domestic satellite

systems willing or able to servc those markets.

The Staff's recommendation is based on the

assumpti of a potential conflict of interest if Comsat

is authorized to provide domestic service to areas now

receiving service via INTELSAT. The assumption is not

well founded. It seems obvious that the Commission will

be impelled to adopt a policy with respect to service of

offshore points that will basically determine the type

of service to be provided. For example, the Commission

may well decide that service between the continental

35/ Proposal 11 114.
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United States and any of these three points should be

rendered exclusively by INTELSAT, exclusively by domes-

tic systems or divided between INTELSAT and domestic sys-

tems on a formula basis. Such a decision would in effect

prescribe the role, if any, of each type of system rather

than creating direct competition between systems. In

short, depending upon the Commission's resolution of

basic questions as to domestic versus international ser-

vice, the theoretical possibility of conflict may be

removed entirely.

The Staff's Proposal That Users Have an Almost
Automatic Right To Own and Operate Earth Sta-
tions Could JeopcA:dize the Rapid Development
of Reliable Domestic Satellitr-  Communications. 

The Staff appears to recognize the importance

of end-to-end carrier ownership to provide complete ser-
36/

vice to customers. When it comes to earth station

ownership, however, the Staff urges a policy that is

contrary to the prompt and orderly establishment of such
37/

service.-- The Staff labors under the misconception

that a ground environment in which users other than com-

mon carriers are encouraged to own receive-only (and in
38/

some cases transmit-receive-- ) earth stations will

113, 137, 140.36/ Proposal

37/ Proposal VII 120-132

38/ Proposal 1M 128, 132.
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enhance the flexibility of satellite systems as a whole.

Quite the opposite is true.

User ownership of earth stations will restrict

the flexibility of the system operators in several ways.

First, it will make it difficult or impossible for satel-

lite operators to plan and construct an integrated system,

since they could not effectively control the timetable by

which earth station facilities would become available for

use. Second, user ownership of earth stations will make

it difficult or impossible for satellite operators to

guarantee integrity of the total system, for they could

not effectively monitor the quality of the product received

by the ultimate user. Indeed, they may have the gravest

difficulty in assuring that the user-owned earth stations

meet technical standards in design, construction and
39/

maintenance.-- Finally, as we discussed in our earlier
40/

comments, there are substantial economies of scale to

be achieved by the carriers through maximum use of multi-

user earth stations, which might well have to be sacrificed

39/ As the Commission is aware, a satellite earth

station is in a very different category technically from an

ordinary broadcast or microwave radio receiver. It may be

argued that if the customer gets poor reception as a result

of operating his own earth station he is to blame and it is

he who will suffer. But this is a simplistic view. For

satellite service will be judged by the end result; the public

is not interested in who is to blame. And the satellite cus-

tomer may in some cases (such as a CATV customer) be retrans-

mitting signals to his own customers.

40/ Comments, pp. 72-75; Reply Comments, pp. 53-58.
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if substantial traffic is diverted to user-owned receive-

only earth stations. This is so because construction of

multi-user earth stations can be justified only if there

is reasonable assurance of a sufficiently high degree of

utilization. The Staff's proposal would effectively pre-

clude accurate predictions as to potential use. In any

event, the proliferation of user-owned earth stations

encouraged by the Staff would cause under-utilization of

multi-user earth stations. This would have the effect

either of raising costs to the detriment of small, occa-

sional users receiving service through the multi-user

stations, or of compelling satellite operators to set the

price of a lease of space-segment-only in such a way that

the lessee would be paying a proportionate share of the

common costs of the multi-user earth station even though
41/

he is no, using it.

The uncertainties as to earth station configura-

tion resulting from the Staff proposal would also seriously

impede the development and aggressive marketing of satel-

lite services. The satellite operator can hardly price

his services without knowledge of expected earth station

41/ This would be highly uneconomic for the space-

segment-only user, but it would not be unfair. Since the

satellite operator's multi-user earth station antenna is

used in conjunction with a single satellite, to the extent

that the satellite's capacity is filled with space-segment-

only traffic, the traffic that can be handled by the multi-

user earth station is proportionately curtailed. Yet, most

of the costs of the earth station are fixed.
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traffic for he will not know the number of users among

whom the relatively fixed costs of operation may be

divided. He has no way of knowing whether new customers

will patronize his facilities, build their own or share

private receive-only earth stations of other users.

The potential earth station user faces similar

uncertainties. He will not know the cost to him of ser-

vice through a carrier-owned, multi-user earth station.

And he will not know the full cost of constructing and

operating his own receive-only earth station. In addi-

tion to serving his own needs, he will be requir.ld to
42/

provide non-discriminatory access to other users and

may be required to afford such users the opportunity to
43/

become joint owners.

If there is a legitimate concern that in some

circumstances users might not be afforded adequate ser-

vice at reasonable cost through satellite operator-owned

earth stations, we suggest that the Commission handle

such situations on a case-by-case basis on an appropriate

showing of need. Thus, the general rule should be that

an earth station will be licensed to the licensee of the

satellite system with which it will operate, except where

42/ Proposal 1r 125.

43/ Proposal ¶ 125, footnote 79.
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it is established that the satellite operator is unable

or unwilling to provide adequate earth station facilities
44/

on a reasonable basis.

Conclusion 

The Staff proposal for a restricted "open entry"

system would, we believe, achieve neither economically

viable satellite service nor effective competition, neither

the benefits of traditional common carrier regulation nor

those of open entry.

To the extent that the Staff proposal is based

on encouraging applicants to build and launch systems for

experimentation and demonstration purposes rather than for

serving specific customer requirements, it encourages an

excessive commitment of facilities without offering any

assurance that the initial systems will be able to cover

their costs. And to the extent that the Staff proposal

is based on a complex and discriminatory network of

44/ The Staff proposal may rest on the assumption
that user ownership of receive-only earth stations in the
case of broadcasters or cable television systems will
afford the owners access to more diverse programming
sources. If so, it should be recognized that an earth
station antenna cannot be shifted from one satellite to
another easily and without cost. Moreover, such a switch
will result in the loss of all signals to that earth sta-
tion from the first satellite, so that where several users
are receiving through the same earth station a switch from
one satellite to another limits all the users to the pro-
grams transmitted by the second satellite.
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restrictions on the flexibility of the applicants, it

impedes rather than fosters competition.

The Staff assumes that if its recommendations

are adopted the applicants will immediately proceed to

construct and launch competing systems, while the public,

including the networks, sits in the grandstands deferring

any commitment until the systems are operational. Nothing

could be further from reality. We believe that any

responsible applicant would be unwilling to incur the

large investments and high risks associated with satel-

lite service without sufficient customer prospects to

provide reasonable likelihood of economic viability. And

such unwillingness to enter the market would be reinforced

where, as here, the applicant would be required to operate

under burdensome constraints.

In sum, Comsat believes that the Commission's

first priority should be the rapid inauguration of the

long-awaited domestic satellite system. To achieve this

priority and to achieve the competitive environment upon

which the Staff's proposal purports to be based, we urge

that Commission-imposed restrictions on applicants be

held to a minimum. In lieu of the Staff's complicated

and repressive proposal, we have suggested a truly open-

entry approach, subject only to a single and relatively
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simple condition based on anticipated traffic. The

approach we suggest not only will encourage reasonably

prompt inauguration of domestic satellite service but

will also create a reasonable likelihood that the public

need for continuity and reliability of service over the

long pull will be met.

Respectfully submitted,

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

/s/ David C. Acheson
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To: The Director

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

March 28, 1972

Rrr Michael McCrudden

Subject Strategy for meeting with the FCC on DOMSAT

It appears that to decide how we want to relate to the

Commission on this issue, we should develop an overall

strategy prior to making final decisions. What follows

is a suggested strategy; to the extent that some of

the issues can be eliminated, fine; on the other hand,

contingency plans should be made for items which we may

not wish to address at this time, but which could be

forced upon us by the occurrence of events.

1. The first issue is whether or not we want to

control and speak for all Executive Agencies. Walter

points out that if we are going to win, there may be

advantages to allowing other Executive Agencies (Justice,

DOD) to appear separately and state contrary points of

view, since by winning we would establish our power and

enhance our position. (Ken Robinson advises the DOJ

will not submit written comments but will participate

orally and generally supports the FCC staff position.)

On the other hand, one advantage of our

coordinating the Executive Agencies is that it will

demonstrate to the Commission, the press, and the public

that the Administration as a whole is united and committed

to resolving this issue in a manner consistent with the

posture which we have publicly taken during the last two

years.

2. The second major item to be considered is the

rebuttal of the staff paper. Preliminary meetings and

discussions between OTP staff members and both the

members of the FCC Bureau Staff and the staffs of the
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individual Commissioners will be useful if we are to
take full advantage of a subsequent meeting with the
Commissioners. To the extent that the Commissioners
are briefed by their awn staffs and are aware that a
sound rebuttal has been presented, your discussion can
be more productive.

3. The third major item is the particular form of
the meeting and the circumstances which surround the
actual session with the Commissioners. It appears that
we should not allow ourselves to assume the posture of
appearing with, or in the same manner as "all other
interested parties." While the opinions of the staff
reflect the belief that a separate meeting with the
Commissioners issomehow different from the "en banc"
session before the Commission, I think a legal opinion
on this point would be useful. Secondly, there might
be value if the Commission as a group (or through the
Chairman) requested a meeting with you to discuss the
issue. The request would indicate that the initiative
for the discussion came from the Commission, and that
the meeting was to be apart from, and in addition to,
the "en banc" hearings. It would be useful if the
meeting with the Commissioners was held off the FCC
premises, perhaps even in our Offices. We need to decide
whether members of the press and/or members of the Common
Carrier Bureau staff are to be present, or whether the
meeting should be limited to Commissioners.

4. The fourth item is to consider future alternative
courses of action. These alternatives include the
following:

a. Formal statements to the public after our
meeting with the Commission but prior to its
ruling.

b. Further discussions with individual
Commissioners or the Chairman after the formal
meeting but prior to their final decision.
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c. Intensive public rebuttal and/or criticism of
the analysis performed by the Commission staff, before
or after your meeting but before a final decision.

d. Developing public support for our position
and promoting further criticism of the staff recom-
mendation by other Administration agencies, such
as Justice, DOD and Commerce. (Ken tells me Justice
will probably not file but will argue orally; that
they see no problem with the CFB position.)

e. Announcement of our proposed legislation.

5. The last item is the promotion and direction of
"lobbying" efforts by members of industry and the public
directed specifically at the Commissioners prior to the
decision. This strategy was discussed several months
ago and received your endorsement at that time. However,
little has been done on this point to date. It may not
be too late to consider the availability and utility of
spokesmen making their views known to the Commission.

I personally have the following reactions to the discussion
which took place in the Staff Meeting and some questions
which I think need to be answered. First, there obviously
may be some benefit to assuming an aggressive strategy
vis a vis the Commission. If, in fact, as the press has
tried to portray it, this is a confrontation between the
Commission and ourselves, we need to decide if and to
what extent we want to win. Also, how, and at what price.
Even though there are benefits to be gained from crushing
the opposition and of having our policy adopted, there
are disadvantages in the way such a victory might be
regarded. The first question is -- do we think we are
going to win without doing anything? If not, what do
we think we have to do in order to win? Walter gives the
impression that the majority of the Commissioners are
with us in spirit. Do we really think this is so? If
yes, why is it that we have to mount such a mighty effort
to assure that they follow through? Is it because we
don't believe that the Commissioners have any intention
of voting for our policy even though they believe in it.
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Or is it that they don't understand our policy and, there-
fore, won't vote for it since they can't defend it? If
this is the case, we need to educate the Commissioners.
Then the question is -- how best do we educate them? Do
we educate them directly, or their staffs? Do you do it?
Does Walter do it?

If it is merely a case of explaining our rationale to the
Commissioners, how about the option of you sitting down
for a lengthly discussion with the Chairman and letting
him relay that position to the Commissioners? It insolates

you from the problems of how you appear, etc., and from

being subject to direct questioning. The Commissioners,

however, may feel slighted, or may feel that you really

aren't as committed to the decision as you want them to
believe you are.

I believe the essence of our dilemna in deciding which
course of action to choose is magnified when we assess

the probable "costs" of the two extreme outcomes. On
the one hand, if the Commission adopts our policy without
your appearing, we will reap not only the value of winning
but also the value of not having had to appear with its
related risks. On the other hand, if you appear and the
Commission were not to support our policy, we would loose
not only the value of the policy per se, but would (in all
likelihood) incur a negative value as a result of your
appearance. We have a classic strategy, one in which
the individual events should be evaluated not only on
their importance in achieving the overall strategy, but
also on the positive or negative value associated with
each individual action. Your meeting with the Commission
has to be judged both for its strategic value (that is

to what extent it is necessary to the success of our

overall policy) and separately, and for its own sake,
(that is will the appearance have a positive or negative

effect for you, this Office, and our future relations

with the FCC.)
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If we could quantify our assessment of probable outcomes

and the associated expected values, we could develop an

interesting decision model. Since it is unlikely that

this can become readily accomplished, we are faced with

a process which will tax our collective wisdom. I think

the exercise is worth some effort, however, not only

because the particular decision is an important one, but

also because it will tell us a lot about how we make

strategic decisions.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

March 24, 1972

Tom

Bruce

Meeting with the Commission on Domsat

Ten years from now this Office is going to be remembered, if at

all, for its substantive accomplishments. No one is going to care

how much face was saved, but only how many battles were won. If

a meeting with the Commission stands a good chance of winning this

battle, then that has got to be the right choice -- both for you

and for the public interest. The Flanigan memorandum caused a

considerable favorable impression in the backwaters of academia,

where such things can count for a lot in the long run. No one

outside Washington cares a fig for face-saving within the bureaucracy.

And it is people outside Washington who really matter in the end.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

MEMORANDUM FOR

February 11, 1972

Mr. Bernard Strassburg

Federal Communications Commission

As you know, we have a continuing interest in the development

of appropriate policies and regulatory principles for the

establishment and operation of domestic satellite communication

systems. We have thus commissioned several independent studies

of the technical, economic, and regulatory issues which have been

raised during the lengthy debate on this matter. Enclosed for your

consideration are the results of these studies (attachments 1-4).

The principal conclusions of the studies may be summarized as

follows:

ECONOMIC

o The data presented in the FCC applications for the several

systems proposed show no clear indication of substantial

economies of scale that would suggest a tendency to natural

monopoly. Indicated unit costs are comparable for large

and small systems of the same type and there are apparent

economies of specialization for several of the proposed

services which would offset any claimed economies of scale.

Systems of substantially different type differ in function,

performance, and probability of successful deployment and

thus are not directly comparable on an economic basis.

o The potential market for domestic satellite services in the

near future, though substantial, will probably support

several but not all of the proposed systems as presently

envisioned. There is an apparent near-term market for

89-163 broadband satellite channels (transponders), whereas

the total operational capacity of all proposed systems would

be 336 transponders, with additional back-up capacity of

252 transponders.



• The total market includes several sectors that are

relatively insulated from one another (e.g., public

message telephone traffic, broadcast and cable video

interconnection, and various leased-line services),

each of which could be served economically be a

different operator.

• More than one satellite operator may be expected to

compete on a continuing basis for the leased line market,

and to a more limited extent for the other market sectors.

• Under a policy of open entry at least two, and probably

three or more, separate systems would likely be established,

hailing a combined capacity in excess of 100 channels

(transponders) plus 50 or more back-up transponders. Each

of these systems would likely incorporate an independently

viable basic service offering (e. g. , PMTS, video interconnec
tion,

etc. ) combined with competitive leased-line offerings.

• A policy of open entry can be expected to result in a viable

competitive industry, with return on capital commensurate w
ith

risks. However, there is little solid evidence regarding the

specific structure this industry would take, which will be

affected by differences in technology, design concept and con-

figuration, comparative market strategies, and consortia

arrangements not readily apparent at this time.

• The economic effect of internal subsidization of one service

by another is higher prices to consumers, lower output, and

a deadweight loss to the economy which cannot be recaptured.

The achievement of a "public dividend" through hidden sub-

sidization of public broadcasting, education, etc., by other

satellite services is thus a misconception: it achieves its

purpose at greater cost to the economy than need be while

introducing undesirable market and institutional distortions,

and thus really creates a "pu-bLic loss." Direct subsidization

of such meritorious services from general tax revenues, which

does not introduce these distortions, is thus preferable to

internal subsidization.
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TECHNICAL

• The average spacing of 3.7° required to accommodate all

23 of the initial U. S. and Canadian satellites in the relevant

sector of the geostationary orbit (i. e. , 
530
 - 138' W) is not

inconsistent with the spacings proposed and analyzed in the

applications.

• A general analysis indicates that 23 satellites with character-

istics typical of those proposed could be accommodated,

although minor adjustments in some system parameters might

be necessary in the unlikely event that all systems were fully

deployed.,

• The ultimate capacity of the available geostationary orbit

using (and reusing) 2000 MHz of spectrum vastly exceeds

the indicated initial demand; thus scarcity of this resource

is not a compelling issue in policy determination.

• The siting of earth stations near large metropolitan areas

in the manner proposed by the various applicants is feasible

from an interference standpoint.

• Although the applicants did not coordinate specifically for

off-path interference, this type of potential interference has

been taken into account to some degree in the coordination for

possible great-circle interference, since the terrestrial

microwave facilities most likely to cause both types of inter-

ference are the same.

• For all cases of great-circle interference problems as repre-

sented by the applicants, there are viable techniques available
for controlling the level of interference within acceptable limits.

• The installation of earth stations for several applicants in a

certain area would not produce accumulative interference

effects beyond those anticipated in the development of acceptable
interference criteria by the CCIR. (See Multiple Interference
Cases on Tables 4.3-4. 6 Enclosure 3. )

•:...
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These findings further support the Administration's view that •

multiple domestic satellite systems catering to both separate

and overlapping markets can be economically viable on a com-

petitive basis, and can be technically compatible among themselves

and with existing and future terrestrial systems. The potential

impact on the overall market structure of natural monopoly services

(e.g. , message telephone) not subject to competitive entry can be

regulated through existing procedures with minimal pre-operational

conditions. Further restrictions at this time on entry, market

structure, or service and price competition will serve only to limit

consumer choice for new, expanded, or lower cost services while

imposing further delays and economic burdens on prospective suppliers

of satellite services.

We hope that this information, and the more comprehensive analyses

contained in the attachments, will be useful to you in resolving any

remaining uncertainties regarding the feasibility and merit of a fully

open entry policy, and that you will find the opportunity to bring this

information to the attention of the Commission. If there is any way in

which we can be of assistance in clarifying or elaborating on these

studies and results, we will of course be pleased to do so.

Walter R. Hinchrnan

Assistant Director

Attachments

WRHINCHMAN:dc

DO Records

C.DO hr on

Mr. Whitehead -2

Dr. Mansur

Subj.
RF.

•

Attachments: SRI report, "Economic Viability of Proposed U.S.
Communications Satellite Systems"

Ross Telecom report, "Analysis of Earth Station Siting for
the Prc posed Domestic Satellite Systems" Feb. 4, 1972

B. Cwen paper: Cross Subsidies in Common Carrier Fncilitie:
D. Hatfield paper: "Domestic Satellite Orbit/Spectrum Util. '



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

October 28, 1971

DIRECTOR

Honorable Dean Burch
Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C. 20554

Dear Dean:

The unrealized potential of satellite communication
systems for U.S. domestic services continues to be
a source of serious concern to the Administration.
Prospective suppliers of these services have been
delayed for more than six years while various parts
of the Government have examined and reexamined the
question of public policy guidelines.

In January 1970, the Administration recommended that
domestic satellite communications be allowed to develop
under a basic policy of open entry. Under this policy,
any financially qualified entity which sought to estab-
lish a domestic satellite system, including common
carriers, would be authorized to do so, subject only
to antitrust considerations and essential technical
coordination.

The Commission responded favorably to this approach,
but chose to solicit applications and comments from
all prospective satellite operators before proceeding
further. The private sector has since responded to
this initiative with seven proposals for full-service
satellite systems and several proposals for partial
service offerings -- all to be offered on a privately
financed commercial basis.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy has carefully
reviewed the major applications to determine whether
they raise questions about any of the principles and
premises set forth in the Administration's original
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recommendation, We have examined questions of technical
and economic feasibility, particularly those relating
to spectrum and orbit utilization and to the existence
of economies of scale or other natural monopoly condi-
tions. We also have reviewed the several legal and
procedural issues raised. In no area did we find evi-
dence which would negate the Administration's previous
policy recommendation.

Indeed, the opposite is true. There are customers
waiting for, satellite services and prospective suppliers
with the capital and the will to offer them on a com-
mercial basis. We see no reason for the government to
continue keeping these groups apart. No further study,
sifting of applications, or enforced commercial arrange-
ments would be as constructive for the using public or
for the industry as the prompt opening up of this new
and exciting field.

As you know, the President recently established Measures
designed to alleviate the problems of our nation's.
economy. The prompt authorization of domestic satellite
systems would aid substantially in this effort by stimu-
lating up to $450 million in investments, and associated
employment, in the aerospace and electronic industries --
two segments of the economy which have been hit particu-
larly hard by cutbacks in Federal spending. The authori-
zation would also provide lower transmission costs and
thereby help reduce upward pressure on common carrier rates.

I urge the Commission to examine carefully the enclosed
recommendations and to adopt an open entry policy as
promptly as possible.

I am available, as is my staff, to discuss this subject
in whatever depth you may desire.

Sincerely,

-01

Clay T. Whitehead

Enclosure



Domestic Satellite Communications 

Summary' OTP Findiags and Policy Recommendations 

The several aPplications from prospective domestic satellite
operators now pending before the Federal Communication
Commission indicate clearly that such facilities can play
a significant and increasing role in enhancing the nation's
communications capability and broadening the range of econom-
ic services.

The Administration recommended in January 1970, that domestic
satellite operations be established under a basic public
policy of open entry and competitive operation. Under this
policy, any financially qualified entity which sought to
establish a domestic satellite system for public or private
use could do so, subject only to antitrust considerations
and essential technical coordination.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy has examined the
applications now before the FCC to determine whether the
Administration's policy recommendation continues to be
appropriate. This examination shows there are no technical,
economic, or legal considerations which preclude the approval
of any proposed system. Conversely, there is substantial
evidence that a policy of open entry and competitive opera-
tion would produce benefits in terms of innovative systems
and services, cost reductions, and economies of specializa-
tion for the communications user.

The available orbit space will readily accommodate all
proposed U.S. and Canadian satellites using 4 and 6 GHz
spectrum allocations without fear of harmful interference,
even in the rather unlikely event that all proposed systems
would be built. This can be achieved with an average
satellite separation of about 30, which is shown to be more
than adequate by several applicants (Hughes, WTCI, COMSAT,
and WU) and our own analysis, provided adjacent satellites
are alternately polarized. Furthermore, there are numerous
engineering and operating options which would allow additional
systems to be built as this becomes necessary, even using
existing technology and these spectrum bands.
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It also appears that noninterfering sites can be found for
all proposed earth stations under established coordination
procedures. Sample calculations for the New York City area
indicate there are many sites which, according to the ITU
coordination criteria, qualify for detailed coordination
with specific terrestrial relay stations, even in this con-
gested area.

Further technological developments, such as the use of
multiple satellite antenna beams, will permit the installa-
tion of additional satellites of increased capacity in
coming years. In conjunction with the use of other frequency
allocations of substantially greater extent than the 4 and
6 GHz bands, these developments will multiply both the
number of satellites which can be established and the capacity
of each severalfold, providing a substantial reserve capacity
to meet future growth in demand.

There are no significant economies of scale in the proposed
systems which would preclude the feasibility of multiple
systems or result in substantial inefficiencies. The annual
cost per in-orbit channel is virtually the same for the
12, 24, and 48 channel satellite configurations proposed,
and the small differences which exist are well within the
range of uncertaintly of the cost estimates. There are
some economies of scale for particular types of earth
stations (e.g., multipurpose, multichannel), but these are
rapidly overcome by economies of specialization for special-
purpose systems; even when economies of scale appear, they
are bounded due to the limited channel capacity available
through a single earth station/satellite path.

There is no a priori evidence that multipurpose systems
are more economic or more suited to user demands than
single-purpose systems. There are substantial cost savings
for some systems which provide specially tailored services
(e.g., network TV distribution). Similarly, there may be
economies in providing a given type of service at different
quality levels. As in the case of the specialized common
carriers, there is reason to believe that the marketplace
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can best resolve the tradeoffs between service and cost,

particularly in an era of dynamic technological development.

The demand for service identified in the applications will

support several -- although probably not all -- of the pro-

posed systems. There appears to be a near-term need for

about 100 satellite channels (5-10 satellites, depending on

capacity), whereas the applications encompass a total of

3,36 channels in 12 primary satellites plus another 264 channels

in 8 spare/secondary satellites. Even so, there is no

evidence to indicate that selection of the successful opera-

tor(s) by the-government is either necessary or preferable

on public interest grounds to a marketplace determination.

The cost of these systems is great(typically in the $50-200

million range), and investors will weigh their prospects

carefully before making final commitments to systems without.

an adequate traffic base or competitive advantage.

The American people should and can receive a dividend from

U.S. investments in space technology through domestic

satellite services. However, a discriminatory tax oh this

mode of communications for any purpose, including support

of public television, is an inefficient, inequitable, and

largely counterproductive approach to the realization of

that objective. By raising the cost and thus deterring the

commercial use of satellite services, this tax would simply
encourage less cost-effective technologies and stifle innova-

tion in satellite technology. If a subsidy for worthwhile

public services is required, it should be granted by the

Congress and supported by a tax that does not burden a par-

ticular mode of communications.

Numerous legal and procedural questions have been raised
in the applications and comments before the FCC. Our
examination indicates that the Commission has adequate legal
authority and precedents for adopting an open-entry policy,
as urged by the Administration, without further administrative
proceedings.
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There are many measures consistent with existing rules
and procedures which the Commission could adopt to expedite
the authorization of domestic satellite communication systems
and avoid unnecessary comparative hearings. The following
is an illustrative example of one approach:

(1) Issue a ruling, as in the case of specialized
carriers, that arguments of economic exclusivity alone will
not be considered grounds for comparative hearings in situa-
tions where competitive supply of services appears feasible.

(2) Require all applicants to undertake prior coordi-
nation of satellite and earth station locations and frequency
assignments to avoid possible interference situations --
again as in the specialized carrier procedures.

(3) Require each applicant to specify the desired
orbit location, frequency bands, antenna polarization, and
expected implementation date for each proposed satellite,
and to define a service arc within which the proposed service
can be satisfactorily provided, as set forth in the regula-
tions of the World Administrative Radio Conference.

(4) Provide a 60-90 day period following issuance of
a policy statement, within which applicants may revise their
proposals and undertake the coordination of technical param-
eters as noted in (2).

(5) Routinely approve all applications for which
there is no basic conflict in orbit location and spectrum
usage (i.e., no common-frequency satellite proposed by a
different entity within 3° of the location requested),
subject to relocation within the service arc at the discre-
tion of the Commission in order to accommodate additional
systems.

(6) Set comparative hearings for all applications
for specific orbit locations which are in conflict and which
cannot be resolved through consultation with the FCC staff
and affected parties. Such hearings would deal with matters
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of both technical compatability and economic exclusivity,
but would be limited to the particular satellites in conflict.

(7) Rule that the cost of relocating satellites
(including associated earth station costs) within the stated
service arc to accommodate additional systems shall be borne
by the system operator until 120 days prior to satellite
launch, after which all such costs shall be borne by the new
entrant.

While some antitrust questions have been raised in the pro-
ceedings, in our view they should be resolved in favor of
liberal entry and unrestricted initial operation. None of
the proposed systems, including those contemplated by COMSAT,
COMSAT/AT&T, and Hughes/GTE, appear to pose a serious anti-
competitive threat at this time, either individually or in
combination. (Nor do we see any legal reason for excluding
COMSAT from either activity they have proposed). Any measures
necessary to prevent anti-competitive behaviour can be taken
if and when such practices appear; to establish them at
the outset without firm assurance that they are necessary
would have the effect of precluding rather than fostering
competitition in this new field.

Service to Alaska and Hawaii, as proposed by several appli-
cants, poses a different and more complex set of legal
issues, having to do both with the distinction between U.S.
domestic and international carriers and services and with
international agreements to which we are a signatory. We
conclude that applications to provide service to these areas
should be approved subject to appropriate consultation with
INTELSAT as required in the definitive agreements. Similarly,
we find no valid basis for denying traffic to a domestic
satellite system which would otherwise be served by trans-
oceanic cables, except to the extent such facilities offer
lower costs or are more effective in meeting the specific
requirement.
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In conclusion, we find there are no unique circumstances
or public interest considerations which require that domestic
satellites be treated differently than any other new techno-
logical development. The Commission has established rules
and procedures for dealing with private radio communication
systems, specialized communications carriers, and common
carriers which should be applicable to the domestic satellite
proposals now before it, or likely to emerge in the near .
future. These rules and procedures, interpreted in the
light of the Administration policy recommendations concerning
entry and oper.ation, and augmented by procedural arrangements
such as those previously identified, should allow the prompt
authorization of all proposed systems and an early development
of this exciting new communications capability.



October 21, 1971

Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Inourst

My letter to you of October 13 regarding domestic
communications satellites unfortunately contains one
paragraph taken from an earlier, uncorrected draft
of :.he Letter.

Enclosed is the correct version. I would appreciate
your replacii4 this version for the one mailed to you
last week.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead

Enclosure

BIESmithidgirn/10-21-71

FILE CC: DO CHRON
DO RECORDS
Mr. Whitehead (2)*-'.
Dr. Mansur
Mr. Hinchman
Mr. Lamb
Mr. Smith subject file
Mr. Smith chron file
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October sr. 1971

Honorable Oasis' K. Irony.
limited States Senate
Washington. D.C. Z0510

Dear Senator Inouye:

/ emit apologise for the delay La responding to year letter of
September 21. The fact is that the cittellti08111 you raise were still under
study by my office, whicit tnade it difficult to respond substantively at
the time.

As you Anew. the foal resolution of the domestic satellite proceediag
(Docket 16495) rests with the Federal Communications Commission.
The Administration has previously made recommendations to the FCC
concerning the policies which should he followed in regulatisg this
industry. and will coatiaue to urge their adoption.

a.srikg your specific questioes coecerniaT the effect on Hawaii of
Inclusion in domestic satellite activities. I would offer the following
views:

lusiss la roue or more of the Besesthi systems (some
stay withdraw due to iasufficleat market streasth) would
offer Amen a greater choice of traasosission facilities
for communicating with the maialstat This should result
Is a competitive eaviroansoat producing lower rates and
Improved service. Our review of the domestic satellite
applications indicates that these facilities might offer
substantially lower rates thee those presently available
through INTELSAT or the submarine cables.

--Practically *psalms, it may be difficult for Hawaii to
realise fully the benefits cited in these proposals. Much
of the momstunicatioas traffic 1141411V•4141 liawaii sad the
mainlaad La traasitias interastioaal traffic. passing tear
frets potato beyond Hawaii. Hamii-mainiand traffic is.

-dr
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for the most part, carried by domestically owned cables
and internationally owned satellite facilities. Furthermore,
Ilawail-mainland traffic currently constitutes a significant
portion of 024, INTELSAT traffic and revenues in the Pacific
basin. Withdrawal of this traffic at present would seriously
affect the economic viability of INTELSAT services in the
Pacific basin.

--Notwithstanding the shove, we de favor inclusion of
Hawaii IL one or mere of the domestic satellite systems,
as a means for increasing its cultural and economic
ties to the mainland. The exect manner in whisk this
can be achieved without serious jeopardy to INTZLEAT
Is a matter still under revievs, but we are confident that
we can achieve a workable solution which meets both
these objectives.

I cannot respond substantively to your last two questions concerning
the potential impact es international trade and tourism and Hawaii's
political role in the Pacific. My general impression is that
Improved communication services, via whatever means, are likely
to bring increased activity in all these areas.

I bop* the.. comments will kelp you to assess tits effect of ionnestic
satellite developments on Hawaii. If I can he of further assistance
in this regard, please let me know.

Clay T. Whitehead
WHIncntnan/10-13-71/81(Smith/dgm/10-21-71

FILE CC: DO CHRON

DO RECORDS
Mr. Whitehead (2)
Dr. Mansur
Mr. Hinchman
Mr. Lamb
Mr. Smith Subject
Mr. Smith Chron



nonorable Daniel K. Inouye
Unitr:d Vtates Senate
Washington, D. C. .70510

Dear senator Inouye:

I must apologize for the delay in responding to your letter of

eptember ZI. The fact is that the questions you raise were still under
study by my office, which made it difficult to respond substantively it

the time.

As you know, the final resolution of the domestic satellite proceeding

(Docket 16490 rests with the Federal Communications Commission.
The Administration has previously made recommendations to the ICC
concerning the policies which should be followed in regulating this
industry, and will continue to urge their adoption.

RegiArding your specific questioax concerning the effect on iwli of
inclusion in don,estic satellite activities, I would offer the following

views:

110 Inclusion in one or more of the successful systems (some
rnay withdraw due to insufficient vc.,arket strength) would

offer Hawaii a greater choice of transmission facilities

for communicating with the mainland. Pais should result
in a competitive environment producing lower rates and

• linprovca service. Our review of the domestic sztellite
upplic-atimis indicates that these facilities might after
tiimtantially lower rates than those presently available

through INTE:14;..-ZAT or the submarine cables.

Practically peaking, it may be difficult for Hawaii to
rezlize fully the benefits cited in these proposals. iv,uch

of the coinmunications traffic between liawaii and the
rt,ainland is interm.tionai traffic panning to or from points
beyond thiwaii. This trzfiic must for the most part he
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cirrit'd by intermAin:.1 cable .1nti wttellite

under the tchrirls ot u-.1ges agreelnents flu

other hil:Ater,zi ,t.rfttagt...riticritv vsith our foreign pz,rtne.rs.

1..urthrraiore, th .1--:.3w!gii-inzsiniand traffic currentLy

conr.tituteA sL.baantiA portion of the 1r*1' t..&.t11

tr.tiic4.nr.1 revenue in the P.ci1ic basin; aader the

egreements, ciornestic tedite cr.:terns

may not seriously un6erriiine the econoillic viability of

the INTE..zir t:ysite;r, 'without prior iigreerrient among

the INT.i:.L.,,SAT meizibers.

-- Notwithstanding the above, we do favor inclusion of

one or core of the donientic n.ttollite syetows,

as a re.earta ior incre:sing It cultural and economic

tier. to V:e iraaini;ond. .ihe exact rt.z....nner in v..hich this

can be bchit,ved without serious jeopAidy to INTELSAT

a rriatter still under review, but wt. are confident that

we can achieve workable solut.on which meets both

these objectives.

I canziot respond substantivety to your Last two clueztions concerning

the potential irr.pact on international. trade iittg./ tourism ..;.nd

politic4I role in the Pcitic. 1-.47 general it-npreskdon i that

iiproveti cor,..cl-Amicrition cervices, via wivilever tr.ei.na, are likely

to tiring increa*cci activity in all these areas.

I hope thecc co;:s,nlentr; 114.1p you to E‘ 1; es s the effect of doilfealc

sateilite developments If I ci-Al be of further ase..it,tance

in this regard, pleaze tet LO kuom.

cc:
WO Chron
DO Records
Mr. Whitehead
Dr. Mansur
Mr. Hinchrnan
Mr. Lamb

ViHinchman:shw 10/13/71

Lincerely,

Clay . Whitehed
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

Honorable Dean Burch

Chairman
Federal Communications Commission

Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Dean:

c
DI ECTOR

The unrealized potential of satellite communication systems for U.S.

domestic services should be a source of grave concern to all elements

of the Federal Government. Prospective suppliers of these services

have been delayed for more than six years while the Government has

examined and re-examined the question of public policy guidelines.

In January 1970, the Administration recommended that domestic

satellite communications be allowed to develop under a basic policy of

"open entry." Under this policy, any financially qualified public or

private entity which sought to establish a domestic satellite system for

public or private use, including common carriers, wOuld be authorized

to do so, subject only to anti-trust considerations and essential

technical coordination.

The Commission chose to solicit applications and comments from all

prospective satellite operators before adopting any policy. The

communications/electronics industry has.iince.responded to this

. initiative with seven proposals for.full-service satellite systems and

. several proposals for partial serVice.-offerings.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy has carefully reviewed the
major applications to determine whether they invalidate any of the

principles and premises set forth in the Administration's original
recommendation. We have examined questions of technical and
economic feasibility, particularly those relating both to spectrum and
orbit utilization and to the existence of economies of scale or other
natural monopoly conditions; and we have reviewed the several legal
and procedural issues raised. In no area did we find evidence which
would negate the Administration's previous policy recommendation.
There are customers for satellite services and prospective suppliers
with the capital and the will to offer them on a commercial basis.
We sec no reason for the government,to continue keeping these groups
apart. No further study, sifting of applications, or enforced
commercial arrangements would be as constructive for the industry
or for the using public as the prompt opening up of this new and
exciting field.



As you know, the President recently established measures designed

to alleviate the problems of our nation's economy. The prompt

authorization of domestic satellite .systems would aid substantially in

this effort by stimulating up to $450M in investments, and associated

employment in the aerospace and electronic industries -- two

segments of the economy which have. been hit particularly hard by

cutbacks in Federal spending. The authorization would also provide

lower carrier costs and thereby help reduce upward pressure on

prices in some areas.

I urge the Commission to examine carefully the enclosed recommenda-

tions, and to adopt the basic policy proposals without unnecessary

delay.

I am available, as is my staff, to discuss this subject in whatever

depth you may desire.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead



Domestic Satellite Communications

Summary OTP Findings and Policy Recommendations

The role of satellites in providing domestic communication services
has been a subject of debate for nearly a decade. The several
applications from prospective domestic satellite operators now pending
before the Federal Communication Commission indicate that such
facilities can play a significant and increasing role in serving domestic
needs.

The Administration previously recommended, in January 1970, that
domestic satellite operations be established under a basic public policy
of open entry and competitive operation. Under this policy, any
financially qualified public or private entity which sought to establish
a domestic satellite system for public or private use, including common
carriers, could do so, subject only to anti-trust considerations and
essential technical coordination.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy has thoroughly examined the
applications now before the FCC to determine their consistency with
the Administration's previous policy recommendation, as well as its
This examination shows there are no technical, economic, or
legal considerations which preclude the approval of any proposed system
Conversely, there is substantial evidence that a policy of open entry
and competitive engagement would produce benefits in terms
of innovative systems. and services, cost .reductions, and economies of
specialization for the communications user..

•.
The available orbit space will readily accommodate all proposed U.S.
and Canadian satellites using the 4 and 6 GHz spectrum allocations
without fear of harmful interference, should it be necessary. This
accommodation would require an average separation of about 30, which
is shown to be more than adequate by several applicants (Hughes,
wirci, ComSat, and \VU) and our own analysis, provided adjacent
satellites are alternately polarized. Furthermore, there are numerous
engineering and operating options which would permit closer spacing,
should it become necessary.

With regard to earth stations, it appears that acceptable (noninterfering)
sites can probably be found for all those proposed, under established
coordination procedures. Sample. calculations for the New York City
area indicate there are many sites which qualify for detailed coordination
with specific terrestrial relay stations even in a congested area.
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The American people should and can receive a dividend from U.S.
investments in space technology through domestic "satellite services.
However, a discriminatory tax on this mode of communications for any
purpose, including support Of public television, is An inefficient,
inequitable, and largely counterproductive approach te the realization
of that objective. By raising the cost and thus containing the demand

.for commercial satellite services, this tax would simply encourage

less cost-effective technologies and stifle innovation in satellite

technology. If a subsidy for worthwhile public services is required,

it should be granted by the Congress and supported by a tax that does

not burden a particular mode of communications.

Nturierous legal and procedural questions have been raised in the •
applications and comments before the FCC. Our examination indicates
that the Commission has adequate legal authority and precedents for
adopting an open-entry policy, as urged by the Administration,
without further administrative proceedings.

There are many measures which the Commission could adopt to expedite
the authorization of domestic satellite communication systems and avoid
unnecessary comparative hearings consistent with exiStirg Commission
rules and procedures. The following is an illustrative example of one
approach we have considered:

. .
(1) Issue a ruling, as in the case of :specialized carriers, that

arguments of economic exclusivity alone will not be considered grounds
for comparative heatings in situations where competitive supply of
services appears feasible. . :

•
(2) Require all applicants to -undertake prior coordination of

satellite and earth station locations and frequency assignments to avoid
possible interference situations, as in the case of specialized carriers.

(3) Require each applicant to specify the desired orbit location,
frequency bands, antenna polarization, and expected implementation
date for each proposed satellite, and to define a service arc within which
the proposed service can be satisfactorily provided, as set forth in the
regulations of the World Administrative Radio Conference.

(4) Provide a 60-90 day period following issuance of a policy
statement, within which applicants may revise their proposals and
undertake the coordination of technical parameters as noted in (2).
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(5) Routinely approve all applications for which there is no basic
conflict in orbit location and spectrum usage (i. e., no common-
frequency satellite proposed by a different entity within t° of the
location requested), subject to relocation within the service arc, at
the discretion of the Commission to accommodate additional systems.

(6) Set comparative .hearings for all applications for specific
orbit locations which are in conflict and which cannot be resolved
through consultation with the FCC staff and affected parties. Such
hearings would deal with matters of both technical compatabilitY-and
economic exclusivity, but would be limited to the particular satellites
in conflict.

(7) Rule that the cost of relocating satellites (including associated
earth station costs) within the stated service arc to accommodate
additional systems shall be borne by the system operator until 120
days prior to satellite launch, after which all such costs shall be borne
by the new entrant.

While some antitrust questions have been raised in the proceedings,
in our view they should be resolved in favor of liberal entry and unre-
stricted initial operation. None of the propos.acl.s. , including
those contem lated by COMSAT CO.. u rhes/GTE,
upear serious r
!ndividually or co1lctiveiy Any special measures necessary to
prevent anti-competitive behavior can be taken if and when such
practices appear; to establish them at the outset without firm
assurance that they are necessary would have the effect of eliminating
rather than expanding competiticin in a new field.

Service to Alaska and Hawaii, as proposed by several applicants, poses
a different and more complex set of legal issues, having to do both with
the distinction between U.S. domestic and international carriers and
services and with international agreements to which we are a signatory.
We conclude that applications to provide service to these areas should
be approved, subject to satisfactory arrangements with INTELSAT •
concerning the potential economic impact on that international system.
However, we find no valid basis for denying traffic to a domestic
satellite system which would otherwise be served by transoceanic cables,
except to the extent such cables are either less costly or more effective
in meeting the specific requirement in question.
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In conclusion, we find there are no unique circumstances or publicinterest considerations which require that domestic satellites be treateddifferently than any other new technological development. TheCommission has established adequate rules and procedures for dealingwith private radio communication systems, specialized communicationscarriers, and common carriers to handle the domestic satelliteproposals now before it,or likely to emerge in the near future. Theserules and procedures; interpreted in the light of the Administrationpolicy recommendations concerning entry and operation, and augmentedby procedural arrangements such as those previously identified, shouldallow the Commission to proceed promptly in the authorization of allproposed systems.
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9:50 Professor Rathjens of MIT called again.

Mr. Whitehead spoke with him.
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WASHINGTON

June 21/4:50

Eva-

Professor Herrington and Professor

Rathj ens of MIT called. They wanted to

speak with Mr. Whitehead and if he was

not available Walt Hinchman. I delayed

action by saying that Mr. Whitehead was

away from his desk, but I would see if

Mr. Hinchrnan was available. Walt had

departed for Geneva. They are doing a

i)nryle.gti r. atn1 MCI Study for NASA and

wishes to discuss that subject. Mr. White-

head said he would speak to them or Dr.

Mansur would -- they are to call back in

the morning.

timmie

, ••..,?..• •
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UNITED STATES DErARTMENT OF JUSTICE

WA SI! I NGTON, D.C. 20530

May 12, 1971

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications
Policy

1800 G. Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Tom:

I enclose a copy of a draft brief on domestic
satellites. This basically follows the various
premises of the original wnite Houcc mn= an deals
specifically with a variety oi competitive questions
raised by p.ending applications.

Given the background of this particular pro-
ceeding, I would very much like to have any views
that you, Walt Hinchman or anyone else at OTP may
have on this brief. As usual, we are a bit tardy
on this one and therefore I would.be particularly
grateful if you can give me any thoughts by next
Monday.

Sincerel yours,

/(/

• DONALD I. RAKER
Acting Dii:ector of Policy Planning

Antitrust Division



Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Washington, D. C. 20554

In the Matter of

Establishment of Domestic
Communication Satellite
FaciliLies by Non-Governmental
Entities 1 DOCKET NO. 16495

COMMENTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEPARTNI:NT OF JUSTICE

The Commission has requested comments of interested

parties concerning the policies which should guide the

Commission in authorizing domestic satellite systems.

le f22221111=2=1227nnt evF n̂ m^""^ e114"

EATILu_a_i_n_lhp-Public Interest. The Department of Justice

reaffirms its belief that the development of domestic

satellites should be controlled fundamentally by competition

in a free market. After reviewing the applications, we

continue to believe that the policy recommendations of the

White House to the Commission are sound in this regard and

provide an adequate basis for approving domestic satcllite

applications.

Competition is the basic rule of our national economic

policy, and even in regulated industries it should be given

the widest play consistent with the specific regulatory

scheme. This reliance-on competition stems from the belief

that competition produces superior economic results. Competi-

tion encourages service and product innovation and it creates



cost cnntrol and economic rateG. The importance of competition

hes, of course, now been widelv rccognized bo
th by the

Commission and the courts. 1/

The application of these principles to domest
ic catellitcs

was explored in the White House Memorandum to
 the Commission

(Jan. 73, 1970), and we concur in its conclusion
 that there

are neither economic nor technical constraints 
which require

the nbandonment of our normal conpctitive principl
es in the

development of economic satellites. Indeed, the diversity

in terms of proposed services, technology, end 
costs of the

applications now before the Commission attest
s to the potential

benefits of permitting competition in the de
velopment of

ncl: area.

Initially, ealy a fcw of the proposed systems
 can be

ezpveted to tcona operational -- the numbers r
eflecting the

marketls evaluation of existing cormarcial elterna
tivcs. Uut

in a competitive framework in whidh the,doar to 
entry is left

open, Existing entrants will be unaei continued
 pressure from

those waiting in the wins to innovate and redu
ce their costs.

Arsjederal TrAfie CoTTisslon v.1114:1451.1Lim—.8_20.s., 386 U.S.

568t 575 (1967). Eve.n ‘41Apn an industry is otherwise regulate
d,

as here, this principle applier. United r.tater v. El Pn!to

1/ We have rcviewed Che decisions by the Commi
ssion, and the

covrts in this regnrd as well as the recom
endations of govern-

ment agencies and advisory groups in our res
ponses to a number

of proceedins bcfore_the Commission, most 
recently in our

respomse.to r3CiWt No. 16920 (Oct. 10,-1973).

2



paturn1  Cas Co., 376 U.S. 651 (1964).

This is far different from limited en
try achieved by

regulation. Regulation would tend to inhibit tech
nical

innovation by those not already admitted 
and would reduce

the incentives for innovation by the su
ccessful applicant.

Even though opportunities for later entr
y night arise, those

left out might well conclude that th
eir chances of admission

in the future would be no better a
nd this in turn could lead

them to devote their capital and 
technical resources to other

areas of innovation and growth 
where regulatory barriers

were lower. -;.-

Neverthelecs, in light of the fact tha
t only a few

4ouicaLic sytttems arc likely in rh6
b near fliturn, includin;;

possibly a single-multipurpose sys
tem, the Commission should

consider the imposition of a number 
of requirements upon

potential operators (especially AT&
T) to promote both

technological diversity and the lon
g-run development of a

competitive structure in the satelli
te markets. In particular,

we urge:

(1) that AT&T not be permitted to 
invest in satellite

services absent a demonstration that 
such services would be

comparable in cost or cheaper than t
he provision of com-

munication services by AT&T's te
rrestcrial technology;

(2) that AT&T be permitted to c
ontract for the construc-

tion of a satellite system or
 to obtain satellite services

in other systams only throug
h competitive procedures;

3



(3) tut AT&T and any opera= whic
h it uses to construct

or operate its system not be
 perwItted to engage in t

he long

term contractual carriage of te
levision signals via domes

tic

satelliLes during the initie/ p
eriod of development.

These procedures we believe w
ill mmxiclize the likelih

ood

of indlpendent entry into the 
satialito field and will li

tnure

that AT&T's use of satellite
s will not be subsidized at 

the

expense of its rate payers.

IT.faaatUamtaittatIlatam
m..

A. Restrictiolp on Accere to Sate
llitefizatall. Because

only a few satellite systems
 are likely to cnist under

 even

cclyv-,ttive systam, each rs
teitite system $fhould be Imdt.b

r

the obligation to provide acc
ess to comparable clast;es 

of

customers on non..discrtminstor
y terms. 2/ This dhould be so

whethee or not the satellite o
perator is a common carricr, 2

/

Antitrust lit, has lone recog
nized that a group of

competitors in ccultrol of a fac
ility -necessary to suicessful

ZJ Any such obligation ehould r
each not only the most obvio

us

c uses Luch as discriminatory
 rates or restrictions on a

ccess,

but Dix() more ancrete Corms 
such as the special. placcmme

of facilities so aa to be ;:y
re advantageous to one group

 of

curxccrs than nother or the provision of bett
er service or

other intangiblos to favored 
customers.

ji This does not mean that a ca
m= carrier should be

prohibited from dedicating a 
Eyatcm to its exclusive use.

But vee our proposed restric
tions on the Comsat.AT&T

tic*, Part III. A. 4., 1211410 
at p. .

4



competi6lon can by excluding or 4.!t.s
criminating against other

competitors impair effective compatit
ion. See United States v.

Terminal R.R. Ass'n of St. Louis, 224 
U.S. 33 (1912);

Associated Press v. United States 326 U.S. 1 (1945); United

States v. Lorain Journal Co., 342 U.S.
 143 (1951). The same

danger exists, of course, if an outs
ide party is in control

of the critical facility and chooses 
to discriminate between

customers.

The problem is most likely to arise 
if one group of

competitors, such as the networks, b
uilds or leases a satellite

system dedicated to its exclusive uc
e. Fortunately, the networks

have recognized their obligations i
n this regard indicating

.... conm that nny ayotrm ilave nanaciLy
 fUL the

and long term contractual needs of 
others for video trans-

mission. Joint Statement by ABC, CBS, and NBC,
 (Mar. 30, 1971).

Nevetheleas, we would recommend that
 if the Commission

decides to authorize any joint ventur
e gatellite to be

dedicated to the exclusive use of the
 participants, the

Commission should make approval co
nditional upon other

interested parties being given a cha
nce to loin and participate

or alternatively to lease channel s
pace on an equitable basis.

Enough satellite capacity would hav
e to be built by the joint

venture to meet all firm commitments
. Once the satellite

is in place and all capacity is 
committed, existing users

should not be required-to reduce 
their gse to make room for

late comers, but with each increm
ent in capacity, outsiders

should be again given the right 
on equitable terms to become



members of the joint venture or to l
ease channels in the

incremental units.

B. Restrictions on Interconnection. The competitive

development and exploitation of the 
possibilities of domestic

satellites requires that common carrie
rs not inhibit the

connection of customers with earth s
tations through arbitrary

restrictions or tariffs. In particular we endorse paragraph

27 of the Commission's Report and
 Order which contemplates

allowing applicants to develop th
ose methods of customer

connection which most suit their ope
rations and indicates

that the "authorized--user" concept ap
plied in international

communications should not be applied 
to domestic satellite

We have indicated repeatedly bef
ore this Commission our

view that common carriers must pro
vide interconnection on

non-discriminatory terms to both com
mon carriers and private

systems, and we emphasize again the 
powet of the Commission

to order such interconnection for c
ommon carriers under

Section 201(a) of the Communication
s Act of 1934. 47 U.S.C.

fi 201(a) (1964). Although the Commission has sought 
clarifying

legislation in this respect in the pas
t, 4/ the statutory

language fairly plainly indicates th
at such explicit authority

already exists. See pnited States v. Southwestern Cabl
e Co.,

392 U.S. 157, 170-76 (1966); Ame
rican Truckin Assoc. v.

Atchison To eka 6: Shnta Fe R.R. Co., 387 U.S. 
397,7418

4/ See Senate Report No. 1584, 87th Cong
., 2d Sess. 17 (1962).

6



(1967). And we note that the Cc7-mis
sion itself has now

abandoned its previous posit
ion aad has made clear the ca

rriers-I

obligations to provide interc
onnection. In particular, the

Commission in its August 19
69 Microwave Communicatio

ns Inc.

decision, ordered interconne
ction through provision of

facilities stating:

We have already concluded
 that a grant of

MCI's proposal is in the pu
blic interest.

We likewise conclude that,
 absent a showing

that interconnection is not
 technically

feasible, the issuance of a
n order requir-

ing the existing carriers 
to provide loop

service is in the public in
terest. In re

Ar121.1xntion Microwave Comm
unications Lac.

1V 2d 2d -M776377176977-------
------

NPvertheless, we note that 
General Telephone in its c

omments

urge u thc, Commiscl-n i-e,pt-rint 'access Lv "auth3ri=
cd s/

and Comsat has indicated 
difficulty in obtaining com

mitments

from General Telephone an
d AT&T for long term inter

connection

services at rates Which wo
uld be provided common c

arriers. 6/

Under such circumstances i
t is important that the

Commission reaffirm the pr
inciples tentatively outl

ined in

paragraph 27. Further, the Commission sh
ould make it clear

that authorized systems 's
hould be entitled to non-d

iscriminatory

rates, and such rates shoul
d not depend upon the appl

icants

status as a common carricr.

Comments, General Telephon
e Co. at p. 3 (Dec. 17, 19

70).

6/ Comsat Application, Vol. I
 at p. 141, (Mar. 1, 1971)

.
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C. 0.2m2211rive Procure
ment, The Commission has ask

ed

for comments concernin
g competitive procureme

nt. Such procure..

ment is, of course, al
ready required by statu

te for Comsat,

Section 201(c)(I) of 
the Communications Sat

ellite Act of 1962,

27 U.S.C. § 721(c)(1)
 (1964), and where rat

e regulated carriers

are involved, we think
 that this is in gene

ral sound policy.

Because service costs 
may be capitalized and

 included in their

rate base, such carrier
s may not have the sam

e incentives to

minimize costs as firm
s operating in fully 

competitive markets,

and hence procurement 
regulation is appropria

te.

In particular AT&T cou
ld prefer to contrac

t with Comsat

to provide satellite s
ervices even though ot

hers would be

willi6g tc: supply 
tbn(te, Aprvices were chca;ly.

 ATM' may

have such incentiVes 
because it has subste

ntial equity

interest in Comsat wh
ich reduces the effect

ive cost to it

of such services while
 potentially providin

g a higher rtc

base. More importantly, AT&T
 may prefer to invest 

in a

higher cost satellite 
system such as Comsat'

s to avoid

undermining its invest
ment and commitment to

 terresterial

technology.

Under these circumsta
nces, the Commission 

should consider

requiring AT&T to fulf
ill its satellite nee

ds through competi.-

tive bidding and shou
ld not authorize the 

construction of

facilities pursuant to
 Section 214 unless t

he facilities are

obtained pursuant to s
uch bidding.

8



Ia doing so the Commission zhould recognize that unIt'

costs will vary with the size of: the expected load. If AT&T

is allowed to arbitrarily set the level of its requirements

for satellite services, it could preclude certain low-cost

high-capacity systems. Thus it may be desirable for the

Commission to require AT&T to supply it with future traffic

projections for the routes which satellites could serve and

the expected cost of servicing these routes through terresterial

lines. These standards would provide a yardstick against

which proposals for satellite service could be measured.

Requirements of,competitive procurement for operators

not subject to rate regulation have less justification, and

...0T.nd that nr, ^!-I /-n11iiinrt w1ri ira enncomirant

administrative buiden be imposed. As private competitors

in supplying satellite services, non-regulated operators

have every incentive to minimize their costs and can be

expected to use the least cost supplier: Satellite manufacturers

may be a partial exception to this rule as they can be exp
ected

to use their own satellites. Such integrated systems may,

of course, create competitive dangers, if but these are not

dangers which may be remedied by the imposition of competi
tive

procurement, effective bidding being impossible either because

of the use of fictional bids between affiliates or the

manipulation of specifications.

if See Part IV, infra, at p.

9



D. Cam arative Economic Hens. Because we
 believe

that competition should guide policy in this 
area, we oppose

holding comparative hearings on economic excl
usivity. The

viability of many of the applications before t
he Comelission

depends upon the same source of demand, the 
television

networks, but with the reservations expressed 
more fully

below concerning the carriage of network progr
amming by AT&T 8/

we believe that the networks through
 free negotiation can

determine which system will best met their n
eeds at least

expense. There seems to be no public interest in binding

the networks through'regulation to any 
particular applicant

chosea In advance by the Cemmice!on. 2/

Such comparative nearings are cime consumin8 
auj woul4

further delay resolution of this matter, and the 
expense

and uncertainty which they engeilder may increase 
significantly

the cost of any ultimate system. Particularly, in an area

such As this in which technology is rapidly 
developing, the

time required by such hearings might render ob
solete the plans

upon which such hearings were based.

411.M.M.111.11.1....seinalwere.

8/ See Part III. B., infrn, at p.

2/ The networks in their letter of !larch 30, 1970 i
ndicated

their continuing awareness of the need in any 
dedicated system

to provide sufficient capacity for the contrac
t and occasional

needs of other video services, primarily the P
ublic Broad-

casting System. Whether or not the television networks should

be required to subsidize the transmission of s
uch services is

a separate question from the choice of oper
ators. Any such

obligation should, of course, be clearly announc
ed so that it

may be accounted for in the negotiations betw
een the networks

and prospective operators,

10



In the absence of comparative hea
rings the Commission,

should make it clear that system
s must succeed or fail on

their commercial merit and that s
uch systems may not count

on public subsidy either through rat
e regulation or restric-

tions on competition. Under such circumstances a nu
mber of

applications will undoubtedly be w
ithdrawn. This, of course,

should not be a bar to future en
try when changes in costs

or demand may make additional 
systems attractive.

E. Economies of Scale. We note that one applicant,

Fairchild Hiller, has propose
d a system which, if fully

loaded, would provide satelli
te service for a mall fractIon

of the east of the other prop
osed systems. 10/ The system

LLCJ 
c,„ vc,17i largc and to VPn1i7e die clatm:d

would require subitantial diversi
on of terresterial phone

traffic to satellites.

This prospect remains speculati
ve, however, until

Fairchild Faller or some other la
rge caliacity satellite

system is authorized to carry a
 substantial part of new long

distance telephone traffic. As we indicate below, AT&T

should be required to give such sy
stems the opportunity to

demonstrate their ability to pro
vide AT&T with long distance

service at costs below the alterna
tive terresterial invest-

ment, and to the extent of any s
uch demonstration the

Commission should refuse to is
sue 214 certificates for the

higher cost investment. If pursuant to this procedure
, a

10/ See Fairchild Hiller Applic
ation at p. ( , 1971).

11



single .-..7swm with substantial oronom
ies of scale (within

the limits of demand) emerges1 then domestic satellites

could pass through a period of natural 
monopoly and

additional rate and other regulation would b
e required.

III. AT&T's Role in the Development of Domestic

Satellite S stems. orilMOMMINIIMAIMINIIIMI1111111.11~011111.11M.
100...010.1111MMO

The role of AT&T in the development of domes
tic satellite

systems poses a number of difficult problems. 
AT&T is the

largest single source of satellite business, 
and because of its

overwhelming size AT&T has the power if un
restricted to

dominate any satellite system. At the same time AT&T's

substantial investment and research comm
itment to terresterial

svstemz makes it the largest poi-ential c
ompetitor idth alLy

satellite system. Obviously, under such circumstances

AT&T's role must be subject to special scrutiny.

A. The Comsnt.-AT&T

between Comsat and AT&T.

oreeplent 1 Effect on Cam etktion

The joint Comsat*AT&T application,

unless carefully circumscribed, could-pose a
 number of

impediments to the establishment of fully com
petitive

satellite systems. Both Comsat and AT&T are obvious

potential entrants into the satellite field,
 and any

agreement between the two which vould co
nstrain competition

between them must be examined closely.

The agreement basically provides for Com
sat to con-

struct, maintain, and finance the apace s
egment of a

satellite system for AT&T. Although title in the satellites

12



remains with Com
sat, AT&T maintai

ns complete contro
l of

their use, 11/ a
nd AT&T has assum

ed most of the ris
k in

the venture by 
agreeing, except 

for certain extrao
rdinary

instances, to ad
just all payments

 to the costs whic
h Comsat

actually incurs.
 12/ Although Comsat is

 precluded from us
e

of the system
, the contract doe

s provide Comsat 
a nearly

risk.free return 
after taxes of ele

ven per cent and 
the

contract insures 
Comsat some role i

n the space segm
ent of

the domestic in
dustry even if it i

s unable to esta
blish an

independent system
.

Comsat is already s
ubject to an unhe

althy degree of

control by AT&T. 
AT&T controls 3 d

irector out of 15 o
n

Combdi:b s board; ATT is th
e 1ar3n9t single

 share holder I
n

Comsat; and AT&T is
 the largest cus

tomer for comsaes 
inter-

national service. This interlocki
ng stock and manag

ement

are inconsistent w
ith traditionni 

regulatory policie
s

restricting owners
hip and control o

f competing modes 
of

business, 12/ and t
hey are inconsist

ent with antitrus
t policy

11/ Agreement dated F
eb. 19, 1971 between

 AT&T and Comsat,

para. 14. In addition AT&T 
has the right of f

irst refusal

to residual capaci
ty in any satellit

es launched subse
quently

to the four initia
lly covered by the

 agreement. Para. 14(b),

12/ See Id., paras. 7(
b), 8, 9, 10(c), 12

. Comsat bears a

portion ot the fin
ancial risk only i

f the number of u
nsuccessful

launches is two or 
more out of the fo

ur possible or if
 the

number of satisf
actory transponder

s in any three of
 the

successfully laun
ched satellites is 

less than 16 out 
of the

design capacity of
 24. See paras. 7(a), 10

(b).

12/ E.E0, 49 U.S.C. 0
(14) (1964), 47 U.

S.C. 6314 (1964).
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as embc.iied in sections 7 and 8 of the Clay
ton Act. 11/

Against this background, any further extension o
f Comsat's

dependence upon AT&T must be carefully exami
ned from the

standpoint of competitive policy.

Some of the most obvious competitive danger
s are avoided.

For instance, their application is not a 
true joint venture

preventing independent entry by the partners. 
Such a joint

venture between two leading potential entrant
s would, of

course, constrain competition in a market wit
h few campeti»

tors by diminishing the number of actual or 
potential

competitors in the qArket. United States v. Penn-Olin Chemical

Co., 378 U.S. 158 (1964). Comsat and AT&T have, however,

bpnn careful to slate iltaL C4e agreement 7.1---;-" 
not

either party from-owning or operating an
y other communication

satellites, earth stations or satellite system
s.

In spite of these assurances, the agr
eement may still

act to dampen competition between Comsa
t and AT&T. To begin

with the joint agreement itself makes the 
ability of Comsat

to offer any communication services depe
nd upon Comsat's

power to generate enough business to support 
an entirely

14/ ninority ownership which results in anticomp
etitive con-

sequences would violate section 7 of the Clay
ton Act. See

United States v. E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
, 353 U.S.-36

(1957). And because of the "opportunity thereby 
afforded

to . . . compel a relaxation of the full 
vigor of . . camm

petitive effort," the prohibition applies with 
equal force to

directors appointed by such minority owner. 
Hamilton Watch

Co. v. Benruo Watch Co-., 114 F. Suppe 307, 31
7 (D. Conn. 1953),

aff'd 206 F. 2d 378 (2d Cir. 1953). Under section 8 of the

Zny-E7On Act, interlocking directorates among com
petitors

are per se violations. Uaitcd. States v. Sears, Roebuck &

Co., 111 F. Supp. 614 (S.D.N.Y. 1953)..



separate satellite system. The agreement need not have been

so restrictive. It could easily have taken the form of the

agreement between General Telephone and Hughes w
hich

provides for the leasing of channels in Hughe
s' system

by General Telephone. Under that agreement, both Hughes

and General Telephone will own and operate 
earth stations,

and consequently both remain potential comp
etitors in

providing satellite services other than switch
ed telephony.

Even if Comsat is successful in establishing
 an

independent satellite system it may be reluc
tant to enter

into full competition with its major cust
omer and most

important shareholder. Cf. United State% v. Pan American

ridkrwayo, Inc., 193 F. Suppe 18 (S.D
.N.Y. 1961), revd

2125.1===111, Y71 U.S. 296 (1963
). Since AT&T is not

committed to meeting its additional requ
irements from Comsat

or to renewing the agreement at the exp
iration of the initial

seven year period, future contracts depend 
largely upon the

continuation of mutual goodwill. Although these provisions

leave open the door for others to compete w
ith Comsat in

providing services to Bell in the future, th
ey also create

substantial pressure on Comsat not to compet
e too vigorously

with AT&T.

Under such circumstances Comsat might settl
e on a

system primarily or exclusively directed 
towards servicing

the needs of a single group of custome
rs ruch as the networks

and not dompete at all with AT&T in 
providing other services,

15



eapecially when such services involve traditio
nal point-to-

point communication. Even in offering competitive services

the full force of competition may well be con
strained in

light of their close corporate and commer
cial ties. Such

restraint would be facilitated, of course,
 by the technologi-

cal identity of their systems.

2. Effect on Competition with Other S
atellite 0 stems.

The AT&T-Comsat agreement also has ot
her unfortunate com-

petitive consequences. By contracting with Comsat, AT&T has

in advance automatically foreclosed others 
from competing to

supply it with satellite services. Not only is this procedure

detrimental to other competitors who might hav
e been willing

and Able to supply AT&T with thc. same services at lo
wer rates,

but more importantly it may. increase the cost
 of public

message and other communication services generall
y. Public

message is b.asicalqya "cost plus" service. To the extent

that AT&T pays more for satellite services t
han it might

have had to pay if these services had-been 
obtained

competitively, its earnings will be reduced; 
and in turn,

these reduced earnings mean that rates will e
ither have

to be adjusted upwards or that reductions wh
ich might

otherwise have taken place will have to be fo
regone.

3. Effect on Service and Technolo.ien1 Innovation. 
In

as much as the Comsat-AT&T agreement foreclo
ses the develop-

ment of independent systems, the pressures 
for rapid

technological and service innovation will als
o be less. The

16



provision by Comsat of satellit services domestically try -

AT&T in addition to its role as the international carrier

(and possibly a multi-use carrier domestically) would

significantly reduce the number of different technologies

being used in satellite communications systems. IV

This is given added importance in light of AT&T's sub.

stantial investment and dominant position in terresterial

communications systems. AT&T's commitment to terresterial

technology cannot help but influence its decisions as to

the pace at which satellite service should be introduced,

and full commercial exploitation of satellite technology is

more likely by a carrier not having the same substantial

invegirment in ground fnciliLies or less hubiet;L LA, AT&T'15

influence.

4. AT&T Should Be Re uired To Procure Satellite Service

from Comsat or Others Onl Throu h Com etitive Procedures. In

light of these competitive and regulatory problems we

believe that the Commission should seriously consider

requiring AT&T to fulfill its requirements for satellite

service through some sort of competitive bidding procedure

permitting a joint contract with Comsat only if Comsat is

15/ This problem is compounded by Comsat's reliance upon

Wighes. Hughes is already the satellite supplier for

Canada's system and is, of course, an applicant for a

domestic system. The problems of Hushes' and other suppliers'

participation is discussed more fully below at p. .

17



the lowest bidder. 1§/ Such a bidding process if properly,

conducted would minimize the burden on rate payers a
nd

would prevent Comsat from receiving any undue advant
age

because of its close relationship to AT&T. Of course, no

system at all should be authorized unless AT&T can
 show that

the cost of service via satellites would be compa
rable or

less expensive than service via ground lines. 17/

B. Further Restrictions on AT&T to Promote Service

and Teehnolo ical Competition. Restricting AT&T to competitive

bidding might not alone insure the emergence of a fu
lly

independent competitor in the satellite field. It would

still be possible for the system contractor for the 
telephone

avRte m were either Comsat or lit:ghzs Comsat because of

its monopoly in the international field and its cl
ose

relationship with AT&T and Hughes because of its domi
nate

role ii manufacturing communication satellites.

Censequently, the Commission should. consider impo
sing

certain service restrictions on AT&T and any system 
operator

its usco in order to enhance the likelihood of 
independent

entry. We suggest that the Commission in this regard consid
er

ly Specifications for any system would have to be revie
wed

to insure that they do not Unduely favor one compe
titor over

another. Furthermore, AT&T in evaluating Comsat's bid sh
ould

not be permitted to take into account savings whi
ch might

result from the passing through of a portion of Co
msat 's

profit to AT&T as an equity holder.

17/ See Part III. at p.
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1imitii-2 the long-term contractual carriage by s
atellite of

video transmission to applicants other tha
n A= or its

system contractor. Television transmission by the networks

is the most important source of potenti
al satellite business

outside of the requirements of AT&T (and to
 a much lesser

extent Ceneral Telephone). Without it the likelihood in the

near future of any system other than the pro
posed AT&T system

and possibly the Hughes system seems highly 
unlikely, and

consequently, the imposition of this restriction 
would nerve

the public interest in these early stages of
 satellite

development by greatO.y increasing the likelihoo
d of early

and substantial entry by a carrier independ
ent of AT&T.

Such a limitatitn. al:Lc/Lad riot extend
no.nez^tinvbfroi

provision of television services by satell
ite nor should

it extend to the distribution of television
 signals by AT&T

through its terresterial system. The restriction could be

lifted entirely in the future once several co
mpetitive

systems have developed.

C. Service Cross Subsidization. Finally, the Commission

must consider the problems of cross subsidi
zation between

AT&T's public telephone system and servic
e offerings via

satellites. Such cross subsidization could occur in two

different ways. First, if the cost of telephone service

via satellite is greater than the cost of 
service via

terresterial facilities, telephone users wi
ll he underwriting

19



AT&T's investment in satellites to the extent of the

difference. 22/ To avoid this the Commission should,

pursuant to section 214 refuse to authorize construction

of satellite facilities for AT&T's use unless AT&T can

demonstrate that satellite service would be cheaper or com-

parable in cost to the provision of similar service through

other forms of investment. 12/ The same principle would,

of course, apply to other common carriers.

On the other hand, if satellite service is competitive

with terresterial systems, the use of a satellite system

without reductions to the extent of any savings in average

telephone rates means that the telephone company could

eet,elaee other se-eviee offeriage. Thi; la se whether or

not web offerings are made via satellite as long as costs

and revenues attributable to satellite service are not

segregated. The latter problem does not differ in principle

from the cross subsidization potential of any investment

subject to joint use and may be dealt with independently

of AT&T's entry into the satellite field. 22/

Ir 

MY That AT&T might invest in satellite systems even though

ground technology is cheaper does not contradict our other

contention that AT&T because of its commitment to terresterial

systems would develop satellite technology at a slower rate

than others not equally tied to land-based systems.

12/ Cf. Office of Telecomunications Policy, International

Flicilttls2Aalbr.„ Docket No. 18375.

20/ See Phase 1-13, Docket No. 16253, Docket Nos. 18128, 18684,

and 18718.
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74:

It should be noted in conside
ring these problems that

AT&T's projected costs of serv
ice via satellites are somewhat

greater than the cost of providing
 such service through

equivalent terresterial facilitie
s although AT&T feels that

the research benefits warrant the 
additional expenditures. 21/

Whether such cost differentials w
ill persist if AT&T obtains

satellite services through comp
etitive procedures is unknow

n.

Of course, if service costs v
ia satellite are less expens

ive

than service via terresteria
l facilities AT&T should be

required to invest in the ch
eaper form of transmission,

i.e., satellites. 22/

IV. alticallz_Ina,uated_S stems 
Should Not Be Excluded

..._ ..... 

7... •

from Lae 
nr tm.s

A. 51=2.222=1211.1x_Egtel
lite Manufacturers. The

Commission has received a number o
f applications from companie

s

now building satellites for the
 use of others. 22/ If these

applicants actually build systems
 they Can be expected to us

e

their own satellite equipment, a
nd to this extent their succes

s

21/ AT&T Application at p. 25 (Mar. 3
, 1971).

22/ See Part II. C., p_qpra, at p. 
for suggested reporting

to the Commission by AT&T of it
s requirements and its

expected costs of meeting such requ
irements.

23/ Hughes, Fairchild Hiller, Loc
kheed (HCI-Lockheed

Application), and RCA.
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will foreclose the market 
for other satellite suppliers.

 -

Given the market shares in
volved, a merger between an

 already

established operator and a 
satellite manufacturer would

 be

of substantial antitru
st concern. pf But at this preliminary

stage in satellite devel
opment we do not feel that t

he entry

of satellite suppliers a
s system operators creates 

a sub-

stantial competitive danger;
 indeed, the prohibition of

 such

entry could well have advers
e competitive effects.

In evaluating the entry of su
ppliers it must be reali

zed

that unlike some markets each 
operator will be effectiv

ely

committed to a single supplier
 during the system's life so

that the maximum diversity of
 actual manufacturers is li

mited

ntz7ibr of !.1-1 1,?r,--,TIr nvsums. A 'z hi

divorces operatori from supp
liers thus will not at this

time increase the diversity 
of satellite technologies i

n

use. In - fact it may do the opposite
 by making it more likely

that Comsat will be the sol
e domestic operator. If Comsat

provides AT&T's requirements
 as well as operates a gener

al

purpose system -- systems w
ith virtually identical techn

ical

requirements -- one would ex
pect only a single supplie

r

to furnish satellites for 
both. Indeed, diversity is likely

to be further diminished in 
as much as the satellites

gy Department of Justice, Merve
r Guidelines, paras. 11-13

(May 30, 1968).
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which Comsat expects to use in it
s domestic systems draw

heavily upon the technology alr
eady employed in its inter-

national system. This technological similarity giv
es Comsat's

international supplier an inside 
position in supplying Comsat

with satellites domestically even
 though Comsat nominally

uses competitive procurement. Consequently, reservation of

the domestic market to Comsat could 
give a single manufacturer

virtual domination of the satellite 
market for civilian

communication systems, both domes
tically and internationally.

Because Comsat's specifications a
re linked closely to

spin stabilized satellites, a 
field dominated by Hughes, the

best hope for a competing sa
tellite supplier is to enter the

raarket rjirectly. Entry bvnasscs restrictions impos
ed by

operators whose satellite spec
ifications are tied to a

different technology, and allows 
suppliers at their own

risk ..- to test the technology wh
ich they are promoting.

Forward integration in thcse circu
mstances does increase

the barriers to entry for compet
ing suppliers, but at this

early stage of development, it 
may be the only way to

encourage the development of rival 
technologies.

Permitting entry by manufacturers 
also raises the

possibility that an integrated su
pplier may be competing in

the satellite communications m
arket with a company which it

supplies. In particular, Hughes which deve
loped the technology

incorporated in Comsat's proposal 
and which is the principle

supplier-to Comsat 22/ has subm
itted an application for a

25/ Hughes has supelied Comsat with
 the satellites for

Taelsat I (Early Bird), Intelsa
t II, and Intelsat IV.



competir.g satellite system. /
f nther satellite suppliers are

unable to meet Comsat's requi
rements, Hughes would have

the power to squeeze Comsat
 by raising the price of satellite

services. Hughes' power in this regard is
 limited to the

extent of effective competit
ion among suppliers, 26/ but the

Commission may wish to monito
r this situation. If demonstrated

abuses occur, the Commission
 could then consider requiring

divestiture by Hughes of its s
atellite system.

B. susiza_kmzEsihia_tx_angaL5J1JamE. Provided that

operators are willing to avoid 
discrimination against other

users, there is at qlis time no r
eason to require complete

separation of system operators and 
system users. Such

oration does mnkt, discI:imination 
harA„.. Ac2tori- nKpeciallv

in its more subtle forms, and
 if the integrated user is

willing to earn its profits at t
he transmission stage by

charging higher rates to all us
ers including its affiliaLed

company, it may as in the case 
of backward integration be

able to subject others to a p
rofit squeeze.

-Again the power to exercise su
ch a squeeze depends

largely upon the absence of c
ompeti4g systems, and consequ

ently

the existence of several multi-
purpose systems or at least

the potential for entry of 
new multi-purpose systems means

that such price squeezes by f
orward-integrated operators are

unlikely. Nevertheless, if only a singl
e multi-purpose

system is initially available 
and if such a system is user

26/ Hughes lost to TRR in the comp
etition to supply Intelsat

na.
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controlled, the Commission may wi
sh, as in the case of

affiliated suppliers, to monit
or relations between the system

and its affiliated user to a
ssure itself that no discrimina-

tion against others is taking
 place.

V. Conclusion

For the above reasons, the Departmen
t of Justice urges

the Commission to approve the esta
blishment of a domestic

satellite system by any financially 
qualified public or

private entity subject to appropriate
 conditions to prevent

harmful interference and anticompeti
tive practices. We

buxxcst, however, that AT&T ;IP Allowed to invest in

a satellite system absent a demo
nstration that such a

system would be cheaper than equi
valent terresterial

facilities, that any such system 
be obtained pursuant to

competitive procedures, and finall
y that AT&T be prohibited

initially from carrying network tel
evision signals via

satellite on a long term contractua
l basis. Given these

limitations on the dominant terrost
erial carrier, we believe

that competition in the provision 
of satellite services

will best promote the public interes
t by spurring techno-

logical and commercial innovation an
d by providing in
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the long run communication ser
vices to the public at the

lowest possible rates.

Respectfully submitted,

ARsistant Attorney Gcneral
Aatitrust Division

o8E )-1"7"17"-r—='
Attorneys
i)partment of Justice

D. C. ')C,5?"



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASH I NGT: . ., D.C. 20504

Date: April 16, 1971

Subject: Proposed DOMSAT Filings

To: Mr. Hinchman

FOR iNFORMATION

A conversation with Jack McCarthy, UU, revealed that United

Utilities will probably file comments in DOMSAT Docket. The

thrust of the comments will serve to apply DOMSAT facilities to

Independent Common Carrier's rate bases as follows:

(a) Will support a single multipurpose DOMSAT system;

ru,i Location s of ea rt1-1 sta non s determined by toiP1

network ratner tnan be arbitrarily located in bell territory;

(c) Common Carriers be allowed to share ownership of earth

stations to the extent of the traffic they provide;

(d) Common Carriers be allowed to have equivalent

ownership of space segment by buying indefeasible rights of

user (IRUs) the same as the international record carriers now do

on submarine cables.

Item (d) may arouse some discussion since it is a novel approach.

However, it appears to offer incorrect incentives from a

societal point of view. If rate of return regulation is a binding

constraint, carriers will be encouraged to use the least efficient

mode of operation (IRUs in DOMSAT vs. owned microwave

facilities) as that will enable the largest application to their rate

base. This would in turn encourage the satellite carrier to

"overcharge" for the IRUs in order to gain advantages in other

services in which he may face competition. If rate of return

regulation is not binding, there is no advantage of IRUs as opposed

to straight long-term leases.



kt.

Jack McCarthy also Indicated that USIDA will probably issue a

statement supporting a single DOMSAT carrier. Their concern

centers around the fragmentation of markets which will divert

revenues from Bell Long Lines resulting in an LD rate increase.

This reasoning seems to omit some practicalities of the situation.
An outside estimate of diverted revenue would be about only

$200 million/year. . This is about 2.5 percent of Long Lines

revenue for 1970. In a rapidly growing segment of the industry,

this ce)uld be offset by deferring new construction for about one

month.

cc: Mr. WhiteheadV



March 23, 1971

i.)ear Mr. Hawkins:

LImnk you for your letter of March 11th
enclosing a iurrunary on the dommstic cam.
munication satellite system. / Ei.ppreciato
yo,ir thoughtfulness in sending It to me and
can nasure you that 1 found it of interest.

warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Peter M. Vianigan
Assistant to the
President

Mr. Howard R. Ilawkie.s
President
RCA Global Communications, Inc.
60 Broad Street
New York. N. Y. 10004,

bcc: Tom Whitehead wiiticoming/FYI



A R Hawkins

RCA Global Communications, Inn. 60 Broad Street I NewYork, NY 10004IT Tel (212)363-4200

Mr. Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Roil

Dear Mr. Flanigan: March 11, 1971

It is evident that communications satellite technology offers
a variety of new opportunities, lower costs and innovative
services for thp United States Government and private users.

We have outlined some of the new r.9pabilities in Applications
filed tr,,-1^:,7 with .u1 ^--1 Comrnicoion for
authority to establish a communications satellite system to
serve the 50 States of the United States. It is our view that
the interests of the Government and private users should be
provided for in the domestic satellite system.

Attached is a summary of our Applications. W.g.a.oul......4....1 wial.;f.L..)nile
an 4:Ipportuni • • • lc adi se. tai a• s
kroc7w if you desire further information with res ect to services
for the future.

Cordially,

Attachment



Mr. I. Randall Smith
Chairman, CPR. Inc.
1730 NI Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Dear Randy:

Thanks for the copy of your recent report on Niicrowave Communi-
cations. I asked my staff to give it a thorough review, which is
the reason for the long delay in responding. The reaction has been
very favorable, everyone agreeing that you have done an excellent
job of capturing the significant issues involved.

The only area which caused some concern occurs in the last
paragraph on page 4, where you state that the spacing provision
allows only 4 satellites (rather than 15) and that demand must be
demonstrated before a company is permitted to launch. There is,
in fact, far more room available than this suggests, plus
flexibility in system parameters to create still more room.
have enclosed a memo from Walt Hinchman on this subject. The

point regarding demonstrated demand is somewhat imprecise.
ICC precedent might suggest that systems would not be authorized
absent a priori proof of demand. If the Administration policy were
fully adopted, however, such a showing would not be required.

Before closing, let me express my appreciation for the recent
National Journal article on the Office. We have received many
favorable comments. I would be interested to hear how CPR and
National Journal are doing; perhaps we could have lunch one day.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead

Enclosure

cc:
Mr. Ikhiteheadli,
Mr. Hinchman Subject File
Mr. Hinchrnan Reading File

1NHirxchman:sbw 3/24/71

/Iv



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
wAswime-,TrN.,. ̂ .C. 20504

Date.: March 19, 1971

Subject: Spect-um/Orbit Capacity for Domcz-,tic Satellites

To: Torn Whitehead

The following information is in response to your query re the

above subject:

1. Satellites placed anywhere within the 800 orbital sector from

600 to 1400 W. longitude will be capable of serving the 48

contiguous states and Puerto Rico. Those within the western

half of this sector, between 100° and 1400 W. longitude, will

also be capable of serving Alaska and Hawaii, provided the

satellite antenna is designed with this objective.

Z. II thr. 4 and h erirral-IP-rtv tyPrinencv a IlriratinnQ arP, iicprl. in

conjunction with 30-35 ft. diameter earth station antennas,

these satellites can be spaced at intervals as small as 2-30

without experiencing harmful radio interference. Using a

---re conservative figure of 50 spacing, for planning purpo—s,

at least 17 such domestic satellites could be placed in this

orbital sector, of which at least eight would be capable of

serving Alaska and Hawaii, if needed.

3. Should additional satellites be required, they can be added

within this same orbital sector through any one or a combination

of the following design options:

- use of larger earth station antennas to permit

closer spacing of co-channel satellites;

- use of alternate antenna polarization on adjacent

co-channel satellites, which also substantially

reduces the required spacing;

- use of more sophisticated (e.g. digital) modulation

systems;



reallocation of thermal noise to interference ratios

in the total allowable system noise;

-- use of additional frequency bands already allocated

to space services;

- allocation of new frequency bands.

Exploitation of all these options could increase the spectrum/orbit

capacity severalfold; conservatively, at least three or four times

the number of satellites previously noted could be accommodated

using state-of-the-art technology, if required.

4. There is, of course, considerable orbit space on either side of the

600- 1400 sector which is capable of serving large segments of the

contiguous and non-contiguous states. Satellites removed by as

much as 30° (e.g. @ 300 W. or 170
o W.) will still be capable of

serving the eastern or western halves of the contiguous states,

respectively. This should not "1-, overlooked in relation to -14-utre

✓▪ ,rr,spects for e•••,•1/.1,e, .for litod rogiono

Walter R. Hinchman



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

To: Walt )

WASHINGTON

March 10, 1971

Rather than include this in the text of the

le er, could you prepare a short memo

(on pager) to me which lays out this

satel "te spectrum in orbit flexibility a

little m re fully.

Then I cou d attach it to a letter to Smith.

-(•e)(1A-
v-vt0-4,v,-4)

"'Ica C ut1
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1730 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, Telephone (202) 833-8000

February 1, 1971

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Tom:

Our research operation has been retained by G. A. Saxton to provide
their institutional clients with information on government policy
developments relating to specific investment opportunities. The
enclosed report is our initial effort and since you are actively in-
volved in setting telecommunications policy, any comments you have
would be of great value to us.

By the way, your importance is underscored by the fact that National 
Journal is preparing an article on your operation. Bruce Thorp is
one of our better people, so I expect that it will be accurate and
good. Particularly if he talked with you!

Sincerely,

k(.
F. Randa 7l Smith
Chairmarj, CPR Inc.

FRS:jbh
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELFrOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WAShei43'i .0... J.C. 20504

Date: March 17, 1971

Subject: Domestic Satellite Policy

To: Will Dean

As you. know, one of my responsibilities is to further develop

and support the Administration's policy on domestic satellite

communications. -This includes, among other items, a thorough

upgrading of the economic and technical analyses (including

questions of orbit and spectrum utilization) which underlay this

policy.

I recently learned that NASA has agreed to provide technical

support to the FCC staff in its evaluation of domestic satellite
app"cations. I also underndi.-!-_•_-.t the OTP frequency mana;... -_-_-_ent
3taff has participatcd ii tlac pia:Jailing for this and Liid.t. Line
orbit/spectrum utilization program developed by GE for the OTP
may be used in the analysis.

Mr. Whitehead expects the Administration -- and particularly the
OTP - to develop a unified, coLnprehensive approach to this issue,
devoid- of irrelevant considerations and unduly restrictive precon-
ceptions -- and has directed me to ensure that result. This may
require at some point a significant broadening of the study being

conducted by NASA.. Alternatively, it could (but hopefully will not)
lead to our challenging the objectives, assumptions, methodology,

and results of that study. In any event, the Administration's policy,
and the OTP effort, could be seriously jeopardized by any conflicting
and/or fragmented activities by different OTP staff elements.

To avoid this possibility, your staff should be informed that no

further meetings on or disoussions of this subject are to be held with

the FCC, NASA, or other interested parties without first being

cleared with me. I will in turn keep you advised of any significant

activities or developments in this area which relate to frequency

management.

Thanks

cc: r. Whitehead
Dr. Mansur
Col. Lasher

Walt
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March i, 14/1

LUCIUS 0. BATTLE
Vice PresidPnt for

Corr—te r

The Honcrable Clay T. Whitehead, Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
1CCO C cet, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear

Comsat has today filed with the Federal Communi-
cation oommission an applicatiuiI to establish a nation-
wide system consisting of three large capacity communi-
cations satellites in geostationary orbits and an
initial nctwork of 132 earth sta.Lions and associated
terrestr3a1 communications facilities throughout the
United States, including stations in Alaska, Hawaii and
Puerto nico.

far al-, li.ILt;yiaLt!d, large
capacity, multi-purpose domestic satellite communications
systcm. The public interest requirement for this type
of system is firmly rooted in the economies of high
capaciti. communication satellites.

By efficient utilization of a larger capacity,
general purpose satellite system, rather than a pro-
liferation of individual, smaller systems, the cost to
the using public will be reduced.

Such efficient utilization can best be achieved by
establishing an integrated, multi-service system, through
which the known requirements of many users can be mot
!-ultmccusly. This is tile type of system which Comsat

is proposing.

Certain additional and very real benefits accrue
from this approach. Substantial savings result by sharing
rather than duplicating expensive earth stations and other
terrestrial facilities. Similar savings result by sharing
and reducing the number of spare satellites in orbit which
many separate systems would require. Precious frequency
spectrum and limited orbital parking space is also con-
served. And perhaps most importantly, the public consumer
is assured of receiving equitable service at minimal cost.

.4•1ri



The Honorable Clay T. Whitehead - 2 - March 1, 1973

rflr rhese reasons, the size .).1. the system beiny

apclief f3r is based upon the total known requirements cf

the potential users, with provision for new markets as

they develop. These requirements include those of the

common carriers, the commercial television networks, the

Public Broadcasting Service, and specialized communications

entities.

This proposal includes applications to construct the

spaL-;ment and a sufficiently large increment of the

nationwide network of earth stations to enable the Commission

to evaluate and determine what she-mid be authorized

in the -t:ublic interest. It also z_rovides for establishment

of necessary associated terrestrial communications facilities.

Comsat will submit by subsequent amendments additional

applicai-ions in support of the overall system.

These initial applications include requests for

authority to construct, own, and operate each type of

earth station contemplated, including two large-capacity

and three smaller capacity earth station complexes with the

necessary terrestrial inter-connections. The appli-

cation requests authority ve) establish the space

sp.gmpnt aha Lo provide

communications services of all types to any customer

by meane of these facilities.

space segment will consist of three large

satP.11ir.. of 24 transponders (yrio repeaters) each

in orbit for commercial use, with one satellite as an

on-the-ground spare. Each satellite will be capable

of providing approximately 14,400 two-way telephone

circuits, or 1200 million bits per second of digital

transmission, or 24 simultaneous television channels,

or selected combinations of these.

The system will include two large-capacity

dual-antonna tran=it/roceive earth :tatiulis with 97-

foot antennas located in the vicinity of Los Angeles and

New York City, which will be able to handle all classes of

traffic. The Tracking, Telemetry and Control (TT&C)

facilities co-located at these two major earth stations

will serve both this system and that proposed by

Comsat on October 19, 1970, to serve AT&T.

The initial increment also includes three smaller-

capacity earth stations, two with 32-foot antennas near



The Honorable Clay T. Whitehead - 3 - March 1, 1971

Juneau and Prudhoe Bay, Alaoka one additional 42-fooL„

anLenna at Talkeetna, Alasxa. .Pney constitute an initial

step in a comprehensive plan to bring new intrastate and

interstate communications to Alaska.
Tr cidition, as soon .37 stable arrangements can

be made, Comsat proposes to make supplementary applications

for additional 42-foot receive-only antennas at the
existing earth stations at Paumalu, Hawaii and Cayey,

Puerto Aico. This will make possible for the first time

simultaneous reception of domestic television transmissions

throughout the United States and Puerto Rico.In this proposal, Comsat plans to lease whole trans-

ponders to common carriers under long-term fixed price

contracts, and to provide similL leasing arrangements

for specialized services to non-carriers requiring wide-

band and other services, such as nationwide broadcast

distribution networks. Comsat also will offer similar

services for shorter periods under appropriate tariffs.

These services may be provided either on a customer-
location-to-customer-location basis, or on an earth
stat4 on to-earth stati:n ba-1s.

Comsat was incorporated pursuant to an Act of Congress,

the Communications Satellite Act of 1962. One of the

purposes of that Act was to improve the quality and reduce

the cost of telecommunications through utilization of
sat^11 , technology. Our props:al is offered toward
this end. We believe all users will benefit substantially

from the significant economies of scale made possible
by an efficiently-loaded, large-capacity, multi-purpose

domestic communications satellite system.
Should you wish to know more details of our current

proposal, please get in tou9 with our Director of
Governmental Relations, Rort E. Button, or me..41

Sincerely,

Lucius D. Battle
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Mr. C. Stover

MOO 219, ram Neck

Virginia Beach, Virginia 23461

Lear Mr. Stover:

As the President's principal adviser in telecommunications

policy, I have been requested to reply to your letter of

January 12.

I understand the concern you have expressed, and am pleased

to be able to report that the newspaper clipping you sent was

in error. President Nixon is not seeking AT&T sale of

Comsat, and this Administration has not endorsed such a

proposal. Following Senator Gravel's press release on this

subject, I issued the enclosed press release to clarify the

situation. I hope this answers your questions.

The President very much appreciates your support and the

time you have taken to bring this matter to his attention.

Sincerely,

tGl

Clay T. 1,'hitehead

Enclosure

cc: Mr. Whitehead

Mr. Doyle

SEDoyle/AScalia/ec/121reb71
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R.C. Stover
MOO, 219, Dnm Nn(7 1"

Virginia Beach, Va. 23461

Nixeit Seeks

AT&T Sale

Comsat
'WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Nixon administration Thursday

endorsed a proposal to iurce

American Telephone & , Tele-

graph Co. (AT&T) to give- up all

its financial interest in Commu-

nications Sat c 11 it e Corp.

.(Comsat).
Sen. Mike Gravel, D-Alaska,

has said he will introduce a bill

early in the 92nd Congress that

‘vould require AT&T to sell‘all its

Comsat stock, correntiv •valued
at $140 million and making the
giant telephone firm the
Comsat share holder.
The

AT&T of its voice in the selection
of three mcmtrrs on the board of

directors of Comsat, which is a
semipublic corporation set up to

build communications satellites

and ground transmission c.
.. Nent.

Tho Presid9nt
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20501

Dear Nr. President,

You probably will never see or know the cnntents of thi
s

letter but, because of my concern, I have decided to g
o to the

top this time. If the above newspaper article is accurate, it

strikes me as revolting and not indicativo of a free entrrpr
Ise

system. AT&T is an enterprising, non-inflationary corporatio
n

and is a source of considerable tax revenue. Without their

management tInd exnertise, I serlously doubt that our satelli
te

program would have been as successful. Now, after coming

under fire by the FCC, AT&T must come under fire by the

President nnd Congress. This is almost as absurd as is the

game of political footsies and enduring honeymoon that exists



between the labor 
unions and the politis

ns who iac the

Jntestinal ftrtitude 
to crack down on the 

organi7ed

promoter, nV strikes, 
gred, inflat4 or, and a poor balance

of payments. Rather than be assau
li,4-16 by Congress, A

TM'

should be consulte
d as to how t achieve balanced budgets

.

If AT&T or the Peo
ple of this country w

ere to manage their

finances as example
d by the government, t

here would not be

a hank in this cou
ntry from which they 

aould receive credit

or a loan. Incidentally, desnite
 your reported ontimism,

fail to see any evi
dence that inflation

 is under cnntrn1 or

being arrested. I firmly believe thn
t the day has already

come and gone when s
ome form of wage and pri

ce controls

should have been imp
lemented. You rationalize -against

resorting to wage an
d price c6ntrols yet the

re is no

reluctance to interven
e with AWy..T or admonish the steel

 com-

panies when they are. f
orced to raise their pri

ces in order

to afford the high cos
t of labor and curtail d

windling

profits.

In closing, I wish you suc
cess on your welfare refo

rm

plans. In certain salient respe
cts, the nresent nrngram ca

n

be compared to that of S
oda' Securi.t77, i.e., both

 programs

are federnlly sponsored, ne
ither program can na,T fo

r itself,

both have inequities, and 
they serve as incentives n

ot to

work or to save for a rainy
 day.

Respectfully yours,

7.-crAtz:
R.C. STOVER
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To:

From:

RECORD

W. Dean, Jr.

TI
CONFIDENTIAL

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

February 14, 1972

Subject: Possible Director Visit to USSR

Following up the program review results of February 4, 1972, the
undersigned met with Abbott Washburn on February 14 on subject
matter.

It was suggested that action be undertaken to arrange for a meeting
between Ashot Badalov, Vice Minister of Communications USSR, and the
Director of Telecommunications Policy. Suggested items for possible
discussion were:

a. INTELSAT/Inter-Sputnik considerations.
b. AEROSAT/MARSAT matters.
e. Fallout from DTP Asian trip.

it was agreed that the foregoing provided substance for further
pursuit; the only question being one of timing in the light of DTP
and possibly related Presidential activities.

V. Dean, Jr.

cc: Tom Whitehead/
George Mansur
Abbott Washburn
Bromley Smith

Oec!lc..s tCref
E.0: 13o,.!o, Sec. 3.3_6

8)9_01 , NARA, Date

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL



February 8. 1971

To: Peter Flanigan

From; Tom Whitehead

I think this clarifies the situation regarding the
Justice Department's letter on Corrtsat pretty
well, and as far as I know, it does not cause
Justice any problen-,s.

Attachment S— cts24 2.

cc: Mr. Whitehead

CTWhitehead:jm

4



Monday 2/1/71

2:00 STEVE

Mr. Zapple's office called to say they, are releasing both their
letter and ours to people upon request.



Wednesday 1/27/71

10400 MR. SCALIA:

Tom asked if you would call Don Baker and tell
him that we are hand delivering a copy of the
Pastore letter to him this morning.

Asked that you ascertain that there is no strong
ill-will on the part of the Antitrust Division
and give Laker the feeling that tvre not out
to be their enemy.





Tuesday 1/26/71

2:45 After talking with Mr. Zapple, Mr. Doyle said all mail to go to
Sen. Pastore should be sent to Mr. Zapple first. Otherwise, it
bypasses him completely.



•
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE Of TEI.j.COMMUNICATIONS. POLICY

C.C. 20504

6, 1971 .

Honorable John 0. Pastore •
United States Senate

Washington, D. C. 20515

. Dear Senator Pastore:

!": (.7 TO r

Thank you for your letter of 3-z,nuary 14th. I shall try to answer

in some detail the questions which it raises.

Your letter was prompted by a series of events initiated by the

letter to Senator Gravel from the Antitrust Division of the

Department of Justice. That letter stated that the Department

would favor enactment of legislation to eliminate direct common
. -

carr or control or influence over although pointing o.

that 6); Step alone not 1kcy t.) z.-.4.111.7:_34nt

si:rcC rfr" /Th 1 r •:6 ur 1 0, ocomincdThis

was the response of one agency of the executive branch to a

legislator's inquiry concerning one of the many possible effects of

Ins proposed legislation -- namely, its effect upon the maintenance

of healthy competition, which is the primary concern of thP

.A.r.tatrust

It is most appropriate and desirable that the legislative branch be

able to obtain from the executive branch such a narrowly focused

response. I have not interpreted the OTP responsibility of coor-

dinating the telecommunications activities of the executive branch

as a commission to suppress the expression by the various executive

branch agencies of their views with respect to the impact of corn-

muhications matters upon their respective areas of peculiar

competence. To provide another concrete illustration, I expect that

the General Services Administration and the Department of Defense

will continue to appear in State and Federal communications rate

proceedings in their capacities as representatives of the government
as consumer. Such narrowly focused expressions of view by the



toi

11. •a•••••••••••• .•-•••,"

va.as agcncies may or may nc,: agree with the conclusions er
thir Office; it is our function to ev-aluate communications policy
proposals not only from thr.-74-n.ndpoint of their effoctiv.:.....-3g in

individuals object7es, but also on the basis of 'their net
sirability when all aspects of national concern are taken into

account.

This distinction between my .Offices statement of the Adrniniitration's
position on communications matters and the expression of views
by other executive agencies is, I think, generally understood. In
the ease of the Antitrust Division's letter to Senator Gravel, how-
ever, I felt that the press accounts had presented the Division's
views concerning antitrust effects as the Administration's position
concerning overall desirability. It was for this reason thai: I issued
my clarifying statement of January 7th.

Let me now turn to your specific request that I inform the Committee
of the Administration's overall policy with respect to international
communications. In implying that such a policy has already been
formulated, the press report of January 7th was simply erroneous.
4The Office. of Telecommunications Policy has' established as
.:its irity proiects cr...let.ion of

t -- ""?. y e 4krthc-x-oleo
. 14,

-CøtL, cind the. economic, oPerational, and political implications of
'such

-
-tsuch matters as_you:refer-to in-.your letter!. As you are aWare, this
is a particularly complex and important field, never before compre-
hensively addressed by the government as a whole. ..In .spite of severe
-staff -and 'b-udgetary limitations, we .are well into the study i We will
submit recommendations for consideration by your Committee as
soon as possible --; hopefully by' midyear: °These recommendations
will seek to take account of the views of all governmental agencies
concerned, all segments of the industry, and the public.

- fpersonally appreciate the concern which your letter demonstrates,
that this Office realize the high hopes which Congress had in
authorizing its creation -- that it serve as the vehicle for the
formulation and development of a truly broad and coordinated national
communications policy. I assure you and the other members of your
Committee that we are bending every effort to that end.

_

Sincerely,
A A' •

•0,1

Clay T. Whitehead



Talking Paper
SED 6/15/71

Sy=tic View f.'.! Issues Concerning

the Internatio  'vroecommu»ication.Indu:.tr)

il)r! r7,Ft 20 years, a variety ol issues have been discussed relating to the struc-
ture, participants*, and services of the international telecommunication industry

-%.vithin the United States. In hearings concerning the nominations of Messrs.
Whitehead and Mansur, Senator Pas.tore reVisited the old cry for a consistent and

coherent U.S. policy in the international telecommunication field. •

This paper has been prepared simply to outline some of the principal categories

of issues ul concern to the Congress, the industry, other agencies of government,

and the public. It may be useful procedurally to categorize the issues below as:

(1) legal, (2) policy, (3) economic, and (4) organizational.

Legal Issues 

A variety of legal issues (purely legal issues) may be ferretted out of the general

discussion of the international telecommunication industry. First among these is

the funcla.meni..a.l. question, "Do we need a consolidation.- and revision (up-sate) of

the United states laws relatmor to t(lerommumratione) S. 41'hle 111""1"`'P. CC:1Sidera.t1V1

;7. "."; " • lit: g thc (cablr-

Act '21: 1931 FCC and a national regulatory structure); the

Communications Satellite Act of 1962 (establishing Comsat and U.S. international

communication satellite policy); Public Television Act of 1967 (an amendment

to the 1934. Act_providing for creation of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting);

all of the federal regulations, Executive Orders and administrative rulings related

to or issued pursuant to all this legislation; and consideration of the impact of new

technology and new types of services -and their requirement for newlaws, e.g.,
: -

domestic satellites, CATV, specialized carriers, and lasers.

A second legal issue, but one which would be produced only as a result of a policy

decision, is, "Should the antitrust limitations upon common carrier mergers be

eliminated?." There are, in the 1934 Act, provisions which forbid the combination

of carriers to the detriment of competition. There is, however, a more recent

policy, found in the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, which facilitates inter-

locking directorates among ostensibly competing entities. Over. 150 telephone

companies, including AT&T in substantial portion, own part of thd stock of the

Comsat Corporation. In recent years, several large carrier entities (ITT

Worldcorn, RCA Globcom, GT&E) have sold off sizeable blocks of Comsat stock

and, thus, relinquished control of seats on the Comsat Board:- AT&T has held

fast to its power to elect 3 of the 15 Directors, but that position is now under

attack by Senator Gravel and others.

- • •



A third essentially legal issue, which is again dependent upon certain policy
. is, "How -much regulation and what kind of regulation should be in our
federal aw concerning: (1) broadcasting services; (2) CATV and wix,d city 5er-
vice6; omrnon carrier services: '+ satellite services; (5) :I f.ty and specizd
services; and (6) the interaction and interdependence of various categories in the
foregoing list?"

These are some of what may be termed the "legal" issues.

Policy Issues 

The number of policy issues one can identify is limited only by the capability of
one's imagination. Examples of some policy issues arc:

(1) How much and what kind of services should the Government provide to
itself and how much and what kind should it obtain from commercial sources?

(2) How diversified should ownership be for commonly used systems such as
high capacity bulk trunks interconnecting major metropolitan areas, geographically
separated portions of the country, or different countries?

(3) D we want comnPfitinn amorq-: CIt th c2Tric

••!:cree u.. i ;-‘4%.  ltU Vic.; want.. cuiripe.LiLicm amon'r
entities providing discrete services on commonly owned facilities; .or, do we want
no competition in some categbries of service and intense competition in others;
or, do we want exclusive ownership of facilities coupled with a monopoly control
of servicPc in inter-modal competition?

(4) Do we want to Maintain present levels-of government regulatory presence;
or, stimulate more self-regulating or market-regulating mechanisms in the industi
or, eliminate governmental regulatory presence altogether?

(5) Should we look to "chosen instruments" in either ownership aspects, foreig
relation aspects, or service rendering aspects of industry performance?

Again, thee represent only examples of kinds of issues we could deal with as
"policy issues."

Economic Issues 

If long range telecommunication system and service planning is to become the
product of (or substantially the product of) in-depth economic studies, with exten-

sive consideration of market expansion, cost and pricing considerations, maximize

efficiency, and so forth, then consideration Should be given to the role of the



govcrnmerf5n either: 
(I) conducting, (2) stim

ulating and encouraging
, or (3)

coordinating and dire
cting economic studies 

evaluating the foregoi
ng types of con-

Some agreement \you:2, ;:
V3 to be reached on stan

dardization of

methods ar1,2 technique
s for the s nalysis kind of studi

es wL would be

subject to any such a
n approach. icr than considerin

g communiLation service
s,

the structure of 
the industry, and account

ing and financing pra
ctices currently in

use and expected to
 be used, one could proje

ct alternative ways 
of structuring,

distributing ownership
, and varying the govern

mental roles in orde
r to stimulate,

retard, or stabilize
 industry growth and s

ervice offering rate
s over time in the

interest of achieving 
defined long term goa

ls which will maximiz
e economic effi-

ciency, minimize user 
costs, and guarantee

 adequate capital retu
rns to bring

market money into the
 industry.

(An infrequently men
tioned and possibly ins

ufficiently considered
 element of pre-

vious interagency s
tudies of industry orga

nization and the Rosto
w Task Force

Report is the impact o
n the labor market of 

various alternative str
uctures for

the industry and met
hods of constructing n

ew facilities, expand
ing services, and

maintaining the physic
al plant required for 

the rendition of servic
es. The con-

sideration of labor int
erests has been integr

al to almost every p
revious serious

study of the internati
onal telecommunicatio

n industry, whether 
focused on com-

position, development
, or modification.)

• • •
• - . • • ; 1 e. S

-

Under this category t
here are two possible

 subdivisions: (1) gov
ernmental organi-

zation, and (2) indust
rial organization.

One can cons-icier whe
ther or not the diver

sity of governmental
 responsibility that

exists today serves
 the national interest 

from -a variety of view poin
ts. For

example, is the gove
rnment efficiently or

ganized? How many tax dolla
rs are

spent on purely. gove
rnmental communica

tion systems, their
 organization and

management? How m
any tax dollars are

 spent on governmen
t supervision and

regulation of priva
te industry providin

g services to the gov
ernment? Can these

expenses to the tax 
payer be reduced b

y improved governme
ntal organization, 

or

by more efficient pe
rformance of existi

ng government organiz
ations?

In considering indu
stry composition, 

we should evaluate th
e practicality, u

tility,

and desirability of c
ontinuing or elimin

ating a monopoly rol
e•for AT&T Long 

Lines

in international voi
ce communications

; we should evaluate t
he intercompany

 com-

petition among the t
hree principal recor

d carriers providing
 international 

messag

-and combined voice
-message services

; and we should cons
ider the role of 

Comsat

as a "chosen instru
ment" for internati

onal public telec
ommunication satell

ite ser-

vices. In this kind of eval
uative study, one co

uld determine if o
ne or another of

these existing model
s provides a better 

basis for the rend
ition of all or 

certain

segments of anticipat
ed future services 

rendered by either 
terrestrial or 

space



•
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These arc but 
some organizational qu

estions which could b
e studied.

• :Inevitable and Inexorabl
,... laii.terrelationship o

f Is r••.

with apologies fo
r the alliteration, it sho

uld be pointed out t
hat tnere is a certain

inevitable and inexor
able interrelationship of

 legal, policy, econo
mic, and organi-

zational. implicati
ons of the structure and op

eration of our intern
ational telecom-

munication industry
. It is highly questionabl

e whether or not we
 can study, legal

issues such as thos
e described above. withou

t reference to certa
in pre--set policy

guidelines, and certain
 economic goals, and ce

rtain organizationa
l requirement

whether c:-.:Lting or d
esired. For practica

l reasons, it may be 
essential that the

foregoing four categories
 of issues be always 

considered as a whole 
rather than

as separable component
s in the development

 of a whole picture.

There is attached a co
py of the 1965-66 in

teragency study done o
n "international

telecommunications. "
 While the report

 rendered to the Congre
ss recommended

specific legislative acti
ons to be taken, th

e report did not cont
ain proposed legis-

lation, the enactmen
t of which could res

ult in implementati
on of the report.

It may be justifiably
 claimed that one of

 the principal reasons
 why prior studies

done on the stnictur
e and nature of our in

ternational telecom
munication industry

nz:1: bc pro-).-zotive 
r,?ek.,ri-IrnendatinTiq for 

;$cti.cm have rarely,

- '

:tt heen nrcomnanier.i by sueL
ii 6raft. legislative 

implemented withou
t involving Committees

 of Congress, or an
 interagency v,ruup,

or an industrial grou
p, in the delicate and 

difficult business of 
drafting the

implementing legisl
ation.

•

••••

• Some Recommendatio
ns 

Based upon the fore
going considerations

, the 'following rec
ommendations are o

ffere

for comment:

.(l) Correspondenc
e to Senator Past

ore should be immed
iately prepared 

to "buy

time" to study in gr
eater depth all or 

some of the specific
 aspects describe

d above.

(2) A preliminary st
aff study should b

e done identifying an
d reviewing the

 prin-

cipal contract and g
overnment studies d

one on the internat
ional telecommu

nication

industry since 1950.
 This project will ta

ke about one man m
onth..

(3) A specific study 
program should be 

developed based up
on the completi

on of

(2) above with -some decision as to
 the specific propo

sed study-goals, 
i, e. , draft

legislation, or a Wh
ite Paper, or a Pol

icy Statement, or 
some combina

tion of the;

4
•
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( 4 ) This study, to be
 effective, will require e

conomic analysis, communication

system operPtional an
alysis, legal work, and som

e technical study. An inter-

disciplinary teaM should
 be formed within the Offic

e to pursue it.

(5) iy-;,;lc.: the study is 
in inter.ested .7i.gcncir,.9 " rl t

he industry

should bc IaAvited to o
ffer clement:- ̂ : - --'uired in

formation or data as well as sub
-

--

stantivc commentary on
 alternatives under consi

deration. For in-house purp
oses,

we should be prep
ared to devote 12 profession

al man months (4 people
 for 3

rnonths, or 2 people 
for 6 months with the full time 

support of one secretary/
. -

research assistant) to ac
complish this task.

J5 such manpower is
 devoted to the task in the ne

ar future, a useful wor
k product

should be available by the e
nd of die calendar year.



THE SUNDAY STAR
Washingion, D. C.
January 10, 1971

White Hous'
Denies Plan
For COrnSat
An administration official has

denied reports that the White
House is backirc proposed legis-
lation that would force major
commmicatinrs firms n.,t of

ownership and management of
the Communications Satellite
Corp.
In a prepared statement, Clay

T. Whitehead, director of tele-
communications policy within
the executive office of the Presi-
dent, said:
"The Administration has for-

mulated no specific views re-
garding this policy area and has
no plans for the submission of
legislation on this subject."

Whitehead's statement follows
the earlier release of a Justice
Department letter to Sen. 'Alike
Gravel, D-Alastr.a. which recom-
mended far-reaching legislation
that would divorce American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. and
other communications giants
from ownership and active par-
ticipation in Comsat policies.
"The Justice Department let-

ter was in response to Sen.
Gravel's request for comments
on specific draft legislation pre-
pared by Sen. Gravel . . . The
letter, therefore should not be
interpreted as an administration
endorsement cf Sen. f;ra,,el's
proposal," the Whitehead state-
ment said.
Justice Department sources

said earlier that if the White
House had strongly objected to
the department's recommenda-
tions it would not have allowed
the letter to be released to Sen.
Gravel.

(- 4



St)!It AT&TE

From Comsat,
Justice Asks

• By STEPHEN 111. AUG
• Star Staff V:r!cr

The Justice Departinzat.--i
presumably with White llous,e
backing — has ealltd for legisla-
tion that would force American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. and
other major communications
firms out of ownership and
management of Communications
Satell:to Cup., it was learned
today.
The department's far-reaching

recommendations are expected
to be opposed strongly not only
by AT&T—which still owns 29
percent of Comsat stock—but
also by such other giants of the
communications industry as In-
ternational Telephone & Tele-
graph Corp., Western Union,
General Telephone & Eelet.ron-
ics and HCA Global Communica-
tions Inc.
The depart"—nt's recommen-

dations also v,ould have the ef-
fect. of nvnrturnmef sr-VPrfil ma-
jor Federal Communications
Commission policy decisions.
These include:
o The so-called "authorized
user" decision under which the,
FCC ordered that, generally,
Comsat may sell its services
only to other communications
firms—such as AT&T. ITT—and
not directly to customers.
e The earth station ownership
decision under which the FCC
decided that Comsat should own
only half of each earth station
built, and that the communica-
tion firms should :thare owner-
,ship of the other half. Comsat

THE EVENING STAR
Viosh1ngton, D. C., I hJaay, Jury 7, 197/

COMSAT
r •U.S. bx-,-1.eicrrt

Ek''O • 
r •-•rea.ey

01C.700 0 1.10,1 •

I:• 
Continued From Page A-1 ing cwnership and management

usually is the manager of these interests over a competitor.
stations, which receive and
transmit signals between the
satellites and terrestrial equip-
ment such as telephone lines.
The Justice Department's rec-

ommendations are contained in
a letter sent two days ago to
Sen. Mike Gravel, fl-Alaska,
who, it was understood, planned
to make them public late today.
Gravel asked some time ago
that the department's antitrust
division investigate the links be-
tween Comsat and the other
communications firms. justice's
answer came from Assistant
Atty. Gen. Richard W. McLaren,
in charge of antitrust matters.
McLaren believes that the

Communications Act of 1962,
which set up Comsat, and later
FCC decisions have resulted in
activities that are contrary to
long-standing antitrust law—
principally those regulations

Gravel originally had asked
the Justice Department to study
AT&T cerrers',.ip rnd its place-
ment or company officials on the
Comsat board. AT&T owns 2.9
million Comsat shares. Other
communications firms own an-
other 2N,C00. Tie.: second largest
owner is ITT, with about 100,000
shares.
ITT and other firms have sold

most of their C.Ansat shares.
Under the 1962 act that set up
the corporation, communications
firms could own 50 percent of ,
Comsat stock, and the public the;
remainder.
Under the original plan, there

were 15 directors—six puhlicly
elected, six from communica-
tions firms and three nppointed
by the President. At present,
however, there are only four
directors representing communi-
cations firms; `.!--ee are from

that Iorbid a company from hay- AT&T. Thc min.:, of comMtini-
•   natinnc firm tiirprfrtrc haqrl

dined as the firms have sold
their Comsat stock.
Aside from selling its services'

• to the other communications
• firms, Comsat competes NA,ith

them. Thus there nre continuing
scraps at the FCC over whether
international communications
should betransmittedvia
c a ble —0 w ii c d largely by
AT&T—or by satellite.
The Justice Department be-

lieves that true competition be-
tween the competing modes of
communication can be accom-
plished only by divorcing Ccmsat
entirely from the other compa-
nies.
Although the justice Depart-

ment viewpoint is expressed in a
letter signed by McLaren, in-
formed observers suggested it
would not have been sent had

• there been strenuous objections
elsewhere in the administration.
'AT&T purchased its 2.9 million
shares of Comsat for $53 million
in 1963. At present market
prices its holdings are worth
about $145 million.

Officials at AT&T had no im-
mediate coinment.
Comsat officials have main-

tained silence apparently be-
cause AT&T no'. only is a major

• owner and is represented on the
board, but also is Comsat's big-
gest customer. Comsat
however, urged the FCC to re-
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4:00 Mr. John Morton, WUI, called to ask for a c
opy of the original letter

from Sen. Gravel to the Justice Dept. in Febru
ary. After checking

with Mr. Doyle, I told him he would have to get a
 copy from the Senator's

office.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 7, 1971

PRESS RELEASE

Clay T. -Whitehead, Director of Telecommunications Policy, when informed

of a press release today by Senator Mike Gravel concerning correspondence

with the Department of Justice on changes in ownership of the

Communications Satellite Corporation, issued the following statement:

The ownership and organization of U. S. communications

carriers for the provision of international communications
services to and from the U.S. is one of many-important policy
areas for which the OTP has responsibility within the
Executive Branch. The Administration has formulated no
specific views regarding this policy area and has no plans for
the submission of legislation on this subject.

"This is a particularly important and complex area of commu-
nications policy that goes beyond antitrust concerns alone.
The OTP will take into account all pertinent considerations
before deciding what, if any, policy recommendations and
legislative proposals will best se.rve the national interests.

"The Justice Department letter was in response to
Senator Gravel's request for comments on specific draft
legislation prepared by Senator Gravel. While individual
departments respond to queries from Members of Congress
regarding particular legislative proposals in the ordinary
discharge of their responsibilities, such department comments
should not be interpreted as an Administration recommendation
of such proposals.

"The Justice Department letter, therefore, should not be
interpreted as an Administration endofsement of Senator Gravel's
proposal."
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from U.S. Sen. MIKE GRAVEL, ALASKA

For Release Upon Receipt

Contact: Marty Wolf
(202) 225-6665

WASHINGTON, D. C. -- The Nixon Administration has endorsed
wwwwwwommommemm

(D-Alaska) contention that communicationsSenator Mike Gravel'

carriers should be "eliminated" from the Board of Directors of the

Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT).

Senator Gravel today released a White House-cleared letter
from Assistant U.S. Attorney General 777r1777177171777777777ch
the antitrust chief said, "a good case can be made for eliminating
the direct carrier influence over Comsat."

The Justice Department letter was in reply to a Gravel letter
of February 12, 1970, requesting the Administration's views on the
Senator's proposed legislation to remove carrier representatives
from CO?iSAT's board and forcing the carriers to divest themselves
of some $140,000,000 of Comsat's stock.

Last February 12, Senator Gravel had written McLaren that
"There is little doubt that directors uiLl_agigg.i.5 to inside
information and to1....LlijagLe. cost factors of any organization of
whose board they serve."

The Assistant Attorney General.aLuicl. He wrote Gravel that
the Commumications Satellite Act of17W2-"ignored traditional
policies that restrict common ownership and control" of competitors.

(Carziers own over 357 of COMSAT stock. AT&T alone has 297g0

Senzitor Gravel has; been critical of Comsat's inherent weak-
nesses t:;1) public services at low cost and lack of
aggressiT management against competitors.

Criticism of Comsit's weaknesses "has been reinforced by
axperiemce'," said McLaren and he went on to cite several antitrust
prvvisiolvs against situations similar to those wherein the carriers
obviousl:y overpower Comsat management.

In statement on the floor of the Senate last September 10,
Senator Gavel had agaAn attacked AT&T's role in Comsat's management
while was announcing its intention to lay another underwater
rans-Atluatic cable in competition to satellite communications.

At that time, Senator Gravel, attacked influence over nComsat's
tinancial life-and-death" and said the whole communications issue
7as not one of free competition but a game played with "a set of
Loaded dice."

(continued)
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"Since 1962 we have learned a great deal about satellite

communications that we did not know during the debates preceding

enactment of the COMSAT Act," said Senator Gravel. "I believe

it will be far easier now to correct mistakes of the past," he added.

Senator Gravel said his new legislation would remove the

carriers from Comsat's b5rd by January 1, 1 72, and force them

to divest themselves of Comsat stock by January 1, 1973.

McLaren also informed Senator Gravel that changes might be

required in past positions taken by the Federal Communications

Commission. Senator Gravel agreed but added that, "The FCC has

taken several encouraging new steps recently on this issue."

Senator Gravel added, "This is a complex subject and the posi-

tion taken by the Justice Department is an important benchmark as

regards a serious antitrust warning and a cry for corrective

legislative action."

"The whole area of social and public applications and the

improvement and quantity of all services, including educational

television and public broadcasting, are very much involved," he

said.

On September 18, 1969, Senator Gravel had introduced a bill

to break. the FCC earth station policy at that time of split

ownershp between Comsat and the carriers. The White House

position paper on telecommunications on January 23, 1970, Lamlzally..
supported the Senator's thesis and the legislation was allowed to

ie in committee. Senator Gravel felt that the FCC under a new

chairman should have time to adjust to the new White House

guide limes.



ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
ANTITRUST DIVISION
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1971

Honorable Mike Gravel
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Gravel:

( I.•1 tl!

oF

This is in response to your letter of February 12,
1970, requesting comments from the Antitrust Division
on a proposed draft amendment to the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962 as amended ("1962 Act"), 47 U.S.C.
§§701-744. This draft amendment would, if enacted,
eliminate direct control over the Communications Satellite
Corporation ("Comsat") by the terrestrial communications
common carriers ("carriers"). It would do so by (i) barring
any representatives of the carriers from sitting on the
Board of Directors of Comsat after January 1, 1971, and
(ii) barring carriers from owning any shares of Comsat
stock after January 1, 1972.

In general, we would favor enactment of legislation

along these lines to eliminate direct carrier control or
influence over Comsat. Such a step, combined hopefully
with some modification of regulatory constraints on
Comsat's activities (discussed below), would significantly
enhance Comsat 's competitive potential.

The 1962 Act was a compromise. It ignored traditional

policies that restrict the common ownership and control of

competing modes of regulated business (e.g., 49 U.S.C.A.

§5(14); 49 U.S.C.A. §78; 47 U.S.C.A. §314). Instead the

1962 Act provided for extensive carrier ownership of Comsat

stock and for six carrier nominees as directors of the

corporation. As a result carriers controlled half the

shares and more than a third of the directors. American

Telephone & Telegraph Company (AT&T) alone is by far the

largest Comsat stockholder, with 29 percent of the stock

and 20 percent of the Board.

From the outset, this arrangement has been criticized

as being inconsistent with the stated Congressional mandate

"that the corporation created [i.e., Comsat] . . . be so

organized and operated as to maintain an} strengthen competi-

tion in the provision of communications services to the public"



(47 U.S.C.A. § 701(c)). (See, e.g., Legislation Note, The 
CoMsat Act  of 1962, 76 Harv. L. Rev. 388, 398 (1962)). This
-67iticism-has'been reinforced by experience. (See, e.g.,
Schwarz, Comsat the Carriers}  and the Earth Stations - Some

Problems wiTir rWIang Variegated-Interesti7 76 Yale L. J.
441 (1-767); Report of the President's TaT3k-Force on Communi-

cation Policy (1968), Chap. 2, p. 15).

Moreover, the carriers' stockholding and directorship
arrangements in Comsat are contrary to the normal antitrust

prohibitions against anticompetitive stock acquisition and

director interlocks contained in Clayton §§7, 8 (15 U.S.C.
§§18, 19). The prohibition of Clayton §7 applies where
minority ownership results in the probability of anticompeti-

tive consequences, U.S. V. duPont, 353 U.S. 586, 592 (1957);

and, because of the-"13pportUiTify thereby afforded to . . .
compel a relaxation of the full vigor of . . . competitive

effort," the prohibition applies with equal force to directors

appointed by such minority owner. Hamilton Watch Co., v.
Benrus Watch Co., 114 F. Supp. 307,--317 (b. TO-En:-7952), aff'dWatch_
206 F. 2d 77 ----(2d Cir. 1953). Under §8 of the Clayton Act,

interlocking directorates among competitors are per se viola-

tions. U.S. v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., Ill F. Supp. 6TW (S.D.

N.Y. 1953).

In these circumstances, we believe that a good case can

be made for eliminating the direct carrier influence over

Comsat flowing from their shareholding and directorships.

This approach is consistent with the Department's original

position in 1962 when the Attorney General emphasized that

we "place great importance on competition because the communi-

cations industry is particularly susceptible to domination by

one company -- AT&T." (Hearin_.0on H.R. 10115  and H.R. 10138 

Before the House Committee on-rii-Cerstate and -Forei,n Commerce,

737th Cong., 2a--- ess., pt. 2f565 (1962) (testimony o -

Attorney General Kennedy)). Moreover, it is consistent with

the policy of this Administration of placing "more reliance

on economic incentives and market mechanisms in regulated

industries" so that "increased competition will eventually

make it possible to let market forces assume more of the role

of detailed regulation" in communications (Economic Report of 

the President 108-109 (1970)).

The problem is, however, only partially one of the Comsat

corporate arrangements covered by the draft legislation.

Regulatory decisions by the Federal Communications Commission

have been at least as significant a factor in limiting Comsat
's

2



competitive potential vis-a-vis existing carriers.
•

Of particular significance is the FCC's Authorized User
decision, 4 F.C.C. 2d 421 (1966), in which the Commission
unanimously ruled that Comsat was to be only a "carriers'
carrier," precluded from retailing its services direct to
users (including the Government), except under "unique or
exceptional circumstances" to be determined by the Commission.
However, because the Commission declared that it would
authorize direct Comsat service absent a reduction in the
carriers' rates "fully to reflect the economies made available
through the leasing of circuits in the satellite system," some

potential competition remained and was reflected in some very
substantial rate reductions made by the carriers.

This decision was followed the same year by the Commis-
sion's Earth Station decision further reducing Comsat's
potentfal to compete vigorously with the carriers. 5 F.C.C.
2d 812, 816 (1966). Here the Commission decided (reversing
an earlier decision, 38 F.C.C. 1104(1965)) that Comsat had to

share ownership of all earth stations with the carriers: 50
percent was to be owned by Comsat, with the balance apportioned

among the other carriers on a use basis. The day-to-day
management, and apparently, all equipment design and procure-

ment of the earth stations are thus made by a joint operating

committee made up of Comsat: and the carriers.

To summarize, we favor generally some legislation along

the lines of the proposed amendments, in order to eliminate

direct carrier control or influence over Comsat. However,

unless combined with at least some reversal of the FCC's
decisions protecting existing carriers from satellite competi-

tion, such legislation is not likely to enhance significantly

Comsat's competitive potential.
/

Sthcee4r yours,

)1.1 , 

1(

\(1 1 (---

RICNARD W. McLAp
Assistant Attorney General

Antitrust Division


